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Voluntary

association does much In
or in war. and while of
course it is not reliable in all emergencies, yet
he would not lie wise who would neglect or
despise its counsel and assistance.
The following table, compiled from the returns of the Metropolitan Police, shows the
number of drinking places and brothels in and
about Washington:
our

Taverns,
tippling shops, fcc.
34
S3
38
105
58
83
51
22
49

Precincts.

Term*:

II
III

Daily Press Is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at #6,00 per year in advance, to which will be added twenty-five cents for
each three months' delay, and If not paid at the end
of the year the paper will be discontinued.
Th* Portland

Single copies

IV
V
VI

VII
VIII

three cents.

IX
X

The If aihe Static Press is published every Thursday morning, at #2 00 per annum in advance; #2.25
If paid within six months; and #2.50, if payment be

delayed beyond

In 9

:

Transient Advertisements, #1.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not

week, #1.25 per square; 76 cents per
vreek after. One square every other day one week,
#1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements,
more

than

one

rt.00 per square per week.
8rsciAL Notices, #1.60

#1.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for ane insertion. No charge less than fifty

^anoe.

or

paper promptly transacted

on

application

ed and

AT

Of Brook lyk. Nkw York.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER

Hampden
Of

Conway

Fire Insurance

1863.

Company,

of Immorality.

EKY,
Fittings, &c.
and

Liverpool,

cards of

Every Variety

Style and Cost.

Portland.

Commission

WARREN SPARROW,
ear* af Exekaage ll.*
PORTLAND. ME.,

Agent

of the

following

First Clam

Insurance Co’s.

rAG8 PIERCED WITH HOLES A GLITTERED
WHEN DESIRED.

e*jiblic Fire Insurance Company*
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 9312,000.
Relief Fire Insnrance Company.
Of New York. -Cash Capital and Surplus, 9-50,000.

Aed other

Printing,

June 23.

Hilton’s

and the public, that after an absence of twentyfive years, be has returue<l to his native place and
purchased of Mr. Thomas Richards his interest in
the

j

GOOD FAhf/L F

quantities*

Foreign

New

executed on liberal terms, and with despatch
Kescarche# made into Amcricau or Foreigu works, to
detc mine the validity or utility of Pat cuts or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in all matters
the same. * Copies of t he claims of any
Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar
Assignments recorded at
The Agency is not ouly the largest in New England, but through it inventors have advantag * for
securing Patents,of ascertaining the patentability of
inventions, unsurpassed by, if not immeasurably superior to, any which can be offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
MOKE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFH E
than the subscriber; and a« SUCCESS IS THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, he
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
and can
office of the kind
prove, that at no otherservices
are the charge* for
so moderate
profe*-ioual
TinOf the sohocribot dilfsi twenhas
vears
to
enabled
him
accumulate
a vast
past,
ty
coflection of specifications and official decisions relative to patents.
These, besides his extensive library of legal and
mechanical works.and full accounts
granted In the United States and Europe, rende him able,
beyond question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

CASH CAPITAL, *2.378.946 74, INVESTED.
its net earnings to the life
Company
THIS
companies
policy holders, (not in scrip
divides

as

$335,000.

tVashingtou.

j

j risk, "is

a

journey

patent.'and the usual
here saved inventors.

to

Washington, to progroat delay there, are

TESTIMONIALS.

“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the mo$t capable and
»ucc*nfuf practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse."
CHARLES MASON,
Commissioner

of Patents.

“I have

no hesitation in assuring
cannot employ a person more

inventors that
they
comjtetent and
and
more
of
trustworthy,
capable
putting their application in a form to secure for them an early and
favorable consideration at the Patent Office.”

Eddy has

made for me THIRTEEN applications. on all but ok it of which patents have been
granted, and that is note pending Such unmistakable proof of great talent and ability o;. his
part
leads me to recommend all inventors to apply to him
to procure their patents, as they may be sure 01 haviug the most faithful attention bestowed on their
cases, and at very reasonable charges ."

JOHN TAGGART.

Dnring eight months, the subscriber, in course of
large practice, made on t trice rejected applica-

All this business is

his

[

tions, SIXTEEN APPEALS. EVERY ONE o (which
wan decided in his favor, by the Commissioner of
PrtentsR. H. EDDY.

jan8eodly

REWARD!
DOLLARS will be given for the detection
and conviction of any person or persons stealing
papers from the doors of our subscribers.
dec26
PUBLISHERS OF THE PR’*88.

FIVE

NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

OYSTERS,

1

Premiums may be paid iu teu years—no forfeiture
alter.
WILLARD PHILLIPS, President.

Bewj. F. Steven®, Secretary.

Policies
issued ou the life, or for a term of vears,
ou certain contingencies.
Creditors may insure
their debtors ou time.
•'My object is to call attention fo the fact that a
policy of Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
mode of niakiug a provision for oue's family.”-Benare

Meal* at all

RESTAURANT.
hour*, cooked to order.
-ALSO-

ENGLISH ALE ON DRAUGHT
G. D. MILLER, Proprietor,

Hoar U. S. Hotel, Ko. 117 Federal Street, Portland
dec23 3m

SETH E. REED1

AnguMti, Me.

Hon. Lot X Morrill,
Hon. Joseph B. Hall,
U. 8. Senate,
8ec’v of State,
Hon. James G. Blaine,
Hon. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer
gfpaOdfc wl4tf_

COAL

&

or

jamiu Franklin.
The undersigned will wait u)K>n persons desiring

|

to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their own
place of business, and assist them iu making applications.
References in Portland may be made to the following parties: Messrs. H. J. Libby k Vo., Steele ft
Hayes, Ezra Carter, Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
Geo. W. Woodman, Esq., Messrs. John Lynch ft Co.,

CHEAP

JOHN W.

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZEL TON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHNS,
THE GENUINE LOBBER T,

PORTLAND, ME.

decl9

eodly

strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.
Coals

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION
-or THE-

Howard Fire lusurunce Company
OF BOSTON. MASS.,

Capital Stock.#106,100

00

risk.2.899.350 67

Loans,amply secured by pledge of stocks,
132 shares Appleton Bank, Lowell,Mass.,

6

Prescott
Lowell
Pemberton
Lawrence,
•.
Bay State,
B'nk of Commerce. Boston,”
"
North America,
Howard Bank,
Safetv Fund Bank,
Eliot "Bank.
Lowell k Lawrence K. R.
Stony Brook

Unitinl States Bonds, 6 imtcent.due 1881,

Deposited

with U. S. As istaut Treasurer

at Boston,
Balance iu hands of

6.000 00
6.000 00
2.000 00
8,000 09
3.200 00
13.465 00
5,225 00

15,000 00
Agents,

Liabilities.

642 68

#152,924 13

Louse*
upon which the liability
of the Co. is uot determined
810.000 00
Amount of all otheV claims against the
1,786 92
Co., (chiefly dividends uncalled for)
J. W. DANIELS. President.

reported

EPHRAIM BROWN, Secretary.

JOHN W.
Office
Jau2

MUNGER, Agent,

N«. too Fere Street,
Head of Long Wharf.

...

quality, and

Maine

Wh'J.

SAWYER A WHITNEY.
842.981 10
17,6n6 36
16.180 00
1,100 00
1.660 00
6,260 00
1,600 00
6.125 00
6,000 00

real estate,

Manufacturing’Stocks,

of

Jntsitr

TODD’S LlIX SOLIS

HAIR

DYE!

flooded for

with difler
have never
or
expectations
purchasers. The wn
plus ultra has been reached at last in TODD’S
HAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd's Lux Sofis Hair Dye over
all others is. you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dve, and there is but
oue kind to be used, and that can W put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
all other dyes, it will color long hair, which other
dyes eannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this.
g'JT For sale only at
market has been

N AV Y

Tailor,

...

Wl L LIAR

dir

F.

PARKER,

MtpSV

Maaafaetarer mf

s/'Riya-Buns. .va ttrkssks, peir-cvsHtoys, tc.. nc.
148 Exchange Street, Portland.

or

Hair Mattresses renovated.
Furniture reand varnished. Chairs re-caned in an immanuer.
Second-baud Furniture bought,

exchanged.

years

THE
ent articles called Hair Dves, which
satisfied the

TODD’S HAIR DRESSING ROOMS,
No. T4 Middle,corner of Exchange Street,
sqptlfitf

Ambrotype

Jul90d6m

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.

37 Market

July 14th.

fF* All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
up in thubest manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to
S. D. MERRILL.

aug4dly

EXCHANGE

Having
Nos. 17 St 19

building,
Exchange Street,

and fitted it up anew, 1 am now ready to wait
my former customers and the public generally,
hours, with all the luxuries of the day.

“HENRY

Opposite

Wood

Coal,

est

and

on

hand, and

are

MOST DESIRABLE

A

TOLL

HENRY L. PAINE,
WILLIAM C. How.

daily receiving the

STOCK

OF

TH*

CLOTHING,

Furnishing Goods,

will sell at

Roofing Slate,
Street,

)

prices to suit the timet.

Portlsnd. Nov. 19,1WI.

STATEMENT

Merchants’ Insurance C&,
In Providence, R. I.,

On the 30th

dtf

day ol November, A. D. 1991

Incorporated.

.Mop Ut, 1861.
Capital, all paid in cash.9160,000 00

Tailor,

EXCHANGE 8TKEET.

98

INVESTMENTS.

Au* 8. 1862.

dly

2200 shares Bank of C ommerce
800
American Bank
400
Merchants Bank
*•
400
(.lobe Bank
•*
100
What Cheer Bank
'«
100
Pheuix Bank

CO,~
■Wholesale Q-rooers,
JOHN LYNCH *

AND

(Opposite

head of

Amount of Premium Notes,
Amount of Cash on hand.
Amount of cash in hands of

Widgery’s Wharf,)
BARKEN,

PBLBO

LYNCH

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

9900.000 00
14.818 74
1.991 61

1.9X8 67

Agents,

standing.

9234,796 00

ing.

3.992,908 00

Block,

Company."

Forristall,

JOHN W. MENGEB * SON,

1NPOKIER AND DIALER 1*

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

!

Pocket and Table Cutlery.
N0T10X8,

OLOOKS, WAT0HE8 AND JEWELBY,
STATIONERY, TOYS, Ac.,
Federal and 106 Cong re $» Street $,
Huston.

oaa

June28

be found st the above place

Jaa9

subscriber hereby gives public notice In all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator do
bonis non with the will anuexed of the estate of
EDWARD M T EAVITX.
late of Portland in the Conntv of Cumberland, dei
ceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to the said
deceased's estate to make immediate payment; and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the
PETER IIANNA.
same for settlement to
w8W
Portland. *an. 8.

THE

_80

_wiy

&

TIIBOIGII TICKETS
NEW TORE. PHILADELPHIA. BALTI-

Fancy Printing

W ASHINGTON, and to all parts of
TOMORE and BOtTU
and *OKTH WEST. via. all

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS,

Agents,

No. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
Portias*, Me.

GOODS,

YANKEE

10,889 00

peared before me, and the said William CometoekTa
his capacity as President, and the said Walter Paine
in his capacity as Secretary, of "Merchants' Insurance
severally made oath to the truth
of the above statement.
Henry Martin.
Justice of the Penes.

A. W. B A N FI ELD,

FA.1STCY

48,889 "0

16,000 09
WM COMSTOCK President
(Signed)
Walter Fairs, Secretary.
Providence, Dee. M. 1899.
The State of Rhode Island and Providenee Plantation. Providenee County as.—In Providenee this
twenty-second dav of December, A. D. 1882. Then
William Comstock and Walter Paine personally ap-

PORTLAND. MR

and Mills k

99,89961

risk,

oue

IRICS, DYI STIFFS, CUSS IARI,

Book, Card

6.000 00
6,000 00

••

Amount of preminms thereon,
Am't of all outstanding claims.
including unpaid dividends.
Largest amount iusured on any

wholksals niuiai i»

P J. Forristall

fn.flOOOO

•*

Amount of premiums thereon.
Amount of tire risks outstand-

jeSSdtf

18 and 30

40.0UQ00
>*.000 00

Amount of marine risks outTHOH.

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO.,

Ju129d&wly

9110,00000

•«

9290.739 89

Partlanid. Me.
LYNCH,

stock,

—

GRANITE STOKES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

JOHN

Portland, Maine*

jan2 eod3w

novl tf

A. D. REEVE!),
Portland.

tiriCER,
Long Wharf,

I

ADDISON W. BANPIKLD.

-A*I>-

we

JOH\ W.

Ho. 166 Fore St., head of

PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS’ GARMENTS, by

lat-

STYLES of

READY-MADE

which

CO.,

HOW k CO.,)

Boy*, Boy*, Boy*.

Custom House,

Latest Styles of

Gentlemen’s

and

Successor to P. J. ForHstsll

CLOTHS. OVERCOATINGS,
Fancy Doeskins and Casslmeres.
ALSO,

C.

Opposite .Smith’* Wharf..Portland, IKk. i

at all

BROWN,

the

Company and Mvorallv made oath that tha abova
ttaieiueut, bv them tuWcnbed, la. In thair baUaf
true.
Before me.
Sam'*, r. Urnroon,
(Signed*
Justice of the Feaae.

-Dealers in-

upon

At 62 Middle Street,
Have

L. PAINE &

(Formerly WILLIAM

JOHN ROBINSON.
Portland. Pec. 15. 1862.
decl6 tf

GAR DIMER &

unu

h'd Preble St.
dtf

86 Commercial Street, Thomai

leased the

burron ea.. Boeton, Due. 14.140.

reraonelly appeared l.eorur A Curtin, rreeidaat,
William M
Larhrop. becretarv of tha abova

cult.

(

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &e„

House.

Eating

Square,

1883.

set

MERCHANTS’

CommoBwealth ol VauackoMtto.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

PLUMBERS,

JOHN BOND.

Photograph,

or

K. B.—Large Ambrotypee only fytrrn

I. D. .VEKKII L A CO.,

Water

49.

attention riven to CUTTING and

Lounge*. Bedsteads,

sold

48.

!

—

FURNITURE,

tW'
paired
proved

dtf

not Adi to cult at Ko. 27 Market Square, where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satislhction, at pricer rhich defy competition.

M&th UPHOLSTERER
—ABD

46.
4i.

273 Commerciitl

EXCHANGE STREET,

98

Portland. Ang. 6. 1862.

46.

-W**T THX-

BY

A* D. REEVES,

44.

short notice.

AT No. 08 EXCHANGE STREET.

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

Bath

Hard and Soft Wood.

Commercial St., head

Olotlxa,

TRASK A LEWIS,

Portland, Me.

AND

42.
43.

YOU

of each.

minated?
Amount of borrowed money .specifying
collaterals given for the same?
A mount offoene* due and unpaid?
Amount of loese* clairaedand
unpaid?
Amount of losses reported
upon which
the liability of the C ompany is not de*
termined
Amouut of all other claims agaiast the
Company ? [Unclaimed dividends.]
1,438 78
Amount of cash received for
premiums
on Are risks *
67,81213
Amount of cash received for
premiums
on marine rinks?
Amount of notes received for premiums
on Are risks*
Amount of notes received for premiums
on marine risks?
Amount of cub received for internet*
14,810 01
Amouut of income received from all
other aoorcee*
Amount of 4re loeeer paid lari year’
41.710 <4
Amount of marine losses paid last year?
Amount of dividend- paid the last year? 2*503 28
Amount paid lor expense* of oAee?
9.72343
Amount of other expenditures*
4.117 71
Amount received iu cash for Are risks
not terminated ?
68,790 89
Amount required to re-insure all outstanding risks* Impossible to determine.
Amount of
premum notes on risks not
terminated?
Amouut of delinquent notes not
charged to profit and loss?
Highest rate of interest received? Six
cent.
per
Highest rate of interest paid on mousy
borrowed? None.
How many shares of the capttal stock
are pledged to the Company *
None.
Balance to credit of profit and loss account?
61,140 98
Balance to debit of profit and loss account?
How many shares of the capital stock
are owne*> by the Company, or not subscribed for? None.
What amount of the capital consiata of
the stockholders’note*? N ne.
OEO. A. CURTIS. President.
(Signed)
WM. M LAyiUUP, Secretary.
(Signed)

DO

_____jetttf
A R M Y

41.

rail iMortment of

IF*

86.
8fi.
37.
88.

40.

Vestings!

make them up at
Call and See,

M.

»•

selected Stock of

and well

a

—

BOSTON,

prepared to

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF.

Also, for sale, best quality of Nora Scotia and other

Office,

Is

Best

Corn, Flour and Grain,

I. D. MERRILL.

Investments—at market value

Loans, amply secured by mortgages of

10
15
60
20
60
60
60
60
20
80
32

COAL
best

And

C. BRADLEY,

W.

DEALERS IB-

The public are >*que«U'd to cal!, as we are deter*
mined to glee grod bargains to those who pay cash.

November 1st, 1003.
Amount at

are

large

■

Military

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Mo.

FOR SMITHS’ C8E.

Wharf,

STREET,

REEVES,!

Abo

recoin-

ALBERT WEBB * CO„

Pore and Free Burning.

CUMBERLAND

MUNGER, Agent,

No. 166 Fore Street, head of Long

WOOD,

FOR CASH,

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

llezekiah Packard, Esq.

Cooked in the best manner, at the

ALBION

Procured for widows or children of Officers and Solliers who have died while in the service of the Uu*.
ted States.
Prize Money, Pensions. Ronnty and Back Pay eo
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fees, for each l'ensiou obtained, Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will rece
prompt attention.
Post Office address

(Office No. 9 State House.)

to

CoasMerelal Street,

RXPERKNCXfl:

FREE POLICIES.

EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.
“Mr. R. H.

or

$15,000.

of*paten's

cure a

Premium* mar be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
semi-annual
payments; or w hen for whole life,
may Ik* paid naif cash, and the balance in cash on
five vears, with interest.
Amount taken iu one

my customers.
Portland, Nov. 1,1862.
nova tf

while in the service

Penalons

"they

IMMBNpradfet

taining patents.
All necessity ot

some

do.)in cash, every five years.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
in 1858 to Life Members was

touching

works with all his might
From early morn till late at night;
And every day he’s in his place
Working with steady care and grace.
He takes the letters one by one—
A single toas, and they are gone.
And safely landed each in place
In boxes iu “High New York” case.
And every day too, without fail.
He puts up Peck’i Dtriiion mail,
And, with the aid of Mr. Rice,
It's pouched and sent off in a trice.
One pouch's to Old Point Bent,—though true,
It contains the mail for Yorktown too.
Another goes clear through to Norfolk
With matter for the boys at Suffolk.
And yet to make the work go faster,
Each regiment has its postmaster,
Who quickly sorts and gives cacli man
As many letters as he can;
And when the work is truly done.
The men expect good news from home.

by sickness contracted

>f the United States, in the line of duty.

secure

foreign countries. Caveats, {Specifications, Bonds,
Assignments,and all Papers or Drawings for Patents,

Pensions,

cheerfully

27.
28.

The Taller,

having leased my Mill and
»

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded
lisabled

Boston.

of upwards of twenPatent# in the UnitBritain, France, and other

also in

Invalid

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 1843.

extensive practice
AFTER
ty yeais,continues
Great
States;

ed

rHE

COMPANY,

B O S T C) N
to

England Life Insurance

ADDISON FRYE.

purchased my slock and trade, I
mt*nd them

24.
25
26.

—Am As usual, keeps constantly supplied with freeh
29.
NRtI and fashionable Mi Mil s aud SHllM. io eve80.
f BJ rt variety and style for gentlemen's and la^*dle« wear, and invite all hie old customers
and the public generally to give them a call whenev81.
arthey d eel re to replenish their "underetardingu.”
W W L. is agent lor the Leavitt and Wilcox
®
k GibbeSEWING-MACHINES augt—dmd
I St.

Portland. Sept. 24. 1862.

to obtain from the
United aStBtes Government, 9100 Bounty Money,
Hack Pay. kc., for heirs of officers or Soldiers dying
n the U. 8. service.

23

It Co.)

AND

value

13,000
13.700 00
te
15.
Cash value of real estate owned by the
Company* None.
16. Amount of cash on hand ?
ft.713 ftfi
17. Am’t ofcash iu hands of agents*
18. Amount loaned on mortgage of real estate?
82.400 00
10. Amount loaned on collateral?
18,704 61
20. Amouut luaned without collateral?
21. Amount of aJiother investments?
22. Amount of premium notes on risks ter-

LOTHROP,

Cloths, C&Mimeres and

Corn, Meal, Oats, Rye, Feed,
Ground Rock Salt, dec.
AMAKIAil FROST,

Mkmr*. Flost A Furs

prepared

ia

FRYE,

Portland, Nor. J, 1862.

And Pensions.

underlined

ket

BOOTS, SHOES ft RUBBERS.

YORK

8,000 1291 10,380
10,000 128 U.800
7 5m 111* SMS
OMO 140
8.000

par value, market val.
Western R. R. Co.
Bonds.fi perct. 1875 1000 10.000 110 11.000
Ogdensburg, Tperct, 1U00 3.000 W) 2.700 *

de

NEW

lfio
1<)0
l.vj

«F

1

in just arrraxxD rxoa

»*l«s market ral.

32.810
411M oo
14. Amount of railroad bonds? Stats ain’t
of each kind, and par value and mar-

mat

With

bund.

on

_

9100 Bounty Money, Back Pay,

LIFE INSURANCE.

Patents.

Late Agent qf V. S Patent Office, Washington,
(under the Act of 1K37.)
76 State Street, opposite Kilby Street,
an

daw

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

deed tf

R. H. EDDY,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,

Hodgson

supervised by the accomplished postmaster at Washington, Mr. Clephane, who has, through the rise of the rebellion, found himself at the head of the most laborious postroffice In the country. But nothing disturbed. Ills even temper and ready talents are equal to all emergencies, and the immense business of his office goes on with all
the efficiency, and ten times the courtesy and
accommodation to the public, which is found
in the New York city post-office, which, a
few years since, did fourfold the business of
the Washington office, and probably at the
present time has fourfold the clerical force
which is allowed the office here.
The business of the State Agents and the
Relief Associations of the various States is increasing here. Aid, comfort, counsel, sympathy, active effort, and patient, persistent dealing with the holders of “red tape” are required in behalf of wounded, destitute and
disabled soldiers. While an accurate agent of
the State, responsible to and dealing with the
authorities of the State, Is iudispeusable, yet
such agents should act in friendly and earnest
concurrence with the volunteer Relief Associ-

Portland. June W. 1848.
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together

No. lOO Commercial Street,
near Commercial Wharf—where we shall
keep conFloor,

SOBTS OF HAND BILLS.

75 vhnrea,
Hcataru. OBaliam,

MANUFACTORY,

D.

100 7J100 lo2* 7,687
M0 9.000 103 8*70
lou 6,000 US 4.660

_

Fitchburg,

and Fashionable Stock of the above arbe found at this establishment, comevery
crlption for a traveling outfit
10. 1*62.
diim
J R. DCRAN.

A.

"

100.hare.

No. 166 MIDDLE STREET.

—

hare taken Store

stantly

axD

HI. Bit4DISH.
FLOCK by the barrel, or in less

American and
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!
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E. Shew
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Trunks !
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66 6 280
100 2,(X0 116 2 320
100 4.000 114 4.609
M0 g„vx 100 3.600
MO
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768
100 6.700 MS 8.166
1*0 8.000 100 8,000
loo 9.108 loo 9 1iO
luo lo.uoo 93 9 800
100 6,000 83 4,160

ket value ot each.
P»r
Boston fc W orcester
K. R. Co..80 shares. 100

SVALISES,
Carpet-Bags,

W.

••

80
91
lot)
6D

foo 4
100
00

13. Amonntof railroad stacks? State
of each kind, and par value and mar-

CLOSETS,

promptly attended

Ju.

’•

7
67

••“fh
Amerijm. 90
B k ul Republic,50

set up in the best manner, andull orarranged
ders in town or country fkithfullv executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
to
Constantly on bund. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead
and Beer Pumps of all kinds
juhSMly

ticles
ALAR1

’’

75share»,

DuellDescription
EVERT
ing Houses. Hotels. Public Buildings.Shins. Ac.,
and

opartnersmp notice.

WE

unturpaiMd.

SHOP BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
ALL

oil—for

hare this day associated on reel res
under the name and style of

sad

Bakery,

Cement,
or

LORING* DRUG STORE,
Corner Exchange k Federal Street*.
t

are

Ju’s P. Chumpllu.

Bftokof

(Formerly

equal.

nor!7

Our Style,

Eagle
tsraulte,
Howard,
Maverick,
North,
Atlantic,

Block,

A.

Trunks!

"

Ulackstoue, 36

PROVISIONS,
opp. Thomas

and Silver Plated f'oekt.
of Wutrr Kixtnre for

W.

OT" Only 2* Cent, per Bottle, at

WEDDINtt AND ADDKE88 CAKD8

rremont,

1VIENDIIIQ

GLASS AS 11 BARTHES WARE.
It I. invaluable for soloing or patching Boot, aad
(Shoo, and for cementing Leather Belting it ha* no

Executed in taut* to loit the moat totidioua.

dAwtf

Exchange

IV-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

40
80
20
40

State,

-MAKER Or-

prising
••• Particular attention paid to procaring Freights,
purchasing Cargoes and Charters for vessels.
dfc wt>m7
August 2. 1*52.

mending
ruB.viTVRB. rroRr, ro.yk, crockery.

Ironze, Colored, end ell other klnde of

Office in "Boyd’s Building,’’ opposite Poet Office.

FLOUR AND
St.,

8ft Commercial

DURAN'S

JOSEPH lALI.

In.olr.blein Water

Dispatch.

Boylstou,

merchants.

DKALBR8

AND

13ootH and Shoes.

LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

ket value of each.

Elliot Bank,40Osharea.

and

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

Eqnitable Fire and Marino In a. Co.,
Of Proridenoe.
Perfect Security, which ought always to be the
•**#/ consideration in effecting insurance, is here offered to the public, at the lowest rates qf premium
xdopted by sound and responsible companies.

TIATOH,

rOB SOLEINO OB

undersigned would inform hi« old friends

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
found in similar establishment*-, and he hopes, by
close application to busiue**, and an endeavor to
please, to merit a share of patronage

—

Portland, Me.
IOHH

46.000
48.160 48.160 00
12. Amount of bank stocks? state amount
of each kind, and par value and mar-

TW1TCHELL A CHANIPLINf,

Corner Commercial St. and Long Wfc’l,

National Insnrance Company,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Surplus *500,000.

Again!”

Street

▲HD DEALERS IH

UOVLTOS'S BLOCK,

Clothing,

Washington

merchants,

Ship and Cabin Stores,

ORce 74 Middle*

Executed

TH*—

Warm, Cold and Hhmrrr Ilntkt. Walk Anris, Aross

SHIP BROKERS, CHAXDLERS

•

UBK4IBCKS. MOW, AM BILLS OF LAMM.

Promptly

—AT

No. 134 Eachakok Strkkt. Pobtlahd, Mb.

eodtf

ments, twenty-five

and at least twenty from Vermont and New
Hampshire. You will sec that the aggregate
nmnlier I have named can be readily made up.
Each of these regiments has a box in the interior of the city Post Office here. These 1k>xes, about a foot square each, are arranged in
upright cases, fifty to a hundred in a case.
Each box has a door sliding up and down,
which covers half the opening. While the
mail is distributing, this door remains down
to keep the letters, Ac., as they are thrown
la.’ When the mail for such regiment is put
up, a hag is held by hands or hooks at the bottom of the box, the door is slid up, and the
mail matter is pulled out into the bag. This
is done each day, a daily mail being sent to the
army. Each regiment has its bag. the division
bags for each army corps are tied up together, while these great packages for the army
corps are again tied up together for each grand
division, and the whole, with these distinctly
marked bags, are gathered together into one
grand mall which goes dally to the headquarters of the army.
This description of the distribution of the mails applies to the army on
the Rappahannock. The mails for the army
of the Shenandoah arc made up separately.
So of the army lying at Suffolk. Norfolk. Newport News, Ac., the headquarters of which are
at Fortress Monroe. Then again there is a
mail for a part of the forces in North Carolina.
1 hit. goes to Niwbttn na Fortress Monroe.
To get an idea of the aggregate of letters
thus dispatched, consider that to the New
York Regiments numbered above 109 (this
section is called in the phraseology of the Post
Office “High New York") there are distributed daily from twenty thousaud to twenty-two
thousand five hundred letters. This section
Is under the charge of Mr. Hodgson one of
the Postoffice attaches, who. as well as
hit associates, is among the hardest working
men in Washington.
I found written in pencil upon the case over which he presides the
following Une«, which your readers will find
descriptive of the business of the delivery of
the military mails:

DBALXR* IS

_

—

ri:ndiT.
1^67;
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PLUMBER,
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LIFE INSURANCE.
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ABDRIW T. POL*.

ariety of Type.

Orders,

PORTLAND. ME.

VEATOJT A HALE.

Billets A Circulars in Every

COUPONS,

Town Motes and

John Q. Twitcbell. Jul81d6m

GENERAL

THE NEATEST MANNER.

Jan7tf

FIRE

WITH

Commission

FLOUB, OOBN AMD PBODUOE

in

AND

Frees Office.

No. 5 Galt Block Oommarolal Street,

BILL-HEADS ruled and cut

STREET,
dig

Corporation Bonds,

Association,

TORE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
Je28dtf

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

TICKETS FOR SALE.

ALSO,

EXCHANGE

>8

Xxj'ooo

PRINTING,

—

J. W. HATHA WAT,
Maine State Agent, Washington, D. C

AltD

Insure* Buildings, Vessels In port, Merchandize. Household Furniture, Ac against loss by Fire.
9100,000 taken on any desirable Bisfc.
Losses paid at the Portland Office.
v

FURNISHING GOODS,

THK

AMD

DOLE * MOODY.

VIA FALL RIVER TO NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

orders

ROLLINS & BOND

“Home

AtiEACtf

*

nuunesi

February

Tailor,

Portland, August 6.18«3.

1MR

4. Amount of Capital ?
mi mm
6 Amount of Capital
actually paid inf
#. Number of .bare., and pur value of
eaehf 4000-866.
7. Amount of lire risks
outstanding?
7 799 m
8. Amount of marine risks
outstanding’
9. Total amount of outstanding risks?
7* -no
10. Amouut of United States stock Or treasury notes owned by the Company?
State amouut of each kind, and
par value and market value of emch.
United
Stuteu Five per oent. 1886. p. y. per eh
S1000—21X0 in. r. 970—81.940
1.940 00
11. Amount of State stocks? state amount
of each kind,and par vaJne and markat
value of each.
p. r.persb. m v persh.
Maes six per cent 1864
1 00-8.000 1080-8,840
(ity of Boston 6 per
1000 20,000 1080 *1,600
City of Bouton 6 per
cent 1877
1000 7,000 1180 7,910
City of Salem 6 per
cent 1881 and 1587,1000 10.000 1000 10,000

abd all othxk kinds or

PORTLAND, Ms.

NEW FALL GOODS
i’or Gentlemen’s Wear.

aud batteries, a

Federal Sis..

—AND TU E—
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Clothsi,

ad

Fancy Types, Sugar
Refinery,

Company,

Bay State Line of Steamers,

A. D. REEVES,

JOHN B. BROWN * SONS,

Book and

STEAMSHIP COMPANY,

the

a

Soldiers’ Relief

oc21 tf

Riding Habits, Ac.,

Cut. made and trimmed bjr

TOWN

_

Philadelphia

Ladies’

NOVEMBER,

1. State the name of the Company. Eliot
Fire Insurance Company
2. Where located? Button.
8. Whet. Incorporated *
16,164ft.

Coats, Pants, Vests, Jackets,

No. STS K Street,
Commanieatione to be addreeaed to
Their Establishment I, furnished with all the
spmachinery, and their aaeortment of

BOSTON,

021 THE FIRST DAY OF

THOIHPOON,

MAINE

I, adequate to do any work demanded in this State

Exchange and

N. York &

Work.

PORTLAND* ME.

job printing

Eliot Fire Insurance CompV,
r>l
or

/e28tf

prepared to receive order* for

Comer sf Pearl

AGENT FOR THE

still lira on the Rappahannock. At long intervals there comes from it rumors of a skirmish
or a general movement, and "* straight all is
cold again.” The people have forgotten to
cry On to Richmond,” and there seems to be
•
a general indifference as to whether it moves
-ATWhat means this feeling ? Has the
or stops.
No. 95.Middle Street
briel movement and great disaster at Fredericksburg so depressed us that we are no longer to stir in vindication of the national honor
since to go forward threatens such carnage as
■ AYE BEEN RECEIYIKO
brought horror last month on the Rappahan•
nock?
New and Desirable Stylet of
But all the great business of feeding and
caring tor this army, and its outlying detach- |
meuts ami its supporting corps, must still go I
-ANDon.
From Norfolk at the south of Virginia to
Harper’s Ferry at the north of the same State,
there are posted, (including the forces at NewWhich they offer at
bern in North Carolina and at Wheeling, Va.,|
over (even hundred regiments of infantry and
Prices
to
salt the Times !
cavalry and batteries of artillery. Such at
least is the number of regiments and batteries
nT”t'alliB before purchasing eke where, and see
which receive their mail matter through the
for yourself !
Washington Post Office. Included in this ag95 MIDDLE 8TREE1.
gregate are about two hundred New York reoc29 dtf
giments, nearly as many Pennsylvania regi-

or thirty Maine regiments
large nunibet of Ohio, Iowa,
Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota and
other Western regiment*, nearly Ally Massachusetts regiments, perhaps twenty-five eacli
of New Jersey and Connecticut regiments,

ot

H.
la

Or Hartford. Comm.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 9300,000.

,RA

“SMdtr

BOOA and

Nkw York.

Office—corner

Marble

roved modem

Commercial Mutual Marine Ini. Co.

Will also attend to fitting tbe above for steam or
gis.
Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks. Ac.
Will devote his personal attentio
to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable

To the Elitors of the Press :
The almost forgotten army of the Potomac

Second Floor,

hbturbT;

Penlaad, Me.

N. B—All work being promptly and peraonally attended to, la warranted to give thorough satis'action.

manner.

Works 6 Union 8t., and 333 A 335 Tore
Bt.,
Jnlidtf
PORTLAND. ME.

—

Bakoor, 31 e.

Milk Streets

37 UNION STREET,
(until bis shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any
lor steam, gas and water pipes.
.Steam and ba» K-ttiug* of all descriptions.

—

Fox Block,

STREET,

The Proprietor, of the Portlajtd Dailt Pane,
respectfully Invite attention to their fitcilities for execution, In beautiful style, every description of

Cash Capita), paid in and invested according to law
*100,000.

Portland, Me*

subscriber would inform bi* friends
THE
public, that be may be found at

No. 821 EXCHANGE

INSURANCE.

Watch-Maker,

g*

FITTING,

Marble Chimney Piece*, Monumental Work and
Grindstones.

Union Fire Insurance Company,

JStna Life Insurance

GAS

Done in the beet

Or South Berwick.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

Or

STEAM AND
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or
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Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

Piscataqua

Printing Office,

Steam Cocke, Valve., Pipe, and Connection,, Whole•ale
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L. J. CROAK,

ASIITUIMSCRIPTIQJi OF IlCIMIRT,

Book and Job

NO. 186.

141 Middle Street,

OF

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

POWER

*300,000.

Bomtom, M asa.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

STONEHAMJSj

Steam and 6a«

STEAM

I.

Maud.

Or

dec!2 eod3m

as

MAHUfACTUEIB

PORTLAND, MAINE.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

pot up at short notice,

•

I. L. WINSLOW, AfOM,

Fire Insurance Co.,

Sprixofikld,

OKDEK.

•
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Phenix Fire Insurance Co..

11.

TO

No* 16S 1*2 Middle Si*

Letter from the National Capital.
Wahftington, Jan. 24, 1883.
Army of the Potomac— Washin'/ton PostOffice State Ayents and Relief Associations— Statistics

Of if AKTPORII, CT.
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS *350,000.

STORE SHADES, of all dimensions, made, letter-

above

Wednesday Morning, January 28,

Charter Oak Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

CASH CAPITAL ANDSURPLUS 1860,000.

IJT AH communications intended for the paper
ilsilf be directed to the “Editors of the Press,” and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
iar*The Portland Daily and Maine State
Press Office, in Fox Block, No. 82} Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morniug to 0 in the
evening.
V¥~ Job Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the office

CASH CAPITAL AXD SURPLUS OVER *600.000.
ProBU annually divided. 75 per cent, to the dealers

Nhndcm,

EXECUTED

BUSINESS CARDS.

and London Fire and Life Insurance Co.

Lorillard Fire Insurance Co., of the City
of Hew York, Ho. 104 Broadway.

CLOTS ft WIRE SCREENS,
Signs, Banners, Ornnmental and
Fancy Painting,

be paid for in ad-

DOW,

CAPITAL AXD SURPLUS OVER *10,000,000.

3
5
9
32
4
10
8
8
20

Yours,

Window

State

Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rates fbr each insertion.
Transient advertisements must

Houses
of ill-time.

MISCELLANEOUS.-

cents.

Maine

Liverpool

523

daily.

per square for first week,

Legal Notices at usual rate*.
Advertisements inserted in the

JOHN E.

PRINTING.

Marine, Fire & Life Insurance Agency.

precincts
105
Add to these startling figures the fact that
Washington streets are the dirtiest, probably. of any city on this continent, and you may
well arrive at a conclusion not over-favorable
to the national capital. Washington has four
governments; that of the Congress, which
has supreme authority, that of the City
Corporation, that of the Commissioners of Police,
and that of the Military Governor. Further
comment is needless.
Many people die here

the year.

Hate* of Advertising

_INSURANCE.

country, in peace

JANUARY 28, 1863.

j

the WEST and
the most popular routes and at the'lomerf Boston
W. D. LITTLE, Agent,
rates, for sale by
dtf
OAce 31 Exchange 9t.
Oat 2.

m

PORTLAND,

STATE TEACHER’S ASSOCIATION.

BY TELEGRAPH.,

THE DAILY PRESS.

—

MAIN*

President.

LEGISLATURE OT MAINE.

■—«----

Wednesday .Morning, January 2N, IS03.

[SPKCl A L

T he Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the oity.

DISPATCH TO THE DAILY

|

TUKSP.J

Augusta,

|

Jan. 27.

SENATE.

Tuesdays—Prayer by

They will meet in the Representative's Hall this evening, when then* will be an
address by Rev. Mr. Dyke, aud a general discossdon. The Augusta Brass Band will be in attendance.
Resignation

Rev. Mr.

Sargent

of

Republican Party.

Let it be understood

once

for all,

represents the Republican party.
great, stormy ocean of civil war,
and sink like bubbles. If any man

Papers from
no man

On
men

might

The

disposed

use

of the Senate chamber

was

granted

The morning report of the 6th Maine regiment,
January 9th, shows 512 effective men, 12 sick in
the hospital, and 60 sick in quarters.
The 16th M&iue regiment, at the same date,
had 292effective men,47 sick in the hospital,

Joint Select Committee be
appointed to enquire into and investigate the
proceedings of the several departments of the
State Government for the last two years, so far
as relates to military purchases, contracts, supplies, money and articles furnished volunteers;
and that the Committee have the power to coinjiel the attendance of witnesses, and the production of pa]>ers.
Ordered—That

Irrepressible conflict, and so doing assured
himself a niche in history forever. That convention passed by Mr. Seward; the party accepting the nomination of Abraham Lincoln,
swept forward to victory. Among our generals
of

one, whose name was dear to the lovGen. Fremont is to-day with-

•

liberty.

Mr.

Wiggin

The

said he had

rayed against the national life, is the best and
the only Republican. If he have the courage
and ihe power to do something, he shall be

row,

no

leader, though like Butler he declare that
he is and ever will be a Democrat. It is the

and

Banking,

on

the order

is sure of its support.
A brave officer in a moment of passion sacrificed a well-earned reputation, flung away

was

a

strong

the

hope

arm,

u is

an

a

paimui

spectacle.

Air. i.aniPr-

is accused of corrupt practices by a creature who is a liar according to bis own repre-

:

absent

of in

veniy mem

Slavery rose up in arms against it,
by arms it must be put down—put down
finally and utterly. No man's reputation can
outshine the light of this great purpose. No
man’s loss or gain can be weighed against the
measureless Joss of national existence. Only
around the first citizen of the Republic, and
around him only by virtue of his august station, do all true lovers of the country gather.
His hands must be strengthened; his counsels must lie

informed.

I

telegraphic columns

district, believing them after mussubject to his control as a United States
officer. A different opinion prevails at Albany ; but no serious difficulty can possibly arise.
ter

The

Eastern Uailroad depot in
Boston is externally complete. Trains ran
from it

new

a

self-sustained, on which the slates
placed immediately, making it completely
II re-proof.

rained roof,

Bangor,

are

Z ff" The latest story about

Stonewall’’

Jackson, is told by a correspondent of the Petersburg Express. The night after the battle at
Fredericksburg, a council of war was held by
Gen. Lee, to which all his Generals of Division were invited. Gen. Jackson slept throughout tlie preceding-, and on Iteing waked ami
asked his opinion, said curtly,
Drive ’em in

St. John river.

Resol red, That our Senators and Representatives in Congress, he instructed to use their utthe river! drive ’em in the river!”
most efforts to obtain the
necessary legislation
at the present session of Congress; and they are
Mr. James Bailey, tlie principal proauthorized and requested to use such measure*
Under him this government is to contiuue, or
as they may deem
to enable them to
of tlie Sagadahoc Ferry, at Bath,
necessary
prietor
perish in revolution. Not merely as an lion
make an adequate presentaiion of the case to
haviug received the co-0|>eration of the City
est man then, hut as the President of the
Congress and the Departments.
Government on satisfactory terms, proposes
United States, as the symbol of civil order
Resolved, That the Governor of this State be
soon to pul ii|hmi the route a new, laige, suband good government, he is entitled to re- I requested to forward copies of these resolutions
to our Senators and
in Constantial boat for ferry purposes, furuislicd with
ceive the faithful support of the Republican
gress, and that he be authorized and requested
a
powerful engine, and properly sheathed to
i
to co-operate with them, as may be deemed by
party. All true men, who unite in the disencounter the ice, and thus furnish a safe
him expedient.
charge of tiiis high duty, by whatever name
mode of crossing the river at all seasons of the
The resolves were once read, and Mr. Blake of
known heretofore, are the Republicans of this
Bangor supported them in an able and interest- year.
living, momentous present.
ing speech- To-morrow was Assigned for their
1 $ The Dailies of this city furnish as much
news as any business man can find time to
second reading.
Mb. Carletoy iy Montreal.—A festival
read.
There is no general intelligence known
On motion of Mr. Parker of Gorham, the
was held, under the auspices of the Sons of
to tlie Washington,
Philadelphia, New York
Senate order, directing the Committee on State
of
or
Boston
on
Temperance
Montreal,
papers that is not simultaneously
Thursday eveto visit that institution, was taken from
prison
communicated
to
our
city press—and the news
ning of last week, in honor of the meeting of the
a
table.
appear- in our morning papers contemporanethe Grand Division of Canada. John C. BeckMr. Parker moved its indefinite postponement.
ously with the dailies of other cities. Our city
ett, Esq., presided. The Chairman, in the
papers give us the news—some five or ten
He thought it a useless expense, which ought to
eourse of his opening speech, took occasion to
hours after, the Boston dailies bring us the
be cut off.
big letters, sensation beads, and exclamation
extend a special welcome to "Mr. Carleton,
Mr. Lyman of Machias followed, in flavor of
points!—[Christian Mirror.
of Portland, the Most Worthy Patriarch of the
and
the
order
was
postponement,
indefinitely
”yThe I .ewiston Journal learns that some
National Divisions.*’ After several other speakpostponed.
efforts are being made iu that place to have
er* Mr. Carleton came forward.
His remarks
Mr. Cony of Augusta, from the Committee
only one sermon Sundays. It is claimed not
are thus re|torted
on Finance, reported bill, an Act to
amend an
yi the Montreal Witness:
Hint one good sermon is as much as any
Having Mated that he was exceedingly hap- Act in aid of families of volunteers, approved only
minister can easily prepare in a week, but also
py iu being present, lie thanked his brethren
March 18, 1802. The bill provides for the payfor the invitation to come to this city. But he
that the vital energy necessary to tlie successment of money instead of seript.
Read twioe
did not intend to insult the understanding of
ful and energetic delivery of a sermon is exand, on motion of Mr. Crosby of Dexter, laid
the meeting by dcseanting on the miseries
hausted after one sermon is preached, to such
on the table,
caused by intemperance. He thanked (tod
that there was not in the State of Maine or in
Mr. Cobb of Rockland, from the Committee ! a degree as to Interfere with the success of the
tbe city of Portland, any bouse bearing the
on Finance,
reported a resolve authorizing a j second sermon.
sign “Licensed to sell intoxicating liquors.’’
loan in behalf of the State. Read once and, on
Mf 'A special Washington dispatch to the
(Applause.) He was proud ol this because
motion of Mr. Cony, laid on the table.
This
he knew it bad done a vast deal for his counBoston Journal states that Gov. Andrew has
resolve authorizes a loan of $550,000.
try-men and country-women; and it would albeen authorized by the Government to raise
so do a vast deal lor tbe
people of Canada and
On motion of Mr. Hopkinson of Fort Fairdetached companies of volunteer heavy artilfor the world. While the Cliristiau men and
field, the order calling on the Adjutant General
women of Canada had been mourning with the
lery, and such corps of infantry as he may
people of tlie States over the war now devas- for information relative to the non-commission- j aeem expeuient, tor three years, unless sooner
tating that once happy country, had it been ing of officers in the ununiformed militia, was
discharged- and is further authorized to inlurguivru uim mere whs siiii hii awiui curse
taken from the table and passed in concurrence.
elude in the corps so enlisted persons of Afriover that laud in the shape of
rum-shops and
Patted to be engrotted.—Resolve in regard to I can descent, but to have them
distilleries? The speaker haring observed
organized into
that beer made more young luen drunkards
trespassers on public lands; resolve in favor of
eparate corps.
than all the rumshoos of the land, said he was
Margaret M. Darling; resolve in favor of Amos
glad to see the way in which the audience had
Major General Joseph Hooker was
M. Roberts, assignee of Franklin Adams; act
expressed their sympathies, when the Kev.
born in Massachusetts, and appointed Brigato change the names of certain persons; act exMr. Dull'alluded to the abolition of slavery.
dier General of Volunteers from California on
The United Stales had been laboring under
tending the time for presentation of bills for
the 17th May, 1801. His commission as Major
that awful curse for many years; but it was
State aid; all in concurrence with the Senate.
hi* conviction that God had pul the nation inGeneral of Volunteers is dated. July 4, 1802.
Patted to be enacted.—Resolve providing for
to a great retlnery, hut nevertheless was dealA delegation of Californian* left Washington
of bounties to volunteers.
ing with It in mercy. He believed that all the payment
for
Acquia Creek Monday afternoon to preNorthern reverses from the time of Hull Kun,
Adjourned.
had come irom the hand of God, but in Heav; sent him a pair of shoulder straps liearing the
en's good time everything would come
BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
three stars lie is now entitled to wear. A magright
again. The war was working out the great
On motion of Mr. Chamberlain,
nifleent sword, also the gift of Californians,
Tuesday.
problem of human freedom, not only for Amer- the
report on Agricultural education was taken
will lie presen ted to him in a few days.
ica, hut lor the world. (Applause.) He beI
from the table and ordered to be printed.
lieved that slavery once crushed in the United
We learn that the members of ComMessrs. Jewett, Dill, and Chamberlain, were j
States, wouhl receive its death blow over
the world, and if such turned out the case,
appointed a Committee to procure the use of panies A and I), of the Maine :td regiment,
why
not bear up under these little reverses? lie
the Senate Chamber for the discussion of fruits. I have presented Samuel L. Alien, Esq., of
and heard, coming on the cars, that there was
Bath, with a tine gold hunting watch and
Messrs. Dill, Washburn, and Chamberlain,
talk of the West and South uniting, and leavwere appointed a Committee to present the sub- I chain, as a token of their gratitude lor the uning New England out. He would like to ask
j
wearied pains he has taken to
what would S'ew England do then?
ject of sheep. Adjourned to afternoon.
procure and
A voice—Come to Canada.
forward such articles of supply as have beeu
Fish presented a paper on
-■ifternoon—Mr.
Mr. Care on—Well, if so, we will meet you
at the cities, and strike hands with
stock-growing, which was read once, and to- demanded for their comfort, and particularly
you. If
that time should
morrow assigned for a second
j for the accommodation of their regimental
reading.
come, we have winter outlets
•ulncient lor belli of ns; we have a tlrst-rate
Mr. Haines presented a paper on the value oj
hospital. The companies referred to were en■ea coast, six hundred miles
listed in Bath.
and the finlong,
which was read and Friday assigned
pedigree,
est harbor in the world, I don't see
why we
for a second rending.
Here is a morsel from a notice of the
cannot set up
The ohl counhouse-keephig.
The Business Committee reported as an addilast Atlantic in the Argus: “J. K. Lowell has
try has talked as if you will have to take care
of your own bread and
butter, and if you 1 tional topic: What action will the Board recoin- i “one ofliis Biglow papers, in which murder of
want red coats, to umke them
mond relating to a Scientific Survey of the State; I “the
yourselves
If
kiug's English is regarded to be wit. We
the Southern and Western States take'
Up
and Messrs. Goodale, I’erley and Dill were ap- t “are
that course let them take it; but
glad to say that the author promises to
good night
pointed to consider it.
(The speaker retired atnid applause.)
“discontinue his contributions.” What king's
Adjourned.
Friday ev6ning Mr. Carieton addressed a
English “is regarded to be” murdered by Mr.
public meeting in the Mechanics’ Hall, on the
Lowell, pray ? and how can the demise of the
MAINE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
subject of Prohibition.
Reverend Homer Wilbur be construed into a
This Society met,
according to call, Tuesday promise of Mr. Lowell’s or even of Hosca
Bigforenoon.
British and Avh.kk. an Exchange Banlow’s, to discontinue their contributions to the
Messrs.
king Corporation.—We notice
Chamberlain, Percival, Eaton, J. 1\ Oceanic
by the late
Miscellany ?
and Goodale, were
appointed a ComLiverpool papers, that under the above title Pertcy,
mittee to nominate a board of officers.
SW*The latest gossip from Rome, published
a company has been formed with a
in some of the foreign papers, is that a capcapital of
They subsequently reported as follows: J. F.
one million sterling, and branches in
tain ill the papel zouaves, who had been arLiverpool, London and Manchester, to deal in the Andenson of Windham, President; E. T. Holmes rested by the French military authorities as a
of Winthrop, Secretary: T.W. Badger of
swindler and an accomplice in a murder, was
purchase and sale of exchange in New York
Auguata. Treasurer; Warren Percival of Vaasalboro, ! formerly the paramour of the young ex-queen
and England. This business has heretofore
of Naples. One morning the king came to
and Samuel Wasson of Ellsworth, Trustees. The
been monopolized by a few foreign bankers
her chamber very suddenly, aud when the
was accepted, and‘the gentlemen
report
named
and their agents in this
maid of honor announced him, contrary to
country, and we have
elected us the Board.
her orders to admit no one, the queen stabbed
been suiprised that the Boston and New York
Mr. Uadgcr, Treasurer, made his annual
her.aml burned the corpse. The zouave esreport
banks have so long
permitted foreigners to en- which was accepted.
caped during thu muss, and the murder w as
gross business, which they could do wi'Ji ease
hushed up. The queen soou after left her
After transacting other usual business the Soand profit.
husband, and the above facts explain why.
ciety adjourned.
I She is now a
penitent in a couvent.
<

|

j

I

j

,,"ld*'" !-'*!>'. repairing.
raPTuilrlrw* Sld
****'• ,K:‘, 1 *"*““*• Hyer.fc,
New lfodford.
hOSl ON-ArF.th, ship ( tmmodnrr. Bassett lm
Liverpool; hark Selah. Nickerson, Baltimore
Eld 2»5th, ship Mom.luljt, Buck, ."an Francisco•
•hark Jehu. South. Gibraltar; kch Bay grate, Uailett'

N* w York.
Ar 27th. bark Oak. Ryder,
brig J
Bickmore. Tracr. Baltimore; schs Princess, Hopkins
Philadelphia Wreath. Talbot, and Hardscrabble
Gregory. Elizabethport; FairdeaJor, Pax. do-. Lucy
Arne*. Vcrrid, and Harriot Baker, Webber, do; M
"
aring, French, and Rachel Beals. Cortis. do; GW
Glover, Wheeler. and Fred Eugene, Crockett. New
York; 7. Snow, Jones, New York; Nile,
Marshall.
Gloucester.
Cld 27th. bark Hay State. Sparrow, Pernambuco;
•ch DAE h#*||#*y, Kellev, New York
EASTPORT—Cld 14th, bark Tahiti, Lee man, fbr

Philadelphia;

Havana.
WINTLRPORT—Sid 22*1. schs Expreaa, Rich, and

Valiant,.Staples,

Corner Smith and

FOREIGN PORTS.

ship

anges just received aud

of nice

at

very low

B. W.

JONES.

selling

jan27 dlw*

very

Or-

prices, at

115 Fore Street.

Portland
Ar

.Sld

Note.—We wish it to be understood that our quorepresent prices of large lots from tii>t bauds
•nk*»otherwise stated, and that in tilling small orders, higher rates have to be charged.
tations

jOtti. brig Trindelen.

Havener. Portland.
b*rk
Pan no. Boston;
Parks. McAlverr, Philadelphia.
Ar 13th, brigs Empire,
1'erry, Bostoa; G W Barter. Gilchrist, Portland.
Ar at Nassau N'P 22d ult. ship Sadie Hansall. Learitt, Cardiff; 27th, sch Emma Tuttle, Carver. Wilminr•

bng

LOCKE A KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
Middle Street. Portland. Me.
augl6—ly
PORTLAND PONT OFFICE.

ii

W If

ton, Del.
Cld 3d. win

ARRANGEMENTS.
WESTERN—Arrives at 12 40 and 74 l*. M. Closes at
7.46 A. M. and 1.80 P. M
EASTERN—Arrives at 15b P. M. Closes at 12 M.
EUROPE—('loses every Saturday at 1 30 P. M.
CAN A DA—A rrives at 1.50 P. M.’ Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS— Arrives about 5 P. M. Close at
9 P. M.
MAIL

Liverpool, per ship Kentuckian. We notice some
advance on Liverpool, and we now quote 2.75" *3:
Turk’s Inland 92.0fta3.25. Butter Salt remains steady
at 22c for bag* and Boxes.

15th. brigs Benj ( arrer. Perry, New York: Jas
LUry’ B*th; Wm Crt,e,ry, L,u,e* frn Pbila-

deMmi

Drb.

new'crop

repairing,

Portland
Cld ISth, brig Croton, Eddy. Mat ant as; Manranilla. Haven. Baltimore; sch Electric Light, Smith, lor
Portland: K II Perkin*. Barton. New York.
Ar at Matanza* 14th Inst, bark R B Walker. Perry.
Portland; sch Gun Rock, Purker, do; loth, brig J K
Curtis, Gregg, do.
Sid 15th, bark Indian Belle, Tenner, New
York;
sch Jas O'Donohue. Cnnev. Boston.
ard< naa Wth ***’ bri*
°rkn«*- Rorpby. ftn

Congress St*.

SWEET OKAN'iES.—Another lot

for Boston.

At Honolulu 2d ult,
Anglo Saxoa. Caverly, fm
San Francisco for Hong Kong, ar Nov 30,
having struck on a reef near the island.
Ar at Trinidad 12th inst, bark D Jex, Guide, from
St Jago; brig./ Walsh. Field. Philadelphia; sch N ellie Mowe, Pike, do.
Sid fm Havana 15th inst, brig Viator, Cochran, for

paid to Surgery, including
ear.
aug7—d6m

—

Representative*

!

Emprew. Eilrdr aler.
llardi^LVi* *nd FranrieKit"Arthcmm.
for Boston;
!*n.'
f°r K,>ckl*n<l
Hllve Averv, lor
Keliaxt j't "j
*,ld
lor Machiaa.

Florida, Ireland, Beaufort XC: lotb.

Handy. Mitchell.

do.

SPOKEN.
Jan 3. lat 29 tit X, Ion 40 21.
ship Spittle. LedEh. to
Callao for England.
Jan 6, lat 23 23. Ion 61, bark
Starlight, from Capo
Good liope for Boston.

NJ5W

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE POBTLAND COLLEGE,
-LOCATED IS-

Clapp's Itlook.Congress St.,
Will •pea Monday, Feb. M.

_BABBIED.

Monday.

The building is of brick ;
square, two stories high, surmounted by a clock tower whicli rises 70 feet from
the ground. The track is covered by an ironon

the front

Resolved, That the State of Maine expects and
demands, that measures be taken at once by the
General Government, for the proUction of its
North-East frontier; and that this can be accomplished only by a military railroad frAm Bangor
to

“havesuspicions”

listed in his

from the Committee
on Frontier Coast Defences, reported the following resolves relative to the defenses of the NorthEast frontier.

For his short-com-

our

1

Dentistry.—Dr. JosiA H HEALD, No 241 Con
gress Street, drat door east of 1st Parish Church
Portland, Me.
aug7dly

ca-li. The lirst of the
is daily expected to
arrive. Portland Syrup has advance!, the factory
price being now 26c for hhds. and 29c for brls.
By the N. Y. C ommercial it is stated that the consumption of foreign molasses in the United States in
1862 wa- 25,660.400 gallons, against 20.383.566 gallons
in 1861, and the total consumption of foreign aud domestic taken in 1862 wa- 62.668.400 gallons, against a
total consumption in 1861 of 40,191,566 gallons, or an
increase of over 56 k» cent.
NAVAL
ha* advanced.
Sales are now mad** at 2 85 & 2 90 |> gal.
We
quote Stockholm Tar 913o?14, and Coal Tar Pitch

the

j

quiet.
in

aul8 *62 eod

Ell,a,

Ll)i,A,tT«lWN_Ar23<l. brig I.jdia Stover. WhitfortMnouth; 24tli, r«h> K ArcuaS'... ‘iJi* MdrL,r
Bolto'n"U' a,ld L,,'y AmM' Vrrrin New York for

{^Consumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
Lungs, successfully treated by 1 nka
LATtow,
By C\ Morse, M D.,

firm. Sales limited to small lots old
crop from Jobbers. at about the following prices: 30® 31c for sweet
Clayed, and 32®33c for Muscovado; 3&g66c for
Trinidad 68 hhds Tart Clayed sold last week for 27c

was

HOLMES'S HOLE—In port 26th. ache Eliza
Oram. Portland for N>» Yoil: J tv,
rrpz
I In- flee t for the East sailed 2f,th.

Cen. Fitz John Porteb.—It is with reSTORES.—Turpentine
; gret that we hear
that tiie conduct of this ofniiu Biwu *«i
nign tor ;t ume, mis oeen
1
OAKUM.—Wo continue to quote American Oakpronounced by a court martial of such a charBROKERS' BOARD.
um 8} a.9}.
acter as to require
his dismissal from tile
j service*
Sal* or Stocks.—Boston, Jan. 27,1862.
ONIONS—'Th* market is still nearly ba ren of OnWe have no reason to suppose the
6,0ft) American Gold.164
verdict unjust. And after all the complaints ions, the stock not being sufficient to meet the demand.ami Silver Skins are very firm at 93 37<a3 50 I*
8,009.do.1634
there have been of the
impunity with which bbl, or *1 3ftal 33 p bushel.
I 29.900 .do.1544
officers could disobey orders, it is
1.600 United State* Coupon Sixes (1881).954
OILS.—Kerosene Oil remains very quiet and dull,
satisfactory
to know that one officer,
2.000 .do. 96
proved to be delin- with but little demand except for shipment. The fac2.000 .do. 941
for
Portland
has
Kereseue
is
met
his
tory
nominally
price
|fic.
deserts.
quent,
2.000 .do .94 j
Linseed Oils have advanced and are firm at f 1.3s*o;
lie was charged with shameful disobedience
500 United State* 7 3*10 Treasury Xotee(Aug) 102}
1.39. an Boiled 1.40a. 1.42. Hperni Winter remain*
of orders, issued by Gen.
42.000
.do. 108
He
was
acsteaiIv at *2 08<$2 10 p gal.
Pope.
e now quote Lard < sil
3.««»0 .do
t«*2i
cused of marching away from the
1 U0<$1 0*>; Rank and Bay Fish Oil* 926«29, and
while
enemy,
United State* Demand Note*.147
2.000
Shore 9*24 «3»i p bbl.
within hearing of the guns, thus
Involving
7.000 U. S. Certificate* of Indebtedne**. 1461
PAINTS.—All kind* Paints are firm at higher
I*o|m* s army iu disaster. There were several
16.000 United state- Treasury Sixes, (2 years). ...147)
American
Zinc
is
now
worth <W 'w
OOn New ilamp-hire State Sixes. .Ill'
charges and he was found guilty on them all. price*.
and French do luarift).
Boston and Portland
81.
2,500Vermont StateSixas
.lift*
he
1
court consisted of Gen. Hunter, PresiLead have advanced,and are now selliug at 91150;
dent; and Generals Hitchcock, Rufus King, Lewis Lead 911 <$11 50. Litharge and Red Lead have
T
also advanced,and we quote 10u 11c.
We now quote
Prentiss, Ricketts, Casey, Garfield, Buford and
L>amar Varnish #3 50M 00, aud Coach 93 25>• 5 uft.
Morris, the Hon Joseph Holt acting as Judge
Advocate. Geu. Porter was defended by Hon.
PRODUCE—Potatoes are in fair demand at imIn this city. Jau. 26th. bv Kev. 11. B. Abbot, AlexWe now quote 91 59«cl 75 p bbl. or | ander
proved price*.
Campbell, of Bowifoiuham. and Mis* Hattie
Reverdy Johnson and Charles Eatnes, Esq. It 55
<$65 p bush. The stock in market is quite Jight.
E. York, of Cape Elizabeth.
is said that he expected to be acquitted, and
We quote Eggs at 17 « 19c p do/., and Chickens at
In Kernandina, Fla.. Dee. 25th. Capt. Scolly D. Bahad applied for temporary leave of absence.*
9a 11c, Turkic* 12a 14c. and Geese 9a 10c p lb.
Keg., and Mw* Lucy M. ( handier, of
j ker. 9th Me.
It is reported that he was overwhelmed at the
PROVISIONS.—The heavy sales of Pork for GovChelaca, Man*.
ern
In
meat use, together with the active demand for
Houltou, Jan 2»th. Tbos. 8. E« tab rook and Mi**
aunouucemeut of his dismissal from the serside Pork for European markets, has created an acHelen M Blake, of II.
vice.
In Jonesboro. Dec. 25th. Capt. Albert Smfth ami
tive and exciting demand,and all grade* have recentHe was appointed to the
Military Academy ly advanced 92 p bbl. a* will be seen by onr quo- M;-* Charlotte Farnsworth, both ol J.
from New Hampshire.
In MU I bridge. I)ec. Slit. Au-tiu Dyer and Mina
tations elsewhere. Round hog* are *carce and in acHe graduated in 1845.
Charlotte H. Wallace, both of M.
•
He waa appointed First Lieutenant in
tive demand at 6^7c; City Mnoked ilams have
1847, and
advanced
W
now quote 9}"10}c. and Western
soon after brevet
Captain for gallantry at Mo- do8$0ep )c.
lb. B-.s f remain* steady ^and price* unlino del Rey. He was brevetted
DIED.
Major for his i changed.
good conduct at Chepultepec. He was wounPLASTER—Ha* undergone a decided advance
ded at the Liking of the City of Mexico. He
since our la*t, in consequence of the scarcity in PhilIn Bath. Jan. 24tb. Mr- Harriet, relict of tie late
and other market*. We now quote Soil
was Assistant Instructor of
Win. Donnell, E-«p. aged 77 year*.
Artillery at West adelphia
92 25 a 2 50, and Hard 92 00<• 2 25 ptuii; Ground 96
In Uirington, Jan. 8th, Mr*. I’he be. wife of Capt.
Point wheu the war broke out. It is sail
o6 25.
Wm. Kent, aged 70 year*.
to
see
such a termination to so promienough
At
RUM—We notice an advance on Portland distilled
cranberry Isle, Jan. loth. Mr. Nathaniel King,
sing a career.—[Providence Journal.
Ruin, which we now quote at 55a58c,with an upward
aged about 45 y ear*.
a*
InTrenton
t.'Doc. llth. Mr. Geo. Morphy, aged 82.
the
tendency,
diminishing stock* cannot be replacSee s woman in another column
Iu Sullivan, Jau. llth, Hiram Emery, E*»|., aged
ed at present pric**.
picking Sambuci
6
76
montbs.
year*
SUGARS.—-The market has ruled more quiet the
Grape*, for Speer’* Wine. It is an admirable article
past week, price* ranging at 14}<$I5| for Crushed.
used iu hospitals, and by the first families in Paris
Granulated amhPowdcrcd. Muscovado i* firm at I0J
IMPORT*.
Loudon and New York, in preference to old Port
a lie: and Havana Brown 10? a
12)c; White 12fat3};
" ine. It is worth a trial, as it
New Orleans 11 <$131 Portland*Sugars have recently
gives great satisfacBueno* Ayres
Bark Archer
advanc 'd
The factory pric.** now are for A 9je.
$866 dry hidaa. 86
Hon.
dec22 dly
hale* tnehd-. to A k .4 K Spring: 3&v* dry hides, to
and A A lttyc: there is no yellow in the market.
Kussvll Lewis; 2 boxes clothing, to W k Lewis.
SALT.—There i* a steady fair demaud for the reglie view of the Market,
ular trade for Liverpool and Turks Islam!. A small
For the week ending Jan 28, 1868. prepared
I cargo T. I. arrived and sold during the week, ou priEXPORTS.
expressly for the Press, by Mr. M. N. Rich.
j vate terras. We also notice the arrival of «VH0 sacks

State militia to report to him, is an error.—
lie undertook to control the new recruits en-

reported that the resolve in favor of William T.
Johnson ought to pass.
Report accepted, resolve once read, and Wednesday assigned.

ings, laden as he la with so vast a weight of
responsibility, allowance must be made. He
must also bear sharp criticism; it is no time
for ceremony. In bis integrity we confide.

oe

MOLASSES.—The market remains quiet but

Philadelphia.

the Throatand

IX 916 a.91650, aud Coke 912® 12 50. aud
very firm
at the increased
prices. Banca is worth 43®44c cash,
and Straits 40 ® 42c
Sheet Monw Imaun Zinc we
now quote 11* ®.l2c.
All our quotatious tor Metals
are cash.

of the fattier that nothing very serious
had taken place, there was Joy in that
family
as though one had risen from the dead.

that Gen. Wool has ordered the New York

seat.

Mr. Stetson of

or

B’ Tlie report

be guilty. The Republican party concerns itReferred to Committee on Mercantile Affairs and
self neither about him, uor about Gen. Porter
Insurance.
I
The people who constitute that party have
An order, directing the Clerk of the House to
but one aim—to maintain their right of selffurnish each member with the laws of 1802, was
government against all coiners. They voted
taken from the table ami refused a passage.
to limit slavery. It was a peaceful, constituMr. Cony, from the Committee on Finance,
tional act.

and let those who

Pkrticular attention
iseases of the eye and

METALS—All kinds of Metalsare very firm at in- !
creasing prices. Large sizes Tins continue verv scarce
in market. Char. I C is now quotini
tl3$ 13 50 ;

surance

w

speak out,

reach

stant

LARD.—The recent advance in Pork and Round
Hog* has ha*l a tendency to increase the prices for
Lard, and wo now quote tierces, bbis.aud kegs at 10*

pistol would have proved fatal.
it caused.au awful fright for the
time being, but in a few moments, on the as-

ithout reason from their posts in the
Union armies. Who are Ihryf If agy man
knows but a single case of this kind, let him

petitions were presented and referred.
Mr. Turner of Augusta introduced bill, an
| Act to amend Sections 3 and 4, Chap. 34, Rev feed Statutes, relating to auctions and auctioneers.

and

powder in

j

LEATHER.—We notice a further advance on nearlv’all descriptions of Leather, and now quote New
York light29®.31.and medium aud heavy ao, 31 a 32c,
Slaughter do 33«37c. American Calfskins 80® 90c.
Market firm with a fair demand.

of its owner, just below tile collar bone. The
hall and wadding went
through jacket and
vest and the bail indented itself more than
halfover in the flesh. A few grains more of
As it

There is a vague impression abroad
Z
that countless officers and privates are now

Various

sentation, who boasts that he sold himself under false pretences, promised bis vote lor money with intent to deceive. Mr. Cameron may

j

expedition. The Argus comes to bis
defense. ’St. t>oy! ’»t,boy! Two to one on the
Portland dog! He’s a dirty little animJ, but
he’s dangerous.

Richard Y. Watson, representative elect from
Trenton, appeared, was qualified, and took his

on

!

Banka

HOUSE.

honorable career, for the gratification of his spleen. He was cashiered last
went,

of

1

Zff’~ Tiie New York World attacked Mr.
Southard bitterly lor bis part in fitting out the

inexpedient.—Adjourned.

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Bailey of Gardiner.
Paper* from the Senate were disposed

day

with the others. The Bulletin claims,
that much suffering and loss may be avoided
by avoiding the Northern route.

hill, of Maine, and to Senator Wilkinson,
of Minnesota, for valuable public documents.

relating to shinplas-

ters, reported that the present legislation was
sufficient if enforced, and, therefore, legislation

November, made the passage in
high latitudes, and experienced had weather.
The fourth sailed on the 4th Decemlier,
nearly
a week
later than the latest of the

same

NEW HAVEN—Ar 24th, sch S S Lewis,
Shut*, fm
If «w York for Rock land.
l*t»RT—Ar 24th, sch* Petrel, Buck, fm New
lork tor Harwich; Senator. Brown. Portsmouth KI
for Boston; Porto K co. Hafviman, Hucksiort for
Waxhingtoa; A.I. lia Wilcox, 8* Ctorgr lor New
A Hammond, ilivaius, from Boston lor

i/incthi the affected parts and giro almost inrelief. In Bronchitis, Asthma, and Catarrh they are beneficial. The good effects resulting from the use of the Troches, and their extended
use, hus caused them to be counterfeited. B© sure to
guard against worthless imitations, obtain only
the genuine/troim’a flronchial Trockf$ which have
Hides 6* a7*c; Green Salted fl K%a2.<X) ai d Dry 1 20 !
proved their efficacy by a test of many years. Pcbfwl.F); Calcutta < ow 1.90a>2.10; and < nlt-s-kin.* 11
Lie Speakers aud Singers should use the Troches,
<SMc.
HOPS.—We quote growth of 1R<>2 at 14<e15c.
Military Officers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice
and are exposed to sudden changes, should hav©
IRON.—All grades of both foreign aud American
are firm at adrnneed priee*. with a good demand for
them. Hold everywhere at 25 cents per box.
future delivery. We now quote Common 4®. 4*, Rejmu21 d&w3m
fined do, 4lp5]c; Swede 7Norway 71«;8i; Cast
•Steel 25® 27c ; English Blistered do. 19® 20c;
Spring
do 16®/12c: English Sheet Iron is now worth
Fragrant Sozodont.—The most convenient and
6«j6k;
Russia do 16®2lc; Imitation do 18 a 15c cash.
efficacious Dentifrice the world has ever produced.
LEAD —There is but little doing in Pig Lead at 9}
For hardeuiug and invigorating the gum. purifying
@10. Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead are selling at 11a
the breath, cleansing, beautifying aud preserving the
ll*c P Ih
teeth, from youth to old age, the “Sozodont” is now
LUMBER.—The market lor Drv Pine Boards is
more firm,
used and recommended by many of the most eminent
quite large sab* lmviug been made
during the week at tall prices.
We continue to
divines, deutists. physiciaus, chemists and scientiflc
quote Shipping Lumber at 917 ® 18
M.; No
1 Pine. 533 D M, No. 2 884, and No. 3 824.—
gentleman of the day.
Sol t by all Druggists everywhere, at 60 cents per
Spruce Dimension is worth from 810®/U; and
Spruce
Shipping Boards 811 ® 12. ami Hemlock 88a) | bottle. Trial bottles and testimonials obtained gra.
10 k* M. Clapboards, Heart Extra are selling at £38;
tisof II. II. HAY, Portland.
Cleardo f26®30; No. 1, *13® 15; Sap. Clear 823r»25:
do 2ds 82*t®/2l. and aN’o. 1 £10<gl3. Sprue*-Extra are
HALL & RUCK EL, Sole Agents, New York.
|
worth 812® 15. and No. 1-*1»® 11
Shingles, Extra
dec27 eod2m*
Pine an* quoted at 83 50® 3 75. and Clear Pine 82 76
*ft3 00. Laths. Pine are selling at §1 50 «, 1 80, aud
Physician and Surgeon.—H. A. LAMB, M. D.,
M.
Spruce at 81 15® 1 20
Office, corner of Congress and Chestuut Streets
LI ME.—New Rockland continue* in steady active
Portland, Me.
demand, and prices buoyant at 70®.75c k> cask.

22d and 28th

SELECTED

A Cough, Cold, or aw Irritated Throat, if
allowed to progress, remits in * rious Pulmonary
! and Bronchial affections, oftentiuu* incut able.
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES

|

GUNPOWDER.—Weoontinoe to quote Dupont's
and Oriental Co's Rifle and Sporting nt 1660^7 25,
and Blasting lias recently advauced.
We now
quote Bucktield Blasting 4} «,5.
HIDES AND SKINS.—We notice an advancing
tendency ou HI ides and Skins. We quote Buenos
Ay re# Hides 8i)a31c. Western 21 ®22c. and Slaughter

:;F~ Oil Ike first page—Letter from Washington.
The Eastport correspondent of the St.
Sy*On the fourth page—The Dawn, an orCroix Herald, says that on the 12th iust., a
iginal poem; a California .Story, &c.
son of Dr. Fessenden, of that
plnce.hnd loaded
KT“ The Cameron bribery case is to be I a horse pistol aud not being successful in getmade tiie subject of inquiry oil the part of the
ting it off laid it upon a table in front of his
elder brother saying, "Nick, you nor nobody
United States Senate.
flV Two separate attempts at highway else can get that pistol off.” Nick took the
robbery were made near Lowell last Friday pistol aud in the first movement of the lock by
him the “stubborn” thing did go off and
night.
the contents of the pistol, wadding, ball and
ZW We are indebted to Vice President
some of the powder, were lodged in the breast
Hamlin, to Senators Fessenden and Mob-

Spring and Wiggin, the amendment offered

party of the nation, and not of any man. Whoever is for the Union witli a whole heart and

AND

ORIGINAL

by Mr. Spring was adopted, and the order, as
amended, was passed.
Mr, Spring, from the Committee on Banks

our

►

Col. Hathaway recommends the employment
of J. S. Luring of Lewiston at the Militaryothers,
Agency, instead of Watson. The Paymaster ; spent 12 days in working down Bie Eugliah
has obtained funds to pay off the 20th regiment, i channel, made the Southern
passage and had
fine weather, arriving, as mentioned, on the

or

|

holding Western Mixed firm a* RRa 90c. and
Southern Yellow 89a92c. Oat* are still very scarce.
ami in hritk demand at 680806. Bariev is worth 85
<£90c. J-'hort- and Fine Feed are without any change,
a* that branch of trado continues to be almost wholly restricted in consequence of the bareness of the
market.

•re

SIT” The Commercial Bulletin repeats its
annual advice to shipmasters, to take the
Southern route from
Europe in winter. Four
ships arrived in New York on the 19th. Of
these, three sailed from England on the 20th,

and 100 sick in quarters. Absent.sick, five offiDetailed for service two officers, and 274 men.
cers aud 79 men.

a

idea of asking any
out A command.
legislative proceedings, not
Repuhlicanfparty does | investigation,
not falter, does not turn aside to waste the ! proper in themselves, and just to the people of
precious hours, freighted, burdened with a the Sta*e. He did not know that any wrongs
had been committed, but the idea has been thrown
World’s hope, in idle regrets and childish lam; out that some things had been done not authorentation.
ized by law, ami which will not bear the scrutiny
This party is the party of the nation. If
of a searching investigation. It is only just to
General McClellan will lead the army of the
past officials to investigate the matter, and, if
Union to victorious battlefields, well; if not,
incorrect, to relieve them from the odium some
then
and
if
not
Hooker.
Burnside;
Burnside,
how cast upon them.
»
Others may regret the loss ol McClellan's
Mr. Spring favored the investigation, but was
so
do
we.
Others
adtalents;
may
splendid
opposed to so many Special Committees. He
mire, may reverence the more than soldierly
moved to substitute the Committee on Militia
daring, the high moral courage of Burnside; and Military Affairs.
so does the Republican party. But this party
Mr. Wiggin thought it would not be just to
will not turn its back to the enemy, and sit
that Committee. They had enough without this,
down with tearful cambric to lament the loss
and even now will he occupied until the last of
of any man. It docs not ask, Who leads ? but,
the session on matters already referred. This
Whither? That man, whose sole aim is to
does not come within their province.
beat down now these Southern bayonets arAfter some further discussion by Messrs. Morers

and

The resignation of Col. Charles W. Roberts of
the 2d Maine regiment has been accepted.

the Board of Agriculture Wednesday
and evening, fora general discussion on the subject of fruit and fruit culture.
Mr. Wiggin presented the following order :

rise
have

Col. Roberts.—Tiie 6th

Augusta, Jan. 27.

of in

afternoon

of progress when the Chicago convention aslembled, it was the man who announced the

was

were

concurrence.

this

elaiinad to he the representative of the party

there

the House

of

16tii Maine Regiments.

Hallowell.
The

£?T” The Aroostook Times learns that on
Saturday, Dee. 20th, Wm. Lyons, of No. 5,
above Smyrna, had his arm
caught in the
beater of a threshing machine, horribly mangling it to the elbow. It was amputaited the
n,;xt day by Dr. E. N.
Mayo of Houlton.
However, mortification took place in the
stump, produced by the severe shock the
muscles received, and on the Rth of January
it was found
necessary to amputate again at
the shoulder, which was successfully perform»(1 by Dr. Mayo, assisted
by Dr. French. The
patient is now recovering.

The State Teacher's Association assembled in
Mconian Hall. An address was delivered by the

1

BOOK-EKEPIXO, COMMERCIAL LAW. COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC, PEXMASSHIP.
CORRRSPOShRSCK, RC„
practically taught
This < oflege t. comprised in Barairr. Strattou A
Co.', < liain of • Oinnwrciai Collegee.located ae above,
aud in New York, Philadelphia,
Albaay, Bufhio,
t leaveland. Detroit, Chicago. 8». Louis,
Troy,Brooklyn and Toronto. C. W and adbrds the heel possible
meilitias for acquiring a thorough Commercial education

■

A Scholarship issued by this
College will
throughout the "Chain —time unlimited.
send lor Circular.

be

good

Call

oe

BRYANT, STRATTON k WORTHINGTON,
janfti 4t

Mercantile
MEW

Library

CITY

Associ’on
BALE.

remaining Five Lee turf* of the present
course will be delivered by the
following distinguished orators, vta:

THE

—

MASON JONES, Esst.,—January »ih.
HENRY WARD

BEECHER—Thursday, Fad.

Mb.

J.G. HOLLAND—Wednesday. Feb. 11th.
JOHN B. GOUGH. East., Tuesday, Feb. 17.
Da.

For ship Waverlv, for Liverpool—49,191 lbs tallow,
22- lb- bacon. 247 11*5 lb* lard. 4451 bid* flour.

WENDELL

PHILLIPS. Wednesday. Feb. 16th.

SEEDS.—There ha* been considerable of a speculaSAILING or OCKAY STKAMSfllPS.
Tickets for the remsining Lectures of the Course,
I five feeling on liras* Seed in the maiket during the
ASHES.—Both Pots and Pearls are without
li t). Evening Tickets, hi) cents. To be had st the
week. There was a sale of 2 ton* (’lover Seed on
STKAMKK
FROM
FOR
SAILS
change, though the latter has an upward tendency
Wedmwdav last, at 111c.
Bookstores. Paine's Music Store, and at the door.
Herd* Grass remain* ;
New
York..
Jau
14
" e continue to quote Pots
Saxouia.Southampton
7j«e8Jc. and Pearls HfaggJ.
Portland, Jan. 2*. 1»3.
steady at 92.75g9.
14
Jan28 dtf
j Edinburg.Liverpool.New York .Jau
APPLE-*—Dried Apples remain steady at our preJau 15
SPICES.—The market continue* to hare an advanc- I Norwegian.Liverpool.Port laud
vious quotation-, which we continue for sliced
amt
Au-traia.-ian.Liverpool_ New York Jau 17
ing tendency. We have increased our quotations for
KETI
HY
OF
THE
cored at
New York.. Jau 21
p tb. Green Apple* arc exceeding( love*, which are firm at 35a36c. and
(ringer 3ft a 32. II Itausa.Southampton
ly dull, and prices have a yielding tendency. We
and Nutmegs 93<r96c. and Pimento 23a 25c
Europa.Liverpool —Boston..Jau 24
Pepper
continue to quote 1 W.aBl 75 p bbl. for
liorussia.
..New
York.
Jan
28
ha*
also advanced, sale* being made at 27v528c.
Southampton
good fruit.
3U0 brls Baldwins sold during the week at £1 40.
Liverpool.New York
Jan2Ktna.#.
SOAP.—We notice a decide*! advance on Castile
Of PtorMeice, R. I.,
Acia .Liverpool.... New York. Jan 81
BEANS.—The supply continues to be ample,
Soap, which we now quote at 1644tl7c. ami Lett he A
( auada.Liverpool
Boston.Feb 7
and the demand is lea# active and pric***
On
the
81st day of December, 1861.
Gore’s
Extra
ami
So.
1
depressed
9$c. Family 8|.
T\. Chemical
Bavaria ..Southampton. New York.
Feb 11
We now quote White Pea Bean- #2 620,2 87; Blue
Olive 9. and Scnda 10c. Other Soaps are firm at inINCORPORATED .MAT. 1*11.
York
Feb 25
Pod- 2 60 *2 62: and Marrow-2 62 '•> 2 87. and yel- I creased
llammouia..Southampton.New
price*.
TO OKPART.
low eye# 1 5Uo.l 75 p bush.
TEAS.—The market is more firm, with an improvChina .New York. Liverpool.Jau 2S
Amount of Capital actually paid in,in cash, 8160,000.
BL*(TER.—Good Cable Butter remain-steady at
ed activitv. aud prices are tending to a further ad- 1 Hibernian.Portland
Liverpool.Jan 81
prev tou* prices. Choice Vermont Dairies are active
vance.
We now quote fine Oolong* at 70 a 75c;
INVESTMENTS.
kangaroo.New York. Liverpool.Jan 31
at 22 « 34c. and Canada and Western Firkin 21a22c,
and Choiee do. 75a8*>c; Souchong, Aukoi, and lowAraiua.Boston
..Liverpool.Feb 4 ; 1340 shares American Bank stuck,
dd6J84 36
and < ountry Bali XOoJtlc. Store Butter is iu fair deer giades 5ft <r 55c p lb.
.Portland.
Feb 7
Norwegian
iA
Arcade
Liverpool.
400IM
mand at 15rtlfic, amt tin* supply is light.
Mo
Edinburg.New York Liverpool .Feb 7
TOBACCO.—The general aspect of the market conHlaekstoneCanal Bauk Stock,
31,(8638
BREAD.—Ail kiud- Bread have an upwrard ten.New
York
I
Saxouia
7
tinues to improve,and holders are daily gaining confi- j
I ommercial
•si
.Hamburg.Feb
Sl.wttno
••
New York Liverpool.Feb 11 !
Australasian...
••
dency. Pilot Bread "is in steady request at $6 50 a
dence, with no disposition to sell in large lol* at presKsxle
1H.H6103
*£
;; Mfchanic*
5 75. and Ship Bread at 4 50&I75. Cracker* con••
••
Hau-a .New York It re me u
Feb 14
ent pr ces.
*>
We notice au advance ou Leaf Tobacco
1.,062 60
••
tinue to sell at S3 75 p bbl
**
••
in New York: also the sale of 10.000 pkgs manufac•00
Wryb«Mwet
46.184 68
tured at advanced prices, which has had the effect to
1*7
BOX SHOOKS.—The market for Box Shook* re13.88*
U0
WliiitChrtPCorpontion
MIMATI RK ALMANAC.
mains quiet. though prices somewhat advanced on
improve the firmness of the market, and dealer* are
the receipt of favorable new * from < uba, and we nowWrdar*«lay,
Jaaaary 28.
generally holding on for better price*. Wc continue
Mj
|2Dii
our previous quotations without change.
Amount or bill* receivable,
Sun rises.718 J High water,(eve).6.56
quote 55.0,5*0 for Pine, and 45«48c for Spruce. There
17,««8 48
Amount of ca«h ou band.
is not a large stock in market at this time, ami
36
Suu
h
3^371
Le
of
sets.6.09
!
|
tight
days.9.51
g<M.d
HEIGHTS.—There ha* been a good business ofAm t ofranh in the haml* of agent and other*. 8.881 78
nine boxes art* in active demand at
We
quotations.
fering in Cuban freight* t roughout the week, am!
Mutual In*. Co. Scrip,
learn through reiiabb- sources that there was about
26 80
with a brisk demand ami scarcity of tonnage early in
100.000 Box Shook* in store iu Cuba market* at la-t
the week.freight* have advanced 2v for box shook*
accounts.
92»>.*70 27
to llav ana. aud 43 75 out and home, have been the
LIABILITIES.
COOPERAGE—’The Market is well stocked.and rule*
for tonnage already in port. Sch 11. P. ;
Amonnt of Marine risks outstanding.
ruling rates
§448.781 00
very dull for all kinds of Couutrv Cooperage, there
Cu>hing ha* been taken up to a port mirth side and
PORT OP PORTLAND.
Amount of Premiums thereon,
I8.VMS 71
being but little if auy demand The demand lor City
return at 93.5ft for molasses; and brig Daniel Boone,
Amount of Fire Risk* oatstanding,
<«>
6,530,243
ShooKS is less active, though price* aro
same
at
destination,
93.62
Monica
has
been
brig
unchanged.
Amount of Premiums thereon,
j;
66.346
63
ST.
Twraduy.'.Jnssary
taken up at 27c for box shook*, to Matau/as or CarHoop* are in lair demaud and meet a ready market
Amount of loans, borrowed money and
at *2S«3a pM.
ARRIVED.
denas, or 29c. if to Havana; Kelley'* new ship (not
bauk discounts,
so
5,764
vet named) is engaged for a full cargo of box shook* i
Sch Hiram, Walls, Boston for C alais.
COFFEE.—The market retain# an advancing tenAmount of other liabilities, including
to Havana, at 25c; brig C. H. Keuuedy, for
Slearner Montreal, Prince, Boston.
Sagua.
Dividends unpaid,
dency. with more activity at full price*
We quote
3,948 70
at the rouud sum of91.450out; *ch Ocean ll* ra!d,out
Java 31-I Ho, Rio32'(,33o, and St flominiro 30o.31c.
Largest amonnt insured on any one risk,
16,009 00
CLEARED.
to a port north side and back, at 93.75 for molasses.
CKCAH TAKrAK.-Mtlw of I'alverizwl continue
A.
6. PECK, Preaident.
There is a good demand for vessel* to load oat*, headShip Wavorly, (Bn Bonner, Liverpool, by Freer’
to be made iu small lot* at 85a,55c
W HUMPHREY. Secretvi
fa, the latter
ings, Ac., lor New York, Philadelphia and BaltiBoyd k Co.
price being for pure Crystals.
more.
J W Woodruff, Eaton. Havana,by Chase Bros
ling
State oj Rhode laUtml amd l*roridcnce Plantation a
CI1EE.SE.—'The market is steady aud quiet at
k Co.
ftill prices.
Choice
Vermont aud Canada daiPkuvidkmcb, as.—In the City of Providence this
Sch Fanny Mitchell, Johnson, Boston, by Jos H I
ries are selling freely at 110,12c, aud
8th
SPK(
da> of January, A. D. 1863.
IAL
XOTIf
KS.
White.
Country lOiq)
personally appear*-*1
11c, according to quality.
Allen O. Peck. President.and Walker Humpnry.SecSch Mary Fletcher, of Eastport. has been sold for
retary of the show named C ompany, and severally
CANDLES.—Mould Candles remain tirm and unmade oath that the above statement bv them subDng. J. Clawaojv Kelley and II. L. Da via* ;! 927<>U. She was bought by parties in Tauutou. Mass,
changed at 13) 0,14c. and Sperm 32 a 35c
fb.
and f apt Geo W Tracy, ot East port, w ho is to corn- I scr t*ed. is, in tlwir best knowledge ami belief true,
Medical office. No. 229) Congress street, up same
CEMENT —Trade is limited at this season, vet
and that the amount of capital actuailv paid iu iu
mand
her.
have
somewhat advanced, and dealer* are now
prices
flight with Dr. Johnson, Dentist—only place in Portcash, and in veiled exclusive of any obligations of
asking $1 40 u.1 45 per cask.
land where Dr. Kelley*# genuine medicines cau be \
the stockholders of any description, amount to the
DISASTERS.
COAL.—The high rates of freight continues to hold
sum of oue huudre«l thou-and dollar*.
had. Ad i'ice free upon all diseases.
Sch Leo. of Rockland, w Inch went ashore on the
Coal fully up to late advances, and dealers ar«* now
JOHN WILSON SMITH. Public Notary.
of
outside
in
the
late
I
will
Lewres, Del,
gale,
Cape
projau27 d3avv&wtf32
asking $10 i> ton for White Ash. Lehigh and Frankt^Mariue and Fire Risks insured at fair terms.
bably tie a total loss. The other vessels ashore will
lin.
come off without much damage.
Dkakmcm Cured.—Mrs. M. G. Brown will be at
CORDACE.—We notice a further advance on
Ship Lizzie Moses, tin Philadelphia for San FranNo. IM Fan- Sinet,
Cordage since the date of our last, and now quote
the Preble House for one week.
cisco, wa« not leaky a* reported; she sailed on the I OFFICE
Manilla 151 (f ide. American Cordage Ilia 15c; Rus24th for her destination.
A
remarkable
case
of
deafness
cured
HKADOF LONU WHARF. PORTLAND.
in twenty four
sia ilerap ld^olTc; R Mia Boltroiw
umi
174c.
{
Mortimer
from
Havre
16y.a
Livingston. Sampson,
Ship
Manilla do lottltH. We also notice a deemed adhours by Mrs. M. G. Brown, Professor on the E e
for New York, is ashore at ( arsou's lulet, N J, and
vance on aM kinds of twine, and
JOHN W.
and Ear,and proprietor of Poor Richard’s Eye Water.
has bilged. She is owned in New York, valued at
quote Cotton Sail
96c a)1.00; Flax aud Ueinp do 5U^o6c 4> lb
•80,000and fully laanred.
Jan28 eodSw
•*1. Bartlett J. Dccoster, No. 2 Hall's Court, Port1)1 t K.—The Portland Duck Co. have again adSch Alciope. uow ou the marine railway, at Bristol
land, give this certificate, to certily that I have been I R1 i- fbtad • bt not at much hdnfd as at first supvanced the prices for their Duck, as will be seen
by
their following scale of prices, from which a further
deaf from a child, and for twelve years past have
FRENCH IMPORTED PXRFUMXRT
posed. and will be repaired in a tew davs.
advance is anticipated.
ship Belle of the Sea, from New York for San
been quite deaf. 1 have spent hundreds of dollars,
AT AUCTION.
hack
and
with
Francisco,
24th,
foremast
leaky,
put
“PORTLA5D DUCK."
“SUPERIOR NAVY DCCK.”
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last SatJ sprung, having experienced a heavy gale 19th.
No. 1. $1 05 per yard.
IV K shall iwll ut Public Auction at tMlon, 18 KxNo. 1, $1 id per vard.
1
went
to
the
I
Preble
House
and
"
made
urday
*f chance .treet, on Friday Jaa 30. at lot o'clock
arrange1 00
2,
99
2.
DOMESTIC FORTS.
’*
95
merits for Mrs. B. to treat ine for deafness. In 24
3,
94
3,
j SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 19th ult, bark Live Yan- A. M to cltwe a coiiaigumeut,
91
4.
90
4.
hours after her first application 1 could hear every
*'
600 Dot. Lnbin’t and other* French
87
kee. Kuite, Carmen Island; 2l)th, ships Harrison, *
”5.
86
6,
voice in the bouse. I can now stand in the cellar and ! Tucker, do.
83
6,
82
6,
"
Ar
hear
the
21st
79
clock
tick
in
New
York:
7.
the
ult,
Audubon,
to
Mathews,
God
78
ship
7.
parlor. Grateful
;; 8.
These goods are fresh and in perfect order. Cata75
brig guoddy Belle. Baker, Russian River; sch Flor74
for his great deliverance, I heartily commend her
8,
*’
logue* van be had, and samples examined at our of71
ence, A rev, Sau t^ueutiu; 00th, bark Gold Hunter,
9.
70
9.
mode
of
to
treatment
all
who
suffer
as
I
fice
at any time
have
done."
67
”10,
previous to sale.
66
liairingtou, Port Madison.
"10,
HENRY BAILEY k CO., Auctioneers.
Sid 20th, ship Saracen, May hew. for Port Angelo«;
Ravens Duck, 50c.
Every kind of diseased and weak eves, also Catarrh, I
JanOTdtd
22d. bark Sami Merritt, Williams, Portland O; 28th, j
DRIMiS.—The market continues moderately active,
healed, and a cure warranted. Charge* moderate.
ship John l ucker. Hallett. < allao.
aud prices for many articles tending
upwards. BoMRS M «■ BROWN,
BALTIMORE— < Id 25th. brig Win Nichols, Friets.
rax has advanced, and we now
We
GROCERIES, Ac.. AT AUCTION.
30o,33c.
quote
Nov.
18—tf
410
Arch
St.,
Washington; schs Lucy A Orcutt, Porter, Washiugalso notice an advance on Alcohol, amf we now
Philadelphia.
ton; Kedington, Clark. Bath via Nauticoke; EG
shall sell at public auction ou Wednaaday.
quote $1 00« 1 10. Opium and Bi Carb Soda have
Knight, Hewes. Boston; Horace, lliggius. and G W
January 23. at ID o'clock A. M at Store ©oralao receutly advanced, as will be observed by our
Divasen of' the I riuary Organ*.
tier Cumberland ami < hestuut street*—ail the
ltawiey, do; B S Wright. Browu. do via Taugier;
goods
quotations Camphor has undergone some decline,
kJf J C Mott, M. D., Operating ami Consulting
iu *aid store, consisting in part of Sugars, Coffee.
Grapeshot, Snow. New York; Julia Auua, Harding,
aud wouow quote 1 80a 1 35. In Dvewood* we noSurgeon and Physician, attends exclusively to DisFortress Monroe.
Tea. Molasses. Spices. Brooms, Cords, and other »atice an advance on Fustic, Campeachv, St.
Domingo
eases of the Urinary ami Genital Organs, and Female
rietiea of a grocery store.
PHILADELPHIA—CM 24th, sch Adeline.Sprague
and Extract Logwood.
for Pembroke.
Complaint* ot ail kind*, aud the more obscure disAlso, the Shop Furniture,
weights, measure*,
1- Rl IT.—The fruit market continues to rule
eases of the Pelvic Vicera.as Pile*, Rupture*, Hydro*
Ar 24tli, sch J II Stroup, Foster, Cardeuas, (with
ice cheat, desk, chairs, lamps. Ac.. Ac.
quiet
scales,
aud without material change. The arrival of several
celc. Varicocele, Fi*tula, Early decline of Manhood,
sails split. Ac t
HENR\ BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
cargoes of fruit at Boston has produced some decline
tic. Dr. M. keep* himself posted in all the improve('Id 24th. bark M Williamson.Thompson, Ibr Key
jati28 It
on Lemons, and we now
ments in the cure of Disease, made in this couutrv
West; brig S Thurston, Lainpher, Matauzas; achs
quote Malaga at $2 00,.and
Messina 2 50q3 tkf Messina Orange-are selling iu
or Europe, and spare* no expense that hi* patient's
Pearl. GiipaUick, Boston; Oplur, lliggius, for East
this

American Insurance

Comp’y,

—

I

••

••

_

••

NIARHSTE NEW8.

1

_

j

MUNGER-Agent.

Perfumery.

1

j

~

WE

market at #3 ««>
box. Raisins have further dedined, and sale* ot Bunch are now made at $3 75a
3 87J. and Layers at 8 87}-u4 00. There are no t ask
Rai.-iu* in the market of auv amount. We
quote
nominally $15ql6 for Blue t ask, and $R«.10 for
Black.

FISH.—The strek of Dry Fish is very light, with

a

continued active
inquiry for Western markets. We
notice sales of 400 qtl* Hake during the week at $175,
which embraces about all the stock of this class of
fish in this market. Mackerel are iu good
inquiry,
with a prospect of an early ad auce. Some decline
has taken place oil Smoked
Herring.
FLOUR.—The market at tne close of last week
ruled steady and quiet, but on Monday and yesterday there were heavy buyers iu the market which
produced some excitement, ami prices advanced full
4k; over our last quotations, ami at the close of our
report the market is buoyant and prices still have an
advancing tendency from our increased quotation*.

CRAIN.—Corn

continues

to

advance.

may have the best medical and surgical treatment
the world afford*. Advice Free,
office 86
Court street, BOSTON. Hours from 10 A.M. to2
P. M
and 6 to 8 P 31
Mrs M who i* thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladies of her sex, cau be consulted by ladies.
Patient* furnished with board and’ experienced i
nurse*.
octdeod6m

Dealers

|

DR. P. P. QUIMBY, would give notice that he ha
returned to Portland, and cau be found at hi* Room,
No. 13 1 xrKRXATiONAL House. Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all wishing tocousul

|

First

I
1

i

pool;

May

him.

Examination at office..8200
Each subsequent sittingat office,.60
City Patients, first Examination at residence,. .260
Eachsubsequeut visit at residence,. 100
August 18, 1882.— tf

Dennis.
Std 24th. ship Lizzie Muses, for San Francisco.
NEW YORK—Ar 24th, ship Charles A Farwell,
Aniepbtirv. Liverpool via Waterford 32 days.
the West. Cotton, LiverAr20th, shins
Arctic. Zerega, do; Ague*.Jones, do; Adelaide
Bell. Robertson, do; J 11 Kyeraon. l.atham. do.
('Id 28th, ships Free Trade. Stover, Sau Francisco;
Hibernia. Whitefleld. Sydney. NSW ; Kobeua. Martin, London; S R Mallory. Lester. Vera Crus; barks
Flower. Dnall, Barbados; N 11 Gastou, Parmelee, do; Nineveh. Stackpole. New Orleaus; PC
Alexander. Merrimau. Washington; schs A J Bird,
French. Boston; Sarah, Holden, Rockland.
[By tel.J Ar 27th. ships Christiaua, from London;
lleles|H»nt. from Liverpool: barks Farewell, fm Lisbon; J K Ward, tin do. brig Adelphi. fm Para.
Below—barks Edisto. from Buenos Ayrea; Money
Nick, lui Malaga; brigs Kilcu Bernard, and Rolliug
Sea, from-.
MYSTIC—Ar 28th, sch Cameo, Pendleton, from
New York.

*

NOTICE.

Municipal Authority
brook will be in session
THE

*

at

brook,

liarry^f

on

Monday, the
A. M.,’to act

9th

of the town of Westtheir office in West-

day of February next, at
the petition of the IHrec-

ID o'clock
on
tor* of the Portland k Forest Avenue Railroad Company for the right of way irom Deeriug Bridge to

Ewrgreen Cemetery.

1

(JEOHbE JOHNSON, I Selectmen of
j Westbrook.
JOSEPH HAWES,
jan27*
Portland.
Jan. 24. 1363

j

p-'nir

Columbia !

rilllF. attention of Music l>ealers and Booksellers
call**! to a new National Song, “FAIR CO1.
Ll’MBlA." by Ki’uinr Batchklokk. Any ono
fiiclo*ing 20 ceuts iu PouUhl Curreucy to W. Paine or
H. Packard, Portland, Me., will have a copy sent to
him by mail, postage paid. Liberal discount to tba

[ trade.'

jan27 sodeowdAwS!

MATTERS

ABOUT

TOWN.

BY TELEGRAPH

Judicial Court.

Supreme

-TO THE-

JANUARY TERM—CUTTING J., PRESIDING.
Tuesday.—In the ease of Wood vs. Pen-

EVENING

etals., Mr. Abbott made the argument for
defendants, and Mr. Dana for plaintiff. Both
were able and eloquent.
Judge Cutting gave
the case to the jury, hoping that they would
lie united on a verdict, as the case had been
nell

tried

once

times in

before, aird

---

PAPERS.

Portland

Correspondence
English

Sagadahoc county without the jury

being able to agree. After giving the case to
the jury, Court adjourned to 9o’clock Wednesday morning.

Tlie Delta also received the

following

:

The McDowell

the particulars of an affair of some importance
tery upon him, the said Peter. The complainwhich look place yesterday. Early in the dav
ant having acknowledged satisfaction, in writCommander Buchanan went up the Keclie with
until he eatne to the obstructions
ing, defendant was discharged upon payment the Calhoun,
placed in the river by the rebels. At this
of costs taxed at $2.64.
point unluckily the gunboat got aground.—
Meyer Waterman, to a search and seizure Commander Buchanan, however, it is said,
went
forward some distance, and was shot in
nolo
contendere, and paid a
process, pleaded
the head from one of the ride pits near.
A
tine of $20 and costs, whicli was imposed by
| man named Whitehurst, also belonging to tile
the Court 4. U. Williams, Esq., for the de| Calhoun, was killed at the same time.
fense.
Col. Thomas, of the Kth Vermont,
hearing
the firing, ordered his regiment to
Win. H. Dyer also pleaded nolo contendere
charge the
pit, which resulted in the capture of thirty
to a search and seizure process, and paid a fine
rebels and the dispersion of the nest.
I have
ol $20 and costs.
been told that six rebels were killed. 1 learn,
on good
that
the captain of the rebauthority,
M. I.. Lectures.—It. will be seen by the adel gunboat Cotton was killed, and it is also rcvertisement of the Lecture Committee, that
ported that the boat is captured.
The funeral of Commander Buchanan took
they intend to give the holders of season
place on the 16th inst.
ticket* a very rich treat for this and the four
A letter from off Galveston states that the
coming weeks. To-night Mason Jones on rains and fortiftcutions of Galveston arc formthe
celebrated
Irish
idable.
Curran,
lawyer and wit,
Tlie relxd steamer supposed to have been
to be followed by Rev. II. W. Beecher, Dr.
tlie Alabama may have been the Oveto from
Holland. (Timothy Titcomb,) J. B. Cough,
Mobile. She was at that port at last accounts,
and Wendell Phillips. With such a list of
ready for sea, under command of Capt. John
“stars,” it is no wonder the spacious hall is Newland Martit, formerly of the United Stales
crowded, and that those who wish for select Navy. She win waiting an opportunity to run
the blockade, and probably succeeded.
It is
seats are obliged to go an hour or more in
also surmised that the cruiser may have been
even
with
the
at
tickets
to
outsiders
advance,
the Harriet Lane, but we have no account of
fifty cents each. We would suggest to those her escape from Galveston.

profit by

the list of celebrities

announced above, and who have not already
season tickets, that for $1.25 they can

secured
secure

tickets for the whole

by taking

a season

series. That will be but half the price of
single tickets, and will save all the trouble of
procuring tickets for each lecture separately.
If single tickets svere offered at the same rate,
the rush for such tickets, to hear a favorite
lecturer, might crowd the season ticket-holder

j

of the bouse, and it is needful to keep the
single tickets at a high figure for the protection
out

of those who have

paid

Pryor’s command

Franklin.
At Franklin the rebels have three regiments

fast

None

can

be received after

The packages
the office.

are

now

at

Saturday

coming in pretty
have 1183 pack-

Already
received, varying in amounts from
filly cents to $87, and two clerks arc busily
engaged in examining the stamps. In some
of the packages there is a curious conglomerat

ages been

ation.

There

Patapsco.

sheets of stamps never been,
which will be returned to those presentare

used,
ing them;

Gen. Couch to Succeed Gen. Sumner, and
W. F. Smith Gen. Franklin —Gen. Banks
to Restore Texas to the Union.

colonial stamps; internal revenue
stamps, which will also be returned; postal
stamps of the old issue; and stamps which
have once been used for postage. All of this

Washington dispatch states that
Gen. Couch succeeds Gen. Sumner, and W. F.
Smith succeeds Gen. Franklin.
Ihc Tribune’s Washington dispatch states
that the Senate has ordered an
inquiry, which
will undoubtedly have the effect to
discourage
or squelch tlie business of
giving the intelligencer a monopoly of certain department
news, and then paying for its publication as

class, as well as those of the old issue,
will be destroyed.
The redeinpliou of the stamps will lie commenced at tlie earliest moment possible; of
which time the Postmaster will give notice.
latter

Upon

the arrival of Gen. Butler at New Orcommand of the Department
ot the Gulf, Gen. Banks will he ordered to
Texas at the head of a sufficient force for the
purpose of assisting the loyal men of that State
to restore it to the Union as a free Commonwealth. Thus the original plan of the Banks
expedition will lie carried into execution.

leans

well-doing.

WThe

to resume

sleigh bolls was beard in
our streets yesterday, the first this month.
Snow commenced falling early
yesterday
morning, and continued until some time in the
adernoou. There was enough of it to make
good sleighing, providing the ground had been
frozen; but as it was very muddy when the
snow commenced falling, and as the weather
yesterday and last eveuiug was quite mild, we
fear the sleighing will be but transitory.
sound of

a

mark of their

advocacy
war.

States

appreciation

of his

of the Northern cause in

Connected
are

by the

as

civil

comments

Iu the McDowell Court of Inquiry to-day,
Lieut. Col. Lcx-ke, late of Gen. Porter's stair,
was examined,
lie testified that he saw Gens.
McDowell and Porter together at Bethlehem
Church on the lilith of August, and that on
the same day he carried to Gen. King an order
from Gen. Porter to remain where he was,
and to hold himself In readiucss to move with
him to Gainesville.
Gen. King being called, testified that he did
not see Gen. McDowell on that day except at
Manassas at 8 A. M., Col. Locke having testified that Gen. McDowell was with Gen. King
when he gave Geu. King the order from Gen.
Porter.
C'apt. Hughes, Aid-de-Cnmp to (ion. McDowell. being sworn, corroborated the statement of Gen. King.

and

Naval

Secessionists to be Taxed for
Foor.

common

Troops
Rebel

future, arising out of the existing struggle,
compel (ireat Britain to appeal to arms to
resent insult offered to the British
flag, the

“or

to

be Baised from
olians.

Loyal

Reinforcements nround
and the Southwest.

lourte,

North Oar-

Support

The Battle at Berwick

Bay.

Newbern

in

-a

] ?/'

Large Scaled.

-also-

-ON-

Subject—"John PhiJpot Curran, and the Wits ot
t*he Irish liar."
Evt nlng Tickets 60 cents each—to be had at raine’s
Music f.’tore, the Bookstores, and at the door.
Doors open at 6,Lecture tocommcuce at 7i o’clock.
Portland. Jan. 24, 1833.
td

800 Bbls PICKLED HER KING.

Apples, Flour,

The ntxt meeting of this Association for
Lecture* and Debates will be held Thursday evening. Jan. *9, at 7* o'clock, in their
Hal..
Tni Public akkiayited.

Library

BBTTEK
laud,
BEANS.
KLoCR. (different grade*,)
Together with a good auortmeat of
s>

FAMILY

GROCERIES,

—FOB SALE BT—

♦ HAS. W.

Discussion.

Itegolred, That Slavery b a violation of the laws of
God and the rights of man; that efforts to sustain it
in this country have involved us iu civil war; that
any political party whose principles tend to perpetuate the institution is unworthy of confidence or support ; and that the surest and shortest method of return to permanent peace lies in vigorously sustaining the present Administration.
Per order of Committee.
F. M

lulM

U)

J5 Bd.hele
SioBtle

jf^sv

J*n24

CARSLEY, Sec y.

S.HITH,

At hiu New Store.,
Aos. AA S
Silver Street.
jauld 8w

<Jra«» Seed and TletU Beef.

2,000

>!ew

»KED.ELS

observed f»y persons presenting
STAMPS lor redemption.
TO
1. Persons
bo

POSTAGE

presenting Stamps for redemption must
separate them according to the different denominations, and enclose each in a small parcel, and endorse'

thereon the number and value of the same. The
parcels must then be enclosed in one sealed
envelope.and
the aggregate value of the whole marked thereon,
with the name and residence, or place of business, of
the person, firm, or association owning the same.
2. Hut one deposit of Stamps will be received from
the same partv. The parcels as received will be numbered
and a receipt with a
corresponding
number and name thereon, given to the
3. No paymeuts will be made until after the
expiration of 39 days from the date of this uotice.
4. When
payments are ready to be made, the public will be untitled thereof by notice posted in the
Avenue of the Post Office,
stating the numbers ready
for delivery. when tho holders thereof
may receive
their paymeuts ou
the receipts held bv
surrendering
them.
5. Only such Postage .Stamps an have been in actual circulation as currency will be redeemed. Those
of the old issue. aud those which have been used for
the
pre-payment of postage, if any—which fact will
be determined by this Department—will be retained
the
Postmaster aud des royed. Stamps which
by
have not been used as currency or in paymeut of
)>ostage will lie returned to Depositors.
6.
for redemption can be made dailv
—Sundays excepted—between the hours of 9 A M.
and 3 P. M., until tin.' 31st day of Jauuary,l$C3. \>me
Witt he received after that Ante.
7. Tin* undersigned is authorized bv the Postmaster
General, whenever he may deem it expedient for the
interest of the Department, to require an affidavit
from any applicant for the redemption of Postage
Stamps, that he obtained the said stamps honestly

regularly;

applicant

Applications

letter*.
J'o*t Office,

OBASS

*'BON,

Commercial Street.

PORTLAND.

R UL E 8

OB

HKKDS

»W Rbl*. Western Mess BEEF
W " SHAW
17
9jW

•*u.'o,’*le
POST OFFICE

Ac.

BBI.S. BALDWIN APPLES.
5ft(l «.'«»>
Lha, DRIED APPLES.

II. CL TI. Association.

Question tor

DANA A CO.

Jatil4 ediulm

A

T y

Leo,—

4.000 Boxes Extra Scaled,

Wednesday Evening. Jan. as, ls«:t.

A. T. DoLK. IWiniutrr.
Portland, January 1, I8*J3.
jai.2 tf

FAIRBANKS'

At Wholesale !
BI SHELs Ext,.
Mealing Cora.
7
OfXl
1 ,VD \F Vki Bbl*. stone Mill.
Hoar.
160 Bbls. Arcade
50
( hica«aw
*•
06
A ngu-ta
"
50
Union
feet Pine
.Shinping Boards.
25,<*W
Spruce I
t heap Pine Boards.
••

2^0.000

••

••
••
««

Tank

'•

*'

^no Claiitioards—planed.
80.000
f

Spruce lapboards
100,000 Extra Cedar shingUs.

*y

r. P08TEK,
** °f lDiun

**9io
..

..

IMM**

Portland. Dec

~

:

Flour, Flour.
rP*i* ^RSI"

BRANDS of Western and Canada
-m c~

Por,la.d.D^ „.

,^W

,LI

IAM L-

FOR MALE.

'300 Oi X)

*AWK1> ,>ine 8h'pp‘»«

s.nnit Sugar Box SHOOKS.
SPRUCE DIMENSION.all .Dee
DOORS, sashes, bunds, laths, clap.
BOARDS—pitied ami Rough
OUTSIDE SASHES on hand.
-a Lao-

*» Bbl«. Choice Brand FLOl'R, for
family lh, by

ocSOdam106*0"

RUFUS DF.ERING,
* Wh"f' ,00, of
Hi*h Streot.

FOR SALE & TO LET.
For Sale

Standard

or

to be Let.
Lincoln street. Ii>
Bank.
jam® tf

BRICK Hol'.sE on
flulr'- at Hie Merchant*

blit.

SCALES.

To bo 1^*1.
Then© celebrated Scale* are Mil) made by the original inventor*, (a»i> only by them.) and are con•tautly receiving all the improvement* which their
loug experience and skill can *ngge*t.
They are correct in principle, thiyrrmgklg made,
of the beat material*, and are perfectly accurate and
durable in operation.
For

*ale. in every variety,

a*

Hay, Coni and Railroad Scales!
BUTCHERS*. GROCERS’. DRUGGISTS’,

CHAMBERS

In the second

§tory. orer store M
Middle .treet—Mitchell’. Building
Poeeeeeloa
gi'i n immediately. Inquire of
J«®2 ,f
A. T. DOLE.
TO KEMT.

Aflh

a modern bnilt HOUSE, No. SO Danforth
,or » genteel
family-eon*
JLaaiilb taming bft< »-n roomi.
Kn.|uire of J K. KINO, in rear of 80 Dan forth
Street

JRfflt

!*"*•

deelftf

CON-

For Xale.

FECTIONERS and GOLD

THE HOUSE
pect and Caaro

on the corner of Proaat recta—the baaement
tlmahed for a Store
A good stand for
a family lirocer.

SCALES!

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.
complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS,
With

a

—

BY

—

FAIRBANKS A BROWN,
118 Mile Street

corner

gold In Portland
oc26

of

Battery march Street,
Poston.

—a Lao-

Two Lota of Land, one on Spring and one oa
Sproce .freer. Either would be exebaoged for a
good Dwelling Hoaae.
For particulara pleaw apply at 137 Middle Stmt
Portland.
N. I. MITCHELL,
norteodtf

Cooper’* Shop

ON

by NXRRY ft WATERHOUSE.

to Let.

Commercial Street, head of llobeon'i'Whart.
Inquire of J H IIAMLEN.
office ou llobeoa'i Wharf.
•ep4tf

To Lei.

Real Estate,
II¥VESTMIJI¥T8 !

commodioa. Chamber ia the northerly
THE
of the
brick block,«oraer of Liam aad
Milk

ear*

uer

new

Streets, directly
Enquire at office of

facing

the market.

Kent

ow.

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,

GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE!
HOUSES, at price* from S10001© SfiflOO
10O IK U SE LOTS, at price* from §2UU to «an00.
2.000.000 fret of FLATS.
1.000.000 feet of LAND.
2 STORE LOTS on Commercial Street.
30

MOSES

GOULD,

74 Middle

Stock Market.
New York. Jan. 27.

St.,

jlepcjli. 1*0^

NOTICE

TO

dtf

No. 37

Excbaage St.

To Vrt.
The large Home oa the

corner of Mid*
die mill Willow street., recently occu*
C. A Richard. a. a board*
Poew-erion glren I mined i■ ItlM mg
^■■^^Rately. For particalar. enquire af
oc36 tf
JOHN C. PROCTOR

ItittHa pied by Mr.
houre.

ma—an—aad^M.

Up Stair*.

nov27dtf

Escape of the Steamer Oveto from Mobile.

BOXES MAGDALEN.
suitable for West Indi» market.

1,500
No. 1,
SUITABLE FOR CITY OR COUNTRY
TRAt>i£<

NEW CITY HALL.

Prime Mess 15 76 4) 16 60.
Sugars—market very strong; New Orleans Uig)
12*; Havana 11.
Coffee—advanced *c: Java 34J.
Molas*-*—firmer; New Orleans 40 $ 41 for old.
Freights to Liverpool—dull; cotton uotuinal; flour
2s; grain 64 $ 7.
wool —market excited and decidedly higher; sales
20O.000 lb« fleeoas at 67* $ *0; 300 bales Mestizo at 34
$ 35; 260 bales Cape at 864 $ 374-

of

0 (MU)
’’

dslher hi, tecond Orutlon in Porllnnd.
Elk'OPE. WU.L
w-hich will he
the Sixth Lecture of the

—

The Rebels Threatening Newbern.

and extended commercial
the Globe truly,
every effort lias been put
forth to maintain a friendly feeling between
tlie two countries. But should events, past

WWe regret to announce the death of
Mrs. Beard, wife of the Rev. Mr. Beard, ol
Bath, which occurred in that city yesterday
morning. The deceased was a daughter of
Col. John Goddard of Cape Elizabeth, a lady
ol rare accomplishments, beloved by all, and
one whose early decease will be mourned
by

in the newspapers, it
is proper to mention that the gunboat Sidell,
reported as having surrendered to the relicls,
did not belong to the Navy, and there is no
such officer as Van Dorn connected with it.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has
decided that Assessors may assess as dealers
persons who sell commodities from vessels,
boats, or harks, or who sell logs and lumber iu
rafts; and Assessors will report accordingly to
Collectors, together with the name of the
vessel employed ill each case, and the license
will be prepared in conformity with such return.
Applications for licenses should be
made and the licenses issued in the collection
district where the licensed resides.
The new General-in-Chief of the army of
the Potomac arrived iu town this morning,
and wa* in consultation with the President
and the Secretary of War during the foresome

steady

our

origin
intercourse,’’ says
a

j

arusieu.

Movements of I-iiml
Forces.

Canada and the United

bonds of

promulgated.

smppisti untiei\4..

Mr. Mason Jones,
rI lie Irish Orator,

cy of increasing the compensation of paymaster’s clerks in the navy.
FOUR DAYS
A resolution that the Military Committee
inquire into the expediency of authorizing the
President to Oder volunteers now in the service such bounty as may secure their re-enlistArrival of
Saxonia at New York.
ment; also the expediency of authorizing the
President to otTer such bounty for the re-enlistment of such volunteers for one year or a
New York, Jan. 27.
longer time; also the expediency of providing
The steamship Saxonia, from Southampton
for three months’ volunteers either by enlistat
arrived
UK)
P.
M.
14th,
ment or draft.
The steamship Etna arrived at Queenstown
A bill providing for the removal of the Sioux
on tiie 13th.
Indians from Minnesota was passed.
GREAT BRITAIN
A bill to indemnify the President and other
It was rumored that Napoleon had renewed
persons for tile suspension of the privilege of
the proposal of a joint mediation in America.
the writ of habeas corpus, and other acts done
The London < Hwerver says no such otter had
in pursuance thereof, was taken up.
been made to England. The Emperor disMr. Davis opposed it.
The amendment was agreed to.
tinctly intimated to Mr. Dayton his relusal to
submit to any proposition for the settlement
Further discussion ou the bill ensued.
of the American dispute.
Mr. Saulsbury made a long speech, and was
The Times thinks the only way to settle the
called to order several times in the course
thereof. Finally, when censuring the course
dispute would be for the Federal Government
to
dissolve itself, declaring the sovereign
ol tlie President ol the United States,
calling
him an imbecile, and calling him by name, the ; independence of earli State, and leave each
Vice President called him to order, and reperfectly untrammeled to form its own conquested him to take his seat. Mr. S., continuing ; nections lor the future—a position of affairs
which might enable, under mutual comprohis remarks, the Vice President said if he did
mises, a new federation to be formed that
not take his seat he should order the
Sergeaut- should
at-Arins to take him in custody.
again comprise the whole of them.
The Metropolitan railway had been opened.
Mr. S.—Then the voice of freedom is not alFRANCE.
lowed in the American Senate.
At the opening of the Legislative Chambers
The Vice President.—The Sergeant-at-Arms
the Emperor said the condition of France
will take the Senator in charge.
would be flourishing if the Americau war had
Mr. Saulsbury was thereupon taken out of
not dried one of the most fruitful sources of
the Senate, displaying a revolver, which he
our industry.
A public grant will be asked
took from his coat pocket.
for the cotton operatives. I have attempted
After a short time Mr. Saulsbury came into
to send beyond the Atlantic advices inspired
the Senate again, and began to speak.
Mr. Doolittle called him to order, oil the
by sincere sympathy, but the great Maritime
Powers not thinking it advisable as yet to act
ground that lie had been called to order for
in concert with me, 1 am obliged to postpone
contempt of Senate, and could not go on withto a more suitable opportunity tile offer of a
out leave of the Senate.
Mr. Saulsbury.—Does the Senator from Wismediation, the object of which will be to stop the
effusion of blood, and prevent the exhaustion
consin say that I am in cuuteiupt of any honof America, whose future caimut be looked
orable man ?
'1 lie Chair—Mr. Clark.—The Senator from
upon with indifference.
Rentes lower, at 70f 10c.
Delaware will take his seat, as he is out of
ITALY.
order.
Garibaldi
lias accepted the Presidency of the
Mr. S.—Just as I please, or otherwise.
new
Roman
committee
of Action. He asks
Cries of order.
Romans
listen more to his counsels, and
Alter further discussion Mr.
Saulsbury at- not have to
confidence in themselves aloue.
tempted to speak.
SPAIN.
The Chair.—The Senator will take his seat.
The discussion in the Spanish Senate on
Mr. Saulsbury.—No, sir.
Mexico continues. Senor Olazago complains
Mr. Sumner rose to the question of order,
that Spain has lust two million piastres and a
that the Senator from Delaware had been comgreat immlter of troops without result He
mitted to the custody ol the Sergeant-atblames Collantes for not protesting against the
Arms, and he saw him on the floor.
candidature
oi the Archduke Maximilian in* ue c uair sani me senator was in tlie cus- |
tody of tlie Sergean t-al- Amis, and if he made stead of supporting the interests of the Spanish
Prince tor Mexico.
further disturbance lie would be removed from
SWITZERLAND.
the Senate.
Switzerland hopes the American Union may
Mr. Saulsbury took bis seat, shaking his fists
maintain its vitality without foreign intervenand swearing at the Sergean l-at-Arins and Mr.
<
tion.
Sumner.
o REECE.
Mr. Sherman offered an amendment
tliatany
King Ferdinand refuses the Greek crown.
piTson not in tlieuiiiitary ornuvalserviceof the
United States, and not subject to the articles
A British Blockade Runner Caught.
of war, who shall be arrested in any State
or District wherein tlie
New York, Jan. 27.
process of the courts
Ls not obstructed during the rebellion, for
The Key West correspondent of the Herald
the
or
states
the
that
the neutral British blockade runexecu- ;
aidiug
rebellion,
obstructing
tion of any law or
military order, shall ning steamer Antonies, with a cargo of powder
be discharged, unless within ten days charges
from England, was captured off Mobile by the
are filed in the Clerk's office of the District
steamer Pocahontas.
where he is arrested, and it shall be the
Commercial.
duty of the Judge to discharge such person
or hold him to bail, as he
Per steamship Saxouia at New York.
may deem necessary for the safety! ol the country. Adopted.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET. Jan. 1*-The
The bill then passed—yeas33, nays 7,
sales for two days, were 7,000 bales, including 4,01.0
to speculator* and toexporters.
Tbe market opened
at
10.30.
Adjourned
irregular ami dull, but a reaction wan occasioned by
HOUSE.
the American news per Etna, and there is a more
The bill was taken up providing for the pay ; buoyant tone this morning.
M certain persons over 13 years of age ill the
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET-Wbeat
military service. An amendment was offered steady. Flour quiet and steady. Corn firmer.
to increase the pay of soldiers #2
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET—Beef
per month,
and those who are honorably discharged before
heavy. Pork dull. Haeou declining. Butter firm.
Lanf
steady. Tallow flat.
tlie expiratiou of the time of service, their
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET—Ashes dull
proport innate amount of bounty. After a de- ; Sugar qdfet. Coffee steady. Rice inactive. Kosiu
bate it was recommitted to the Military Com—no sales.
Spirits Turpentine nominal
j
mittee.
LONDON MONEY MARKET. 13th, P. M.—ConTlie House then went into a committee on
sols closed at 92| for money.
the deficiency appropriation bill.
AMERICAN SECURITIES—United stair.
rauetd 4 higher; Erie railroad bonds advanced Id.
Messrs. Conway. Shellaberger and others
addressed tlie House.
New York Market.
Tlie Committee rose.
Mr. Stevens offered a substitute for the bill
New York. Jan. 27.
heretofore offered by him, authorizing the
Cotton—active; sales 8900 bales at 774 $ 78c for
! middling uplands.
President to enrol anil equip such a number of
Flour—State and Western excited and 10 & 16c
Africans as he may deem useful to suppress ! better;
6 90; Extra do 7 00 $
Superfine State 6 65
the rebellion, for a term not exceeding seven
7
70; choice do 7 25 ft 7 50; Round Hoop Ohio 7 50 $
{ 7 60;
choie# do 7 70
8
Western
60;
6*0; Southern
|
years.
Mr. Hickman offered a substitute authoriz- i 10c better; Mixed to good 7 36 $790; Fancy and
Extra 8 00 $ 9 66; Canada 10 $ 15c better; Extra
ing the President to raise 3U0 regiments of 7 25 $8 75.
Wheat—excited and 1 $ 3c better; Chicago spring
negroes for seven years; also proposing to establish a line of steamers for tlie carrying of i 147 $163; Milwaukee club 163 $169; Amber
Iowa 1 60 .$ 1 63; Winter Him! Western 1 58 $ 1 67;
|
free negroes to Liberia.—Adjourned.
White Western 1 85 '<$ 2 00; Amber State 1 69.
Corn—1 a 3c better; Mixed Western sound 90 ^
91*.
FROM HEW ORLEANS.
Beef—more active; Country Mess 7 00 a 9 00.
Pork—shade firmer; Mess 14 76 $ 14 8*4 lor old;

FROM

MERCHANDISE.

H. L. A. Lectures.

|

FROM NEWBERN.

The Toroxto Globe.—Several of our
couutryincn in Toronto, C. W., have presented
the lion. Geo. Brown, editor-in-chief of the
Globe, with a handsome gold-headed cane, as

rived from the levee may be small, we trust
the members of the Association will not be
weary In

advertisement.

an

jyWr dropped in to the City Hall for a
few moments last eveuiug, at the levee for the
benefit of the Samaritan Association, and
found the company enjoying the dance finely.
Notwithstanding the bad state of the sidewalks, there was quite a large gathering,
though not near so large as such a benevolent
object deserves. Although the proceeds de-

Thomas
Criminal Court of the District of Columbia
for the past seventeen years, died to-day alter
a long illness.
A board of officers of the Engineers and
Quartermasters Department lias been ordered
to meet in this city, for the purpose of considering the subject of improvement in pontoon
bridges and their transportation.
The amended treaty of peace, friendship,
commerce and navigation between the United
States and the Republic of Bolivar, is officially

noon.

New York, Jan. 27.

The Times’

Washington, Jan. 27.
Heartly Crawloril, Judge of the

From

several pieces of
Geu. Pryor is still
Franklin and in command there.
A letter from Hampton ltoads states that
tlie new Merrimac,'that was reported to be a
failure, has been showing herself lately at the
mouth of tlie James River, ou the lookout, no
doubt, for a chance to nobble some of our
fleet, but experience has taught our people to
keep a bright lookout and not trust to reports
circulated by the rebels for the purpose of
putting them off their guard. If the Merrimac should venture out, site will meet with a
warm reception lrom the invincible Iron-clad

Postage Stamps.—It must l>c borne in

deemed.

at

of infantry, a batUtJlMU and
artillery and some cavalry.

for the course.

mind that postage stamps must be presented
at the Post Office thin vrrek, in order to be renext.

From Suffolk, Va.—Reported Appearance of
the New Merrimac.
-New York, Jan. 27.
A Suffolk, Va, letter of the 24th insL, states
that three deserters came into camp this morning from the rebel forces at Franklin. They
reiiort that they belonged to the .p>4lh Va. regiment; that their regiment came from Floyd
County, Western Virginia, three weeks ago.—
These deserters did not hear of any lighting
in North Carolina, hut had learned that a No.
Carolina regiment had been withdrawn from

Court of Inquiry.

The Secretary of State, in answer to the
Senate's resolution of the 13th iust., in relation
to the capture of British vessels sailing from
one British port to another, having on board
articles ^contraband of war for the use of
the rebels, sent 17 papers, dating from July 30
to Feb. 20, with many other minor letters.—
The first is a letter from Mr. Stuart, inquiring
relative to the capture of the steamer Adela,
bound to Nassau, by the United Stales steamer Quaker City.
The captain of the latter
denied having tired into the Adela within two
and a half leagues from the coast without
showing his colors, and states that he proceeded under the instructions of Flag Officer McKeon to intercept a vessel of her appearance
with a cargo of contraband goods. Mr. Seward asserted that the government had no desire to claim any unusual belligerent rights,
and promised to scud the correspondence in
evidence to the maratime court adjudicating
the case In Florida. The United States Marshal at Leeds furnishes evidence that the vessel'intended to run the blockade. The case of
the British brig Lilia is also referred to. Lord
Lyons, on Jan. 20, writes to Mr. Seward that
Earl Russell had caused a letter to be addressed to tile British general postoffice, stating
that as long as tile present blockade lasts great
caution should be observed as to the class of
vessels to w hich the mail bags should be en-

repairing the damage 1
The Arago brings the rt

Steamship

Capture

dis-

patch
Berwick Bay. Jan. 15.—I havejust learned

The gunboat Water Witch

LATER

Revenue.

busy.
Court...Jan. 27.
John H. Burke was complained of by Peter
Wall for having committed assault and bat-

Municipal

who wish to

A resolution was adopted Instructing the
Naval Committee to inquire into the expedien-

Daily Press.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

was at Port Roycaused by the gale.
mains of Col. -Vath'l
Brown and Lieut. Marstou of the 3d Rhode
Frieze.
Island artillery in charge of s

al

SENATE.

TilE

From New Orleans—Fight at Berwick’s Bay
—Commander Buchanan Killed.
New 1 ohk, Jan. 27.
FROM WASHINGTON.
The New Orleans Delta of the 10th just,
We learn from Berwick that an enstates:
gagement look place yesterday between Gen. ;
in Relation to
of
Wcltzel's forces and the rebels.
At the time
Vessels.
the train left it was reportmi that the Unionists iiad killed six and captured forty of the
rebels.
Heavy cannonading was heard after- Decision of the Commissioner of Internal
ward, which iudieated that the gunboats were

similar case tried three

a

i BY TELEGRAPH.
TO

*.-

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.
Washington, Jan. 27.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION

HHOKER9!

-or

THS-

Second Ilotird.—Stocks dull and lower.
New York, Jan. 27.
Atlantic Fire and Marine Ins. C#H
Pacific Mail.1721
The Post says, relative to the expedition
Tlie steamrr Northern Light, from New Or1 have just received a tine lot of
American Hold, .153}
On tk< tkirty-Mnt day qf Dtctmber, A. D. IMS,
from Newbern, that the gunboats and transleans 17th, has arrived. News anticipated.
United States 6 « 18*1 registered,.
93
KILLICKINICK TOBACCO,
’’
United States 6’s 1881 coupons,. 944
Ceil. Hanks had issued orders assessing the
ports, to the number of twenty or more, had,
pare promptly and vigorously for war."—
Made
to the State of Maine, pursuant to the Statato
United State* 5's 1874 coupons,. 87}
mild, medium und atmnn. Alio, a fine a**ortment
reliels to support tlie poor, disposing of conof that State, entitled "An Act to regulate Agenup to Saturday, left Xewbern and Hatteras for
102
This has the true ring. This is patriotism that
T/easury 7 3-10ths
of NATURAL LEAR TOBACCO, including the
their southern destination. We have informacies of Foreigu Insurance Companies."
fiscated estates, Ac., ami allowing produce to
United States 6's one year certificates. %4
celebrated “Mayapple’’ braud.
may be relied on, and will not exhale in steamUnited States demand note*.148
be sold in open market by well disposed pertion, however, that no troops were on board
Our aiwortnieut of
I
NAME AND LOCATION.
ing, ignorant ahuse of “outside barbarians." of these vessels, but the Federal force, which son-, and requiring all registered enemies to
Choice Imported Cigar*
is quite laTge, was left in Xewbern, ready to
take the oatn of allegiance; also that insults
The name of this Company it the Atlantic Fire and
It is English and not Chinese patriotism.
all who knew her.
1
Marine Insnratire Company, incorporated in 1863,
march at short notice. The destination of the
to soldiers will bo punished.
Removal !
I i* worthy of all ah!© bodied men who love a good
The Globe is nearly twenty years old. It
and located in the City of Providence. Stateof Rhode
New Orleans advices state that on the 14th
smoke. MEERSCHAUM and BRIER-ROOT
expedition was well understood among the
Island.
|
W-It was reported yesterday that Hon. 1 was llrst issued, as a weekly, in 1844; it is now- nautical men, and if the accounts we have re- inst. a light occurred between Gen. Wei tael's
The undersigued has removed his Office to
CAPITAL.
F. O. J Smith, who is at the International
brigade and a body of rebels at Brunswick
published daily, thrice weekly and weekly. Its ceived are correct, one of the most important
The Capital ef said Company, actuof
events
the
war
will
doubtless
The
rebels
hud
occur.
been assembling at this
An ; Hay.
House, uau oeen prostrated with a paralytic I competitors have one by one
Ho 166 Fore St., head of
ally paid up in cash, is
8160,000
Wharf, constantly on hand, at
dropped out of embarkation of the
The Surplus on the 31*t day or Dec.
54.534 8304.684
troops will unquestionably
place for some time, and were receiving acattack. We learn, ou enquiry, that it was an
LORI*C;’8 DRUG STORE,
existence, and the Globe, thus left without a
Where he is prepared to write any amouut of
tie made. Meanwhile the rebels are threatencessions daily. Gen. Weilzel was despatched
attack of rheumatic fever, which will probaASSETS.
rti
Corner
of
to
attack
IIUIU'T, nun lUUipt'lUS IIOI UHMICceSSNewbern
when
to
the
Street.
the
Federal
foreto
drive
them
aw
Jan5
:
The
Exchange
ing
position
ay.
light
Bank of Commerce stork, par value
bly coniine him for some days. We were glad fully with the journals of Montreal. In pro- es, whose movements they appear to under- lasted for several hours, resulting in a Union itlarinr. Fire and Lift* Insurance,
850. market value 862j.
10,600 00
shall
have
taken
their
and
a general retreat of tlie rebels,
TKIE
A
to hear last evening that he was more comWOODWAX,
Adestand,
CO„
victory,
Bank Mock, par 960. market
departure.
that
be
wanted.
Globe
vincial politics, two measures advocated
may
by quate precautions will bo taken against a sitr- thirty of whom were taken prisoners. This
value 860.
28.00000
fortable.
and
Wholesale Dealers in
j
Importers
Ibis journal must ever command our
J. W. JIITXC.SEK.
Continental Bank Stock, par value
is the engagement in which Lieut. Commander
sympaprise, and two or three small gunboats will he
:
85*'. market value 950,
20.000 00
jan7 d3in
Buchamian was killed.
and Domestic
Ey-Tbe Eastern Express Company liavc thy. These are the great principles of repre- left to guard the town.
Northern Bank Mock, par 8100.
The health of our troops was good; the per
It is stated that when tlie pirate Oveto esmarket value 8100.
sentation by ponulation, contrary to the un15,000 00
discontinued the issuing of shinplasters, aud
H. C. LOVELL &
Mechanic* k Manufacturers Bank
mirAcniiBs am jobbers or clotiim,
centage of dentils was never smaller, and the
caped from Mobile, she was chased by the
are redeeming those
market value 860, 10,000 00
Stock,
860,
already issued as fast as just system which now prcvailsiu Canada, and active operations which arc now in progress,
par
the
latter
her
to
-AT STOKEfollowing
gunboat Cuyler,
Lime Kock Hank, par value 860.
No*. 54 and 50 Middle Street, Portland.
sent in.
They also refuse to receive anything of retaining the money power in the bands of will he conducted under the best auspices.
Havana, where the Oveto arrived with 1700
market value 96o.
12,300 00
199
Middle Street ... 199
tlte parliament. These have the
The steamer Dudley Buck, from Newliern,
bales of cotton.
but tlie postal currency in the way of
W.
Geo.
Alfred
Merchants Hank, par value 860,
Woodman,
Woodman,
importance
change.
market value 860.
Seth D. llersey,
has arrived. Kite has quite a number of offiCharles Bailey.
2,600 00
-HAV*It was reported at Key West on tlie 22d,that
of central principles of free government.
Amount due on Bond,
800 00
aug20d& wtf
cers on furlough.
the reliel pirate Ovieto iiad escaped from MoAm t due the Company on which
The Abut or the Cumberland.
The
and captured and burned a Boston brig,
bile,
has
been
judgment
X.
1.746
80
Jan.
I
obtained.
Newbern,
20,
C.,
General Kose< rank’ Address to iiis
Kail Kund Bond*..
Bills Receivable for Marine Premioil Tortugas, on the 17th.
via Fortress Monroe, 20th.
country looks with intense interest to Gen.
)
Army.—As part of the history of the batof the second mortgage Bonds of the
um*.
846 60
Kosecrans aud his army. The decisive battles
Copt. Ashcroft of the Od New Vork artillery, Address of Gen. Hooker to the
kenuebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
tle of Stone river, the following address ol
Due from Agents,
6,166 67
Armj of the
I
Cash iu Hank*,
! the interest coupon* thereou due ou the 15th of OcCotton* and
of the war are to be fought around VicksMajor General Kosecrans to the army, on the stationed at Fort Hatteras, lias received auPotomac.
are
to
tober.
the
1*3,
same
l'ash on hand not deposited. I
from Maj. Gen. Foster to raise a battalrequested
hereby
depieiit
2,776 13
thority
of
the
31st
December, alter severe ion of
llt.tiiqi akteks Anar ok Potomac, I
I AT YERY LOW PRICES FOR THE TIMES: in my hands, for which receipts will be given and 1 uterest money due. and other asburg, Chattanooga and Richmond. A letter morning
artillery from the citizens there and
the previous dayhereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in the
sets not above specified.
skirmishing
340 00 304,684
throughout
Jau.
27.
(
received
in
with
excellent prospects of success. General
recently
Boston, from a promiPortlaxd k Kkxxebei Railroad, (a nnr organpending the great battle of the 31st, will be
The following order ha? just been published
Foster is desirous of the organization of loyal
SILKS, WOOLENS, DELAINES,
LIABILITIES
ization,) as soon as the book* and certificate* can be
nent Tennesec loyalist,
speaks thus cbeering- found interesting:
to the army:
Amount of Losses adjusted and due
prepared, in accordance with a vote of said Companative North Carolina regiments of artillery
General Orders No. 1:
aud all other goods usually found in
J S. CUSIUNG.
and uupaid.
ly of the moral» of Lire troops under KoseNone.
Headquarters
ny, Nov. 8. 1*3.
and cavalry.
Treasurer Portland k Kennebec Railroad.
Amount of losses incurred and in
direction
of
the
Department ok the Cumberland,
President
of
the
crans :
United
By
From Southern papers received here Is apDec.
1862.
decl9
dtf
of
16,
adjustment, reported,
Augusta,
process
lit Front of Murfieesboro, Dec. 31, 1802. )
States, the undersigned assumes command of !
I have been down there, and I assure you
on w hich uo action has been taken,
11,489
pears that great consternation and excitement
The General commanding desires to say to
the Army ot the Potomac, He enters upon
Amount of Claims for losses resistWe are also Agents for Foy's
has been occasioned ill the interior by the reRosecra#s is the man, and his army have unthe soldiers ol the army of the Cumberland,
the discharge of the duties imposed by this
ed by the Coinnauv,
None.
bounded confidence in him, and go into battle
ported concentration of the federal troops in trust with a
Amount of Dividends declared and
that he was well pleased with their conduct
under him, expecting to win. Our next tight
just appreciation of their respon- Corset and Skirt Supporter.
this department.
due and unpaid,
1,300
Since the formation of this army he
It was all that lie could have wishwill beat Tulhiboma, where the rebels are
sibility.
yesterday.
Amount of Dividends, either cash
It has been ascertained that 75,000 rebel
being ed for.
Internal Revenue Stamps.
Portland, Jan. 2d. 1863.
jan3 2m
reinforced from Fredericksburg and Richmond.
or scrip declared but uot yet due.
They behaved with the coolness ami troops have been sent to North Carolina from has been identified with its history. He has
EL'LL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at
Roue
The next conflict will be between 100,000 men on
gallantry of veterans. He now feels perfectly the Rappahannock and another force has been shared with you its glories and reverses with
Money borrowed.
16,000
JOIIA T. ROGERS* A
my office. No. S3 Commercial street; and the
each side. I have a son
no other desire than that these relations might
a regiconfident, with God's grace and their help, ol* withdrawn from thence for the Southwest.
commanding
Comwill
All
the
be expected to use them on and after this
other claims against
public
ment under Rosccrans, and feel a
remain unchanged until its destiny should lie
interest.
striking this day a blow lor the country, the
deep
None.
date.
The
rebels
1,
believe
that
the
of
1863.)
the
Pony,
(January
army
I have confidence in Kosecrans, full confidence,
most crushing, perhaps, which the rebellion
When sold in sum* less than one dollar, payment
Total amount of losses, claims and liabilities, 837,601
accomplished, in the record of your achievetomac is completely demoralized and on the
we now have, under him,
ments there is much to be proud of, and with
required in Postal « urrency.
eight regiments of has yet sustained.
eve of mutiny; hence their withdrawal of troops
Ea»t Tennessee refugee*, who have been driven I
Stats or Rhode Island and Providence 1
the blessing of God we will contribute someOffice Hours—9 to 12J A M ; 2 to 4J P M
Soldiers'. the eyes of the whole nation are
to these points.
Plantations, < »/g amd < >*nty of Providing, j
out, and are fighting their way back. Braver j
to the renown of our arms and the sucJ MILLER. Collec or
the very fate of the nation may be
NATH'L
you;
thing
upon
8.
Mauran. President, I. 8. Parish. Secretary, of
ASD WHOLESALE DEALERS IE
&n<i more desperate men never fought in any
1st District State of Maine.
cess of our cause.
Janl2 dtf
said to hang on the issues of this day’s battle.
To secure these ends your
the Atlantic Fire and Marine Insurance Company,
From California.—French Floet Expected at
war.
being duly sworn, depose and say that the foregoing
commander will require the cheerful and zealBe true, then, to yourselves, true to
Mazatian.—Bombardment of Acapulca
Flour, Provisions and Produce
your own
is a true, full and correct statement of the affairs of
ous co-operation of every officer and soldier
and soldierly reputation;—
JOHN
C.
character,
manly
Sax
Jan.
27.
said
Francisco,
corporation, and that they are the above describLibel Suit.—The action, John Bubson r»
in this army. In equipment, intelligence and
true to the love ol the dear ones at
S MAC RAN, President.
Ho. 129 Commercial Street,
ed officers thereof.
The steamer Oregon, from Mazatian 17th,
home,
John T. Gilman, commenced in the spring of
1.8. PARISH. Secretary.
valor
is
our
whose prayers ascend this day to God lor
the
Real
and
inferior. Let us never
Estate
Rerchandize
enemy
has arrived. Great activity prevailed in the
PORTLAND. Me.
State
of
I
Rhode
I
land.
hesitate
to
him
The
success.
battle
and
Be cool. 1 need not ask you U»
whenever
t
1800, was tried before the Supreme Ju- your
give
of Sonora and Sinaloa.
JOHN T. ROGERS.
CHAS. H HOUHUB.
operations
mining
City and County of Providence.sa, 1
be brave. Keep ranks. Do not throw
wherever wc can find him. The undersigned
dicial Court at Wiseasset, Judge Djckerson
away | Very superior machinery was being erected at
3m
Subscribed and sworn before me. this seventeenth
1st, 1863.
January
jaul
to
the
of
Fire slowly, deliberately—above
this
your tire.
only
gives expression
several of the mines. The French fleet was
feelings
day of Jauuary. A. D. 1*63.
presiding, ou Saturday last, and the case was all, lire low—and Ik•
OFFICE
On Lime Street.
w
to our late commander,
Henry Martin,
always sure of your aim. :
Educational Convention.
expected at Mazatian. Three hundred army hen he conveysthe
A Commissioner for the State of Maine
given to the jury at six o'clock Monday eve- Close steadily in upon the enemy, and when daily
most cordial good
M:y. Gen. Burnside,
Mexican soldiers were there who would retire
first Door north of the Post Office.
{"^“Entrance
fur
the
State of Rhode Island.
of
the
State
AsTeachers’
adjourned meeting
niug. The jury were out several hours, and you get within charging distance, rush upon to a safe distance inland and make a stand wishes for his future.
sociation will be held at Augustaou the 27th and
him with the
Jau20 3in
staff will be announced as soon as or- I 23thiu*t.,
Do
and
My
on Tuesday
should
bayonet.
the
French
the
was
this,
which
at
2
o'clock
ou
P.M.
victory
commencing
city,
occupy
Tuesday
morning rendered a verdict of wilt
OFFICE—Ho. 166F0HE STREET.
Lectures aud addresses will be given by gentlemen
certainly be yours. Hecollect tils' defenceless against a bombardment.
ganized.
“A’ot Guilty.” Gould, Ingalls and Smith for
Annual ,*I«*«*linR.
there are hardly any
interested in educational affairs; aud important
Portland, Mb*
Joseph Hooker,
Head or Long Wharf
in the world that
(Signed)
Further particulars of the bombardment of
troops
questions of school policy will bo discussed.
w ill stand a
Annual Mwtin* t>f thr Stockholder* In the
pltf.; Hubbard and Ruggles for deft. This
bayonet charge, and that thus
Maj. Gen. Com’dg.
the object of the French
nl
Acapulca
All teachers, school otticers, aud friends of educaW.
NCiEB,
explains
will
be
JOHV
COMPANY
A|fnL
St AISE ISSl RAX<t:
who make it, therefore, are sure to win.
case has exhibited one of
the most flagrant
fleet to lie a want of supplies. Blit the Mexition are cordially invited to be preseut and particiThe only movement to-day is a change ot
held at the oltieo ol the t .mipanr, iu AnguMa. on
j an23 3wood
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of
the
th(*
exercises
convention.
of
Jauuarr
in,taut,
at
ten
By
command
of
cans could not light them on the Atlantic and
pate
Wedneedmv. the 2Sth day
attacks of a political cabal—“Knights of the
locality for the headquarters.
Free return tickets will be tarnished to members of
o'clock A M .for the choice of officers, and the trane- i
Kosecrans.
Kaiu is falling with the wind southwest.
The HiKhlnnd Board in? School
Golden Circle”—to break down an indepenthe association over the following railroads:
j feed them on the Pacific. As the ships enter- 1
action of any other business that may legally come
h^wmeed the harbor the Mexicans opened tire from
Weather mild.
FOR BOYS.
bee k Portland; Keunebec k Somerset; MaiuCTVnorder of the Directors.
before
them.
By
dent and fearless press, aud the verdict must
tral; Androscoggin; Portland, Saco k Portsmouth ;
J. H WILLIAMS. Secretary.
mHK spring Term of this School will commence
I the shore batteries and a lort three miles from
in spite of natural
Quebec,
ami York k Cumberland.
advantaglie regarded as a righteous one by all good citI on the 1st Tuesday is March. The advantages
Jau 15 td
the fleet. The shore batteries wore soon silencAugusta, Jau. 9, 1863.
PROM PORT ROYAL.
Ladies in attendance will receive the generous hoafor instruction are excellent. Application for rooms
es, is lagging behind her rivals in commerce t
! ed but the fort maintained itself. After deizens. In a few days we propose to give a full
should be made as early a* possible
New York, Jan. 27.
pitalities of the citizen* of Augusta,
Pnyaon llou*e.
prosperity. Within two years .the tonnage <
stroying 12 houses and damaging 50 the fleet
N T. TRUE. M A..
liy order of the Association,
The steamer Arago, from Hilton Head the
though not tedious report of the whole matEDW I\ WESTON, President.
A (iENTLEMAN and his wife, and a few single
went to sea without procuring supplies, the 1 24th
Proprietor aud Principal.
sailing vessels entering that |iort lias fallen o
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ter.
Jan. 12. 1363.
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1868.
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14.
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with^board
Bethel,
Mexicans continuing their tire from the forts. I staff are
from nearly 800,000 to (531,000 tons.
i and pleasant rooms at the above house. No. 37 MidTb
passengers.
dle Street.
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clad
steamer
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Montauk
rebel prisoners taken at* Quebec Mercury
and other
Among
International Steamahip Company.
says truly: *'In Montreal e\
U. 8. INTERNAL REVENUE
Marine Disaster.
Arkansas Post were some hundreds of officers
| steamers left Hilton Head on the 24th.
SPECIAL MEETING of the Stockholders ot
"erything has been done to attract commerc
Notice.
New York, Jan. 27.
<jen. Hunter had arrived out uud taken
Copartnership
Maj.
the International Steamship Co. will be holdea
STAMPS,
—1 general, lOcolonels, 10 lieutenant colonels,
"to that city,
l’rivate merchants and puiili
The ship Mortimer Livingston, ashore at ! command of the depaitment.
was admitted a
at the office ol the Company, on the corner of ComHANNAFORD
EDWARD
POR BALI AT THK
10 majors, 100 captains, nearly 200 lieutenants,
('arson's Inlet, had all her officers, crew and
mercial ami Cuion streets.lor the purpose of revising
‘-bodies have advanced
Col. Bieh of the fttli Maine regiment has repartner with me ou Jauuary 1, 1863, and the
liberally of tliei
the By-Laws of the < ompany, on the 29th day ot
name of the firm is
120 in number, saved, except a
PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
sumed command of his regiment.
and a miscellaneous lot of adjutants,
passengers,
‘•means
to
attain
that
end.
quarter
Jauuary, 1H03, at 8 o'clock P. M.
Here, all ha
little girl and one man, wlto were drowned by
A. I*. MORGAN & CO.
The Kcbcl ram Atlanta now lies In full view
II J. LIBBY, Secretary.
In Merchants' Bank Building, Exchange St.
and
staff
officers.
“beuu stagnation and indifference.
masters, surgeons,
the upsetting of a boat.
JaalS
of our blockading fleet iu Ossiban sound.
Portland, Jan 14, 1868.
A P MORGAN.
jau22 dt i
Jan 19 d3w

New York, Jan. 27.

conductors of tlie Globe will know how to
do their duty in rousing the
couutry to pre-
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The dawn of freedom’s morning.
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Weekly

tidings of

failing!

Jan. SO.

THE subscriber would very
announce to his numerous friends, and the
public generally, that during the temporary
]
J
icomimlsorv suspension of his busines- hhas furnished this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait upon his customers, and
by strict attention to their wants
i to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO.

respectfully

Inn. OQ

throughout.

1 he

dec27

JONATHAN

with house.
Bath. June 28.1882.

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,

THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on the Keuuebec, twelve miles
from the sea. and affords one of the most
nvitiug retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
large cities.
The Saga da hock is one of the fluent. moat spacious. and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thiee minutes walk of the Depot. Steamboat
Landing. Post Office. Custom House. Ac., being directly iu the busiucss ceutre of the City.

His hand to his mouth,his opponent

....

ffelliE subscribers hereby gives public notice to all
A concerned,1 hat they have been duly appointed and
taken ui>on themselves the trust of Executors of the

both rolled off *ho bank and into the riv-

The water cooled them.
They went
down together, but came up separate, and put
Both reached it almut Uie

time—and Thompson scrambled up the
bank, mounted his warlike steed, and made
tracks, leaving his foe gouging the mud out of
same

J.

of bis eyes.
Havimr
tlm
ttnrf inn
( flto
town—that is to say the corner where the
three bars were kept—he struck a house in
the suburbs, before which a little girl about
four years of age was plating.
“What place is this. Sissy,-’ he asked.
The little girl, frightened at the drownedrat figure which the stranger cut, streaked it
for Die house. Having readied the door, she
•topped—turned, and squealed “Oh-bee-dam.”
“Good Heavens!” said Thompson, digging
hia heels between his horse's ribs—"Good
Heavens! let me get out of this horrid place,
Where not only the men but the very balies
and sucklings swear at inoffensive travellers.
one

185}

STREET.

E

HOMESTEADS FOR

$20.

....

3]</3S

of land iu Northern Missouri,
Company large
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, < aid w HI
for
and
County,
farming
manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and (arms.
They are offered to subscribers *in shares of 990 each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by callingon
a

one_

13j

«ltj

66&1

tiwct

EDWARD SHAW, Agral,
102 Middle Street, Portland.
dtf

..

BY

Yfilk Route for Sate.
this oBicp, or No. 92 Exchange- St.,

Inquiry «t

one
Kill Ml-'

can hear of a
in U'liieh Ihnr.

chance
■■

tin,

m

to buv

i* n. t.......

a

"MILK
I.u..

failed to t*av his monthly hills. A favorable chance
is thus offered to any one who may wish to engage in
the business, or to enlarge his present "route
novl2 eodtf

SAIL CLOTH.
BLEACHED FLAX DICK, WITH BLIE STRIPES.
(A substitute for Cotton. 1

UHBLEACHED CANVAS. XTITB RED STRIPE,
Of various descriptions.
ALL I'KO.TI A O Nos, 1 TO 6.

ll*®

ALSO OK HAND

BOLT

ROPE

CORDAGE, AC.,

For sale

Prunes.8$al0j

by

Superfine.86 60q6 f;,
■•'I “s
Fancv .6 7<>a.4» 6711 amily do.84
Extra. 7 26^ 7 60: *o.l.. 7} >a A
8
Family.7 5**0 25 I -agle No. 1.tij a 6}
Extra Superior 8 00«9 <«' • tar.61& M
Western extras 7 26a7 76 4 a*tile.18}{d 174
family. .7 60a8 02 < 'rane’a.8 («9j
44
superior 7 76(« 8 76 Spire*
Ohio extra_7 64>q7 76 hity: Ginger Boot
5c,
»«•

LF. MESURIER &

CnAMPION,

St. Peter Street,QCFBEC.
fy*SampIes on hand, and orders taken bv
J. T. FATTEN & CO.,
Oct. 11—6ro
Front Street. Bath.

**

famil y..8 25q8 76
Canada super No.1*. none.

Ground Gin
per 8c, Pepper and pimento 12c,
StLouisFavBrands8?(iyl0B Cloves 16c. Cassia 10c,
Southern III. do dn.Bq9J
Cassia Buds 20c. CinnaPet apsco Family. 11; alii
mon 26c, Mare and Aut15.000 Acres of Land—supposed to conFlour.4
4] mens HOc
lb.
Rye
tain. on an at crage.about live thousand of stumCorn Meal.. 4( a 414 asala |> lb.46 d47c
L'l'. W **. OI..
paire to an acre, of spruce, bemloc and pine. Iwsides
'love#.36 a 16
much hard wood, and a
«
Grain.
go d growth ot young.thriflinger, (Racei_30 a83
ty juniper—a pond or lake, near the centre, o about
Duty Com and Oats 10c, < .inger, (Africa) 30 d32
1000 icies, with a good water power at its outlet.—
and
Hue
Barley 15c.and \ lace.83 ft 90
This pond flows, by the present dam. about 1000 acres
Wheat 20c V bu. From j >ut megs .93 (a95
of meadow, which can be put into grass, to great adHr. Province*free.
| ’epper. 27 (a 28
vantage, by withdrawing the flowage.
Rve.. »fra>l 00 | ’imento.23 (a 25
The Mill is hut a short distance from tide water,
Oat*.55 a58
Seed*.
where the Lumt»er is loaded.
South Yel. Cora. 89 $92 http Linseed 10c f* 5«.,
This property by mortgage fell into the bands of i Corn. Mixed.R8
$90
('anarp fl
hu.t Musthe present owners, who reside at a distance, aud tho
Rarlev..90 or 1 1ft tard 3c \> lb.
land will be sold at an immense bargain to any one
Short*
ton
*23 d 25 I lord# i>ras#.92? (a 8
who has the faculty and inclination to
I Fine Feed .27 ($30
Vestern C’loverJ. 11c « 12
manage it.
For farther information applv to Col. J. L. Law- I
Grindstone*,
ted Top.93 a 8}
LEVI BARTLETT k CO.,
ekhcb, or to
Duty Hough—free.
.inseed.3 a
j
dec 16 dlaw8w
No. 2 Long Wharf, Boston.
82«Va25 ( 'an ary.8>i& 4
Rough, $* ton.

Land in Franklin, Me.

ABOUT

j
I firm'd .86<$40
Raapowder.
Valued
..

was

axe.

where the
some

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within and
for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesin the year of our Lord eighteen
day of
hui dred and sixty-three,
ftlUGS, late partner and creditor
of cdepheD Lowell, late of Portland, in said
j County, deceased,having presented his petition that
Administration on tho estate of said deceased may be
granted to him.
It was Ordered,That the said Petitioner give notice
to all persons interested, by causing notice to be pubI H*hed three weeks successively in the Muine State
: Pi'osm, printed at Portland, that they n»ny
appear at a
**rpbate Court to be held at said Portland, on tho
third
of February next, at ten of the clock
",l *forenoon, and show
cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be granted.
WILLIAM ii. BARROWS, Judge.
A true cony, attest,
;
!

January,

ALEXANDER

Tuesday

TO LET.
Third Floor, corner of Middle and Temple
streets. Enquire at »6 State Street.
JaulO

32 W8w*

EUGENE HUMPHREY, Renter.

| Duty

Sugar.
hitp Mefad(t2c,nof}a5ore
Ao. 12 21c, a Imre Ao. 12
and not above 15 3c,nl«>re

at lent than
20c 1* Ih 6c, over 20c 6c
|> ltv and 90 \*c ad rat.
Ao. 15 and not above 20
Wanting.944<«> 5
84c. above Ao. 20 and re! Rifle and Sporting f>^$ 7i fined 4c 1> lb.
■Vnr.
| ’ortland A.91 d>
net T.914 <®16
Pre*»»’d
A A.104®
do.
Loo*e.16 'a 16
do.
Yellow.
none.
llldra and Sklna.
! ^xtra Yellow.none.
ad rat.
luseovado. 104 dll
Duty 10
TV A. Hide*.
30 d 31
do.
inbond.8|rr9
Western. 21 n 22 lavana Brown
lot n \2\
do.
White.. 124«134
Slaughter Hide*.. 64-a.74c
m
w
Calf Skint.
Orleans.11 a 13?
| Calcutta Cow—
ji rushed
14? a 15
Slaughtered .1 90 <r210 < Granulated.14? dl64
Green Salt .1 R&«i*2 <¥» •owdered.143 a 15 4

li®18

J

j

Sl»tM*p Pelta, Gr’nMm 914! Tallow.
I Sheep Pella, Dry 76$1 00 Vuty Tallow

1

h

5

for Wiscasset, Damariscotta, Wahloboro', Warren, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on ar-

M

n
M
r1
■—i

f*c, Soap

train,

Hruna*

at

Kendall's Mills.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Stages leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. M..

f;

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE 3TS.t
-DIALS*

Fine

rival of of train from Port laud.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Nor. 16, 1*62.
uovl8

c

^Augusta.

bs
Every lam ly,

at this

season,

should

use

the

celebrated In Europe forits medicinal and beneficial
qualities as a gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent physicians,
used iu
European ami American Hospitals, and by
some

Rendering It aoft, silky and glossy, and disposing It to
remain In any dc-ired
posit! n ; qnie ly cleansing the
scalp, arresting the fell and imparting a healthy and
natural color t.> the Hair.
it srvr.n rAirs

firry

TO

Its Original Youthful Color
V\ vs wo\ u

complexion.

Vov 1»wA’vcs vvwv\ C\v'v\.v\vcv\

PRINC

blooming,

WE REFER TO

The Great Indian

Their

known for the purpose, a* it win
bring on the nuinthly sickness in case*
of obstruction*, from any cause, and
after all. other remedies of the kiud
have bee*, tried in vain.
OVER 20«»» BOITLE8 have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in ant/ rase.
riF“It is put up iu bottle* oi three
different strength*, with foil direction* for using, and *ent by express,
closely sealed, to all part* of tin* country.
PHll'ES—Full strength. 810; half strength, £3;
quarter strength, £3 per bottle.

and the

are more

yet every part of the
them for life mud health.

body

is

IS TilK OSLY

up

DR. L.

aSdtf

consultations.—Dr. Hughe* ha*
for a Dumber of year* confined his attention to
diseases of a certain class. During his
practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has be met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of businem or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughe* is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at
at
his
ft Te«noffice,
night,
street. Charge* moderate, and a cere guaranteed
n all case*.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure ditease
when all other remedie* fail; cure* without dieting
or restrict ion in the habit* of the
patient, cure* without the disgusting and sickening eflirts of most other
remedies; cure* new case* ia a few boar*; care* without the dreadfhl consequent effect* of
mercury, bat
is sare to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The Ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bud habits ia yoatb,
the effects of which are pun and diizin*-** in the
head, fbrgetftalne**. sometime* a ringing in the ears,
w**k eye*, ete., terminating in consnmption or inif neglected, are speedily and
permanently

sanity

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned If desired. Address
DR J. B. HUGHES,
No. ft Temple Street, (comer of Middle),

a

Portland.
Jull —dfc wtfft

CT^Send stamp fer Circular.

BT TUB

RAILWAY.

Via BrrrALO, Dunkirk,

Niagara Falls.

and

This road is broad ocagb and is
New aud Splendid Sleeping C ars.
Tickets sold in Portland at

hy

with

DR. E. ©. GOULD'S

Pin-Worm

D. LITTLE, Agkht,
OJftce 81 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

W.

Or You

can save

office.

DIX1

provided

lowest Boston rate

June 28.

j
j

cians— many of whom consult him in critical cases,
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation, attamed through so long experience, practice aud observation.

tion it has Mitablished in the last two yearn, and the
ffcct that it i* fast »up -n»oding all other worm remedies, is the best test of Its great merit.

dawtf

BWW

who know little of the nature and character of Special discs***, aud less as to their cure, .some exhibit
forged diploma* of Institutions or Colleges, which
never existed iu auy part of the world; others exhibit diploma* of the d«*ad, bow obtained, ui known;
not
assuming and advertising in yame* of those
inserted in the diploma^. hut to further their
imposition assume name* of other most celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

only

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through false certificates aud relereucc*. and recommendations of their medicines by the deatl. who cannot expose or contradict them ; or* who, betides, to
further their imposition, copy from Medical books
much that t* written of the qualities aud edects of

!

iGNOKANt E OF (jL'ACK DOCTORS AND NOS.
TUI M MAKERS.

Through tbe’ignoranco of the guack Doctor.knowno other remedy, he relies upon Mercury, and
wive* it to at) hi* patients in pill*. d op*. Ac., so the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, add* to his socalled Extiacts, >|K‘cific. Antidote, Ac., both
relying
effects
few
ing

uj>ou its

in

prepared

21 Endicott Street, Boston.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dol-

•

Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Poplar St., Philadelphia.
C ^Numerous certificates of a similar character
might be furnishedfteiidencr 1430

lar to

ensure an answer.

Boston, Jan. 1. 1863.

eodly

Is

AFTER

Best

!

VOK_TIIK

Patent

Dyo!

to

efforts to restore health
It is purely^
Extracts, am/ always s*\fe and reliable.

granted October, 1862.

-Q. K..

Prohook,

Under United States Hotel, Portland,
desirable mechanical
r|lli!S
A been in use a sufficient

arrangement has

now*

ELECTROPATHIC

length of time to sin w
i that it rives entire satisfaction and actually is the

\alued the more it is used.
Tht* invention i* a step iu advance of all others in
| the Spring Reti department, embracing a little more
of their excelrencie*. and yet happily overcoming all
I their defects. It is flexible as hair, aud yet so recuperative as to bring itself into ptace with great facili-

Vegetable

Sold in New York by Hall k RitbilTISGreenwich street; in Boston
C. Goodvis k Co.,
by
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
Sold in Portland by H. U. HAY and all the princideco 3m
pal Druggist*.

GENERAL AGENT.

more

INSTITUTE^

DR. H. J. BOYXTON,

!

j Electropathic
!

Physician

and Surgeon.

bksidbbcb abd nrriri

■

w aiiBiiiru

w

uir

B|(ru auuuia,

and all who Unger in *ufferiug and weakness. They
are made of go««l material w arrauted strong and durable, and uot liable to get out of order.

j
!

TESTIMONIALS I
Commercial House Portland. June 16. 1962.
Having introduced the "Anderaou Spring Bed Bottom" into
1 pronounce it to be
my house, after trial.
an
bed. I am using several kinds
easy and
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
fully equal if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS. Proprietor.

healthy

We have introduced several of the justly celebrat"Jknderson Spring Bed Bottom" to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any aud all othere we have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guest*.
W. D McLAL'GIII.IN A SON.
Franklin House. Bangor, Me.
May 12.1863.

ed

(From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
I am using the 'Anderson Spring lied Bottom,' and
I am very much pleased with it.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND.
Portland, July 23,1862.
(From Hon. Lot M Morrill.)
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, 1 can
eheerfullv recommend it as an excellent article.
LOT M MORRILL.
Augusta. Aug. 5. 1862.

dropsy,

or?sipela*.

!

IVDr. Boynton, haring Bill instruction from Dr.
Colton for generating and administering the Sitrout Oxide, nr Exki/eratinf fiat, Is now ready to
administer this (>as to those who mav wish to
it for the cure of Neuralgia, Diseased Lungs, A#,
uovfe*
dRw tiin7

inhale

j
JAKES P. SLEEPER,

pleasure

!

j
>

FURNISHING

on

haud all tb# various kind* of

COFFINS

The Bed Bottom I bought of yon ftillv merits my
expectations, and is fullv up to your high recommendations. I would cheerftilly recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleepingapartments
AI STAPLES.
A N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16,1862.

UNDERTAKER

So. Ill Eichance Street, Portlaa*,
Residence rear of 411 Congress Street, keeps con-

stantly

Farmington, Feb. 28.1862.

AND

CASKETS.

Now in Use,
And will make o order anything of this kind that
may In* ordered, -t short notice, from the cheapest to
the very best. B\ giving n»v strict aud undivided

Having tested the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’* |

I can cheerfully recommend it to ail who are in need
of such an article; aud 1 believe it to be superior to
anything of the kind uow iu use
Rev. E. HAWES.
Waterville, April 12,1862

Sle.

Electricity

Mr. D. K Frohock has ftirnished the beds in my
house with the "Auderson Spring Bed Bottom," and
I take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
A. H. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington,

occupying

Portland,

Where he will treat all ctAiwea of lileea.e,
by application of Electricity and the moot
approved remedies.

DISEASES OF THE EYE AXT> EAR.

!

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the "Anderson Spring tied Bottoms" for the
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses any*
thing 1 had anticipated My wife who is feeble, has
had no good rest for six mouths till
one of
these beds. She would not part with it on anv acKey. JOHN ALLEN.
count.

So. 369 ConyrcM Street,

Dr. Boynton's operations and cures on these dell
cate organ* hare been most successful, and many o
them of a remarkable character. Dr B having test
ed the advantages of
for the past fifteen
year*, upon thousands of patients in Philadelphia
aud other cities of the United States, is prepared to
trea* all diseases of whatever nature with mnriralled
success.
The following are among the diseases which
Dr. B has been euiiuently successful in tieating:
Catarrh, consumption, chronic catarrh, db-ease# of
the throat, ulceration, asthma, bronchitis, disease* of
the lungs in all their fonni gravel in all its forms,
disease* of urinary organs, diabetes, incontinence of
the urine,
blindness, amaurosis, cataract,
scrofulous-ophthalmia, ulcers of long standing, mercurial sores, tumors, scrofula in all its forms, cancer,
disease* of the skin, canker, pile*, hemorrhoids, liver complaint, dyspepsia, disease# of the
stone, Ac., all spinal di«easc*. curvatures,
! kidneys,
hip disease*, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism in all its
forms, d* artu-ss. muscular, contraction, white swellings. all uterine weaknesses, leucorrhoea, fluor albns.
whites, fits. To the above might be added a long list
of disease* which Dr. B. has treated with equal success
All FEMALE COMPLAINTS treated with
! sncce#*. care and strict attention.
D B. has many te*timonials of important recover,
ie* under bis treatment, which can be seen
by calling
•
on him at his rooms.

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
'Anderson Spring Bed Bottom." 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheer*
fiullv recommend them to the public.
Dr N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861

Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the following public
houses—
Penobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Twenty Years' experience, and years ol
Franklin House. Bangor.
experiment, 1 have at last found the
Bkow'began House. Skowbegan.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Winthron House. Winthrop.
For coloring Hair in the world. 1 say it boldly, and
Elmwood House, Waterville.
%
mean it.
And *av fort her, that if any one buy* my
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Dye, and alter trying, doe* not like it. 1 will refhnd
the money on returning me the bottle with one hall
Revere House, Vassal boro.
it# content*.
Ilallowell House. Ilallowell.
1 do not wish to sell it to any rebel, or rebel symChina House. China.
Frankliu House, Augusta.
pathiser.
Cushnoc House. Augusta.
Agents cau be supplied at wholesale prices by ad- I
Abbott’*
School Faruiiugton.
dressing
JOHN M TODD, Portland,Me.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding Scnool, Kent’s nIII.
1
Oct 23 dAwtf.
JullTdA w6m

Gray Beards, Attend!

Four UitlmrtlS Eye ami Ear YVater

tT/f afbrds RELIEF ia twenty-four hours, and
entire cure is warranted, when taken according
directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup is also a most valuable fhmily cathartic,
to be always used when
physic is required, especially
far children. It corrects the secretions, give* tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
an

WI.AItY.

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE !
be not robbed and add to your suffering* iu being deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false
promise* and pieteusions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,

Syrup

I* the first and only remedy ever offered te the public for the effectual removal of the Ascaride*. or PinWorms. from the human svstem. The high reputa-

j proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physi-

fjv>

Agents.
MRS. M.U. I1ROWN, Proprietor,
nov!8 d6m
No. 110 Arch St., Philadelphia.

!

BRYDGES, Managing Director.

ERIE

large cities,

I quackery.

PHILLIPS, Wholesale

liaw dueoaea in
Skill, II. nor and

f>le

To Ciicaoo, Cincinnati. Cleveland. Dbthoit,
Toledo, St. Pa cl, La Crooks. St. Lock,
Nxw Orleans or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreigu aud Native Quack*, more numerous iu Bo»ton than other

consequence of which I suffered constant martyrDR. I. DIX’8
dom.
Every moment of my waking life was embit- ! charge* are very moderate. < oimnuniration* satered, and I was frequently uuable to Bleep at uight.
credly confidential, and all may rely on him with the
strictest secrecy and confidence, wha over may be
A variety of remedies had been resorted to withthe disease, condition or situation ol any one, marout success, and 1 entertained the
as
a last
purpose,
ried or single.
resort,of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United .State*.
the hope of thus finding relief.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar
In the meantime, most providentially. I noticed
to insure an answer.
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHAddiecs Dr. L. Dix, No. 21 Endicott street,Boston,
Mass.
ARD’S EYE W ATER. 1 had never heard of it beboston, Jan. 1, 1863.
ly
fore, but determined to try it, and did, with the most
Till-; LADIES, lhe colei.rated DR L.
delightftil results. In a very few days the painful
A
DIX particularly invites all ladies w ho need a
irritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
Medico/ nr Surgienf adviser, to call at hi* Rooms,No.
light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
21 Endicott street, Boston, Mas*., which they will
find ai ranged for their special accommodation
1 now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
Dr. DIX having devoted over twenty year* to this
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases |>edose, and that isan end of it. I would not he withcuiiar to temules, it is now conceded by all (both in
this country and in Europe) that he excels a!I other
out it for any amouut of money. I take occasion to
known practitioners in the sale, speedy aud effectual
say, further, that my wife used to suffer severely at
treatment of all female complaints.
times from protracted pain iu and over her eye and
Hi* medicines are prepared with the express purshe has found Poor Richard's Eyk Water a sovpose of removing all din-a-es, such as debility, weakness. unnatural suppressions, enlargements of the
ereign specific iu her case, giving her almost instant
womb, also, all discharges which (low from a morbid
relief. 4• rateful to 4iod for the benefit that 1 have
state t»f the blood. The Doctor is now fully
to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surpersonally received. I cannot but comiueud the prepgically. all diseases of the female sex, aud they are
aration to all w ho ha\ e been sufferers like myself.
respectfully invited to call at
P. 9. HENSON,
No.

11AY and W. F.

bytn sexes, requiring Experience,

delicacy.

I _^^™_3TlCKETir

GRADUATE I’ltYBIt'lAX ADVERTISING IX BUSTOS.

in a hundred, it it
curing a
various wavs throughout the land: but
trumpeted
Poor Richard's Eye and Ear Water
alas! nothing is said of the balance: some of w bora
die, other* grow worse, ami are left to linger and *uf1“ a new and rare discovery, which is most wonderfor for month* or years, until relieved or cured, if
ful in its operations, putting to blush the old systems | possible, by competent phv«iciars.
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
BUT ALE gEACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.* <
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. I*. 9.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts ar»- known to
some quack doctor* a id nostrum maker*.vet. regardIIksson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
i less of the lite and he. itli ol others, there are those
Philadelphia. If any one lias doubts as to the value
among them w ho will eveu perjure themselves, conof this r»*m«‘dy, they mav learn more of its practical
tradiciinf giving mercury to their patients, or that it
is contained in their Nostrums, so that the “usual
value by addressing a notv of inquiry to Mr. II.
j fee" may be obtained for professedly curing, or “the
dollar" or “fraction of itf’ may be obtained for tlie
Philadelphia. Oct. 17,1^62.
From injuries received in mv right eye, when t I Nostrum. It is thus that mauy are deceived also,and
uselessly
speud large amount* for experiments with
a
boy, chronic inflammation had been produced, in

II.

C. J.

Montreal, August 1.1862.

REGULAR

in

II

Infirmary.

MataMiaAed /*r f»a (reo/mew*

summer.

engaged in treatment of Special diseases, a fact so
well known to inaiiv Citizens.Puhlishers, Merchants,
Hotel Proprietors, Ac., that he la much recommended, and particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.

j

Tuber 6 Cents.

LADIES deelrinjr may conralt one of ihelr
A lady of experience ia constant attendJnlldawtra

SIX i'EEN YEARS

n

truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflaroeil and Diseased Eves, Dim VisioL ami Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Noise in the Head, Catarrh. Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores iu this city. Prick 25 cents per Bottlk.

—

DR. HUGHES’

FROM

nraerts (aud it caunot be contradicted.exsept
by quacks, who will say or do anything, even )>ctjure
themselves, to impose upou patients) that lie

j

impor-

dependent

Eclectic Medical

N. B

Phillips.

boldly

tant to health and comfort than the Eyk and
Ear, and yet none are less understood or more neglected. They seem to pass even common observation,
and

Passengers lor this route will take the ear* at the
Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland.
8. W. EATON. Sop’t.
Farmington May 6. 1862.
june23dtf

everything,’’

WATER!

r0 Organs of the human s> stem

own mb.
»»c«

November 1st, 1862. to May 1st, 1863. the
rales of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed between October 1st,
1862. and May 1st. 1868
An advance in the rate* of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of change* in the
arrangement for conducting the wood bn*ii>e*s, which
are aU>ut to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain place* on the line, so
that should auy parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that they will do so mt their own
risk, and that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be (riven of the rate* offVeigbt.and
from what stations lire wood can be carried next

L

different herbs and plants, and ascribe all the same
to their Pills, Extracts, Specitic*. &c
most of which,
if
not all, contain Mercury, because of the ancient
I
! belief of its "curing
but now know n
j to "kill more than is curea," and those not killed,
constitutionally injured lor life.

POOR RICHARD'S

returning opposite days.
Stage leave* Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesday* and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridav*.
Stage* leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Aron

chant*.

all ages, of

other
Recollect, the oxLT entrance to his Office is
No. 21. having no connection with his residence .consequently no family interruption, so that on no account can any person hesitate applying at his office.
DR. DIX

deed dawIvdi

EYE dr EAR

at

DIX’S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 Endicolt street, llo*ton,Ma*A«,
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each

promptly

above.

need

DR

physician

a*

a

*

Temple

Private

cts aud consequences;

ad»

Pr-

Notice lo Wood and Lumber Mer-

BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

tr REMEMBER—Th is medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
of the kind hare failed to cure; also that it is warranted as represented in every resjiect, or the price

will lw refunded.
None genuIY~RE WARE OF I Ml TA TIOXS
Ine and warranted, unless purchased directly of pr.
M. at hi- Remedial Institute for Special Piseases,
No. 28 Union stieet. Providence, K. I.
FiTThi* Specialty embiace* a:l disease* of a prirate nature, noth ot ME? and WOMEN, by a regularly edurated physician of twenty vears* practice,
giving them his tr hide at lent ion.
IV f ousultatiou* by letter or otberwi*r are strictly confidential .and medicine* will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all pait* of the United
States. Also accommodation* tor ladie* from ahnad
wishing lor a secure and quiet ultklat, with good
care, until restored to heaitn.
< AUTION.—It ba* been estimated that over tiro
hundred thousand dollars art* paid to swindling
quack* annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. AH this come* hum
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll, aid whose only
recommendation is their own lal*e and extravagant
assertions, in i<rai»e of themselves. If, therefore,
you would-nvoid being humbugged, take no man *
word, no matter what his pretensi/ms are, but
M A h K INQUIRY :—it will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets; tor. as advertising physician*. in nine case* ou. of ten, are bogus, there is
no safetr in trusting any of them, unless you know
who and what thev are.
rr Dk. M. will send prkk. bv enclosing one
stamp a- above, a pamphlet ou DISEASES Up WOMEN, and ou Private Piseases generally, giving full
information, frith the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising
or medicine of this kind is deserving of AX Y COXFI PE Xt E WHA TE I Eli.
attended to. Write
MF“rirder» by mail

more

especial

Eclectic Renovating Medicines are uarfvalied in efficacy aud auperior virtue in
regulating ail
Female Irregularities
Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a ,hort time.
LADIES will Anil it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after ail other remedies hare been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing la
tbc least injurious to flic health, and mav be taken
wnn p>rieci
«ntoty at all time..
Sent to any part of tba country with full direction a,
by mddreminc
DK HUGHE*,
bo. i
Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

GRAND trunk railway.

SPECIAL A1LMf NTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married aud Single Ladies;
SE( RET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial A (lectio s; Eruption* and all Diseases of
the Skin ; Ulcers of the Nose,» hroat and Body ; Pimples on the Face; Sweliiug* of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses iu youth,

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtue* unknown of anything el*e of the kind, and proving
effectual after all other* have failed,
is designed for both married and single ladies, and is the very best thing

Infirmary.
THiTAD.ES.

DR.

Portland,

icines,
8ELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

MATTISONS INDIAN EMM KNAG OGUE.

Drag and

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his room. No.
6 Temple Street, which they will tad
arrangvd for
their
accommodation.

Saturday^;

physician,

FOR FEMALES.
DR.

TO

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

and

a

Eclectic Ylediral

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursday* and Safiinlav* for f.ivormoro Canton Porn
and Dixfield; returning opposite dav*.
Stare leave* North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield.
and Weld, on Tuesday*, Thursday* and

more effectually and permaany other
nently, with less res’raint from occupation or tear of
to
all
weather, with sate and pleasant medexposure

Remedy

anally kept la

State Agent for DAVIS fc KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
eodfcwtoctl

nODBD On and after Moxdat. Mav 6. 1862,
rains will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A M
Freight traius daily between Portland and Lewiston.

Portland by 11. H. HAY*,Druggist. Supplydec22 dly
ing Agent.
WILL BE FORFEITED BY DR L.
|
"
^
D1 \ if tailing to cure in less time than

(Copyright secured.]

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,
And all other articles
Taint establishment.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Soldin

dec 10 eodfcw6m26

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
AND DYE-STUFFS,

ANDROSCOOOIN RAILROAD.

J
j

IPAL SALES OFFICE

“<•

At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Kagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee, Newfield. Parson-field. Effingham. V reedom,
Madison, Eaton, Limington, Cornish, Porter, Ac.
nov 13
dan carpenter, sup t.

few well known gentlemen and physicians who
have tried the Wine:
Gen. Winfield Scott, US A. Dr. Wilson, 11th st.,NY.
Gov Morgan, NY State. | Dr Ward. Newark, N.J.
Dr. J.R.Chilton,N Y.City, Dr Dougherty, Newark,
Dr. Parker. N. Y. City.
N.J.
Dr*.DarcyA Nicholl.New- | Dr. Marcy, New York.
ark, N.J.
J Dr. Cummings,Portland.
Dr. Haves. Boston.
tJT“None genuine without the signature of "ALFRED SPEER. Passaic, N. J.," is over the cork of
each bottle
VrMAKR OWE TRIAL OF THIS WtXF.
For sale by Druggists and all first class dealers.
City and town Agents supplied by the State Commissioners.
A. STEER, Proprietor.
VnrmrARP—Passaic, New Jersey.
Orncx—208 Broadway, New York.
JOHN I.A FOY, Paris,
Agent for France aud Germany.

Bold by Druggists throughout the World.

800 a- m

kc.. Ac,

a

Whose Hair requires frequent dressing the /ylobalaumum haa no equal
No lady'a toilet
ia complete without It*

m

Baldwin, Hiram. Limington, Brownfield,
Fryebnrg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Brhlgton,

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mixture of siiirits or other liouors. anil is
admired for its neb, peculiar tlavor, and nutritive
properties, imparting a healthy tone to the digestive
soft and healthy skin aud
organs, nd a

But acta directly upon the root* rf tvo Hair, giving
them the natural ru nrl-hn.rrt n «;u:n d. | r< «aieiiig the
tume vitality and luxurious quantity as iu youth.

Portland at 6 36 *nd 9 15 A- M. and

Falls.

to anv other wines in use, and an excellent article for
all weak aud debilita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benefitting ladies
and children.
A LADIES’ WINE,

Hair

f°r

Saccarappa

DIURETIC,
It
imparts a healthy action of the (Hands, Kidneys,
and Urinary Organ*, very beneficial in Dropsy .Gout
aud Rheumatic Affections.
SPEER’S WINE
Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure,
from the Juice of the Portugal Sambnci grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
physicians „3 possessing medical properties superior

Ko storing. I n vigorn ting, lien uiifying
nnri ilrfMitig the Ilnir,

To Restore

America.

AS A

for

VCr

The 2.00 P. M. train ont, aud ths 9.16 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at
daily for Sonth Windham, Windham Centre and Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish,
Steep

uable grape.

unequalled 1**rpnintlorn*

p° M

n.^ riM*"8,60 RiTer

AS A TONIC
It as no equal, causing an appetite and building nn
the system, being entirely a pure wine of a most val-

ZYLOBALSAMUM,
The grout

Europe and

of the first families in

APOTHECARIES’ GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, to.

orders:

3 •»

Pure Drugs,

AND FANCY GOODS.

--jfrwiisariflD <>n and after Monday, November 10,
w8Mr"^Bgtr&ina will leave as follows, until further

CA

Chemicals,

INCL1SR, FRENCH AN I AIIR1CAN P1RFU1IRT.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

■

IV-

genuine medicines,

Vork Sc Cumberland Railroad.

w

I

..

Portland for Hath and Aoaiuta at 1.00 P
M„
with thv

Ahdroecogam
wick for Lewtiton Uvcrninre
Fill., Wilton and Farminttton: and at Aonna wtth the Snmer»r A KennetM* Railroad for VMMUboro', Waterrllla Km.
dad’s Mills and Skowhegan an«l at Kendall # Mills
with the Peuobscot A Keunebec Railroad for Rum
ham. Pitta field, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
For Bangorand Stations on the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to

'A
H

••

a

“Halloa, stranger!” said he.
“How are you, sir?”
“Well. now. stranger, where be you from?”
“1’in from New York.”
“From New York? Why, I should think
you’d hate to live so far off.”

THE

—

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purchased from the Hannibal & St Joseph Railroad
The

Too far off.—A friend was trout
fishing
on the sides ol Old
Saddleback, a mountain in !
the interior ol Maine a hundred miles from the

curiosity.

Manufacturer,

Mill*

NB.-J.

“1 can cook an egg six hundred different
ways, Baron, and for my soups there is no end
to their variety.”
The banker and the cook have been on the
best terms ever since, except on the occasion
when Baron de Rothschild “took the liberty”
of changing the bill of fare laid before him by
the accomplished “arsist.” Guignart was furious. He thought of resigning his spit. He
reflected on Vatel's example. Then, after a
flood of tears, he regained his calmness by
ejaculating, “Eh Mon Dieu, I see it all now.
Tiie Baron gives a dinner to-day to blackguards w ho never owned a carriage in their
lives.” So lie pardoned the Baron for toning
down his bill of fare to carriageless blackguards. I need scarcely tell you that Guignart
is not reduced to the vulgar necessity of taking a hack when he goes out. He lias put by
for a rainy day the honest penny of $100,000,
out of the $dOt>j the Baron annually allows
him, and the $2.00 he levies on the butcher,
etc., (who furnish 1 he J(iU-lien) on new year's
day. The emperor's chief cook levies $1000
on all these people for Ids new year’s gift.—
Don’t you wish you were a great man's great i
man?

clearing

*'

D C. has received more first premiums
for best instruments than any other maker iu
•
the State.
S3F“ Repairing and Tuning promptly and personally' attended to.
wlyT

soups?-’

surveyed him with

..lOuloJ

CHENEY,

Harmonium

When he applied to Baron de
Rothschild .thirteen years ago tor the place
then vacated by the deatli of Etienne, the
money-king said:
“How many soups can you make?”
Guignart was for a moment as much abashed as Soyer was when Sydney Smith commenced his examination of the then unknown
candidate for the white apron of the reform
club with: “Can you cook a potatoe ?” But
Guiguart recovered himself and ans wered:
“An influite number, Baron.”
“Very well,” replied the great banker looking over the great "artist’s” certificates, “you
will suit me: but I warn you that the same
soup must not make its appearance twice
within a twelve-month on my table. Can you
make three hundred and sixty-five different

small

..

—„D_

day.

a

..

NIIilLODIiOlsr

Baron RornscHiui'sKitchen andGuigNakt, its King.—In the basement of the
mansion of the Rothschilds the three kitchens
—fish, roast, pastry—are placed, and there
reigns Guignart, who (Misses lor the best cook

Boon he came to

».

..

••

—[Harpers’ Monthly.

proprietor of the axe

2}

testament of
NATHANIEL WARREN,
late of Portland, In the County of Cumberland, deceased.bv giving bond as the law directs; they therefore request all |»ci>ons who are indebted' to the
said deceased’s estate to make immediate pavment;
and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to
JOHN G. WARREN.
CHARLES W. S< OTT.
Portland, Jan. 6.1868.
a0w8w«

er.

an

2^c

last will and

Leave

pi

Lime.
Duty 10

30Lq31

Falls,

Farmington.

*

*

Y,

if

_

Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston,at 10.46 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the
Androscoggin
Railroad lor Lewiston, Livermore
Wilton and

conuectlug

MEDICAL.

II .V

■mj*-

^rv.y-nSSP On and after Wednesday, Nor. 19th,
trains will leave as fol1862, passenger
S5KF5S9IHR
"
low*.

Invalids

*

100ft.89|@
Foreign Pig.9$@
Sheet and Pipe.. 11 @11$

—

Term* Made rate by the Week ar Day.
Bath, Juue 23. 1862.
dtf

“Yu-ba-dam!”
The next minute they were at it.
First,
Thompson was down; then the shirt; and
then it was a (log-fall—that is, both were down.
They rolled about, kicking up a tremendous
dust. They squirmed around so energetically
that you'd have thought they had a dozen legs
Instead of four. It looked like a prize fight
between two pugilistic centipedes. Finally,

lie

Proprietor.

BATH, MAINE.

Persons ami

Hard, retail.f8 q)

..

dtf

fhtriciasr' i*>e.

0

10
10

ip

•.•Terms 91 per day. Stable conn*."'*

Oporto Grape,

Females, Weakly

hT

II.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

Coating

jc

888, Washington St., Bath.

J*J2LjY
iIB.1!

this?”

house,
surprised by hearing the blows of

dtt

By C. M. PHI M M K

k

with the voice of an 80-pounder:
Do you hear that?”
In a minute Thomson, burning with the
wrath of the righteous, got off Ids horse and
advanced on the stranger with an expression
not to lie mistaken.
The shirt arose and assnmed a posture of oflence and defence.
Arrived within a yard of him. Thompson
•aid:
“I ask you for the last time. What place is

a

BLISS, Proprietor.

BATH HOTEL,

“Yu-ba-dam!

from

to call and see if
a hotei."
Clean,

rooms, good beds, a well-provided t-ible, attentive servants and- moderate charges are ilie inducements he holds out to those whose business or pleasure call them to the "Forest City.”

Portland. Aug. 19. 1802.

foe

For

Lignorice,

HOUSE."

the travelling community
he knows "how to keep

airy

replied

from

Pig *>

Magnesia

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased the above House,
on Federal Street, Portland,
id invites

■

miles

4

u

THE

“Yu-ba Dam!” said the shirt, in a slightly
elevated tone of voice.
“Lookee here!" yelled the irate Thompson;
“I asked you politely what place is this; why
In thunder don't you auswer?"
The stranger became excited. He rose and

as

\m.

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC ANII PORTLAND R. R.

8AHBUCI WINE,

loop*.828

House is now oj»en to the public.
A. 1*. MORRISON, Proprietor.

“ELM

son.

ten

A

OP Choice

ft.

Jo-j

BL4< K«TOXE HOI ST,
1181 Hanover Street.Boston.
f Formerly Mart a inn Houae—conducted on
J_l the European plan. The subscriber has
leased the above House, and newly furnished it

“What place is this?” roared Mr. Thomp-

Supposing himself
village and half lar

1 QilO

WINE.

PUKE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,

Lead.

Duty Dig l$c

do. do. c’trv.l 25ft 1 50
Potash ~bc,Cantharides.
Mas tic. Ipecac, Rhubarb, .reenCo’y *a*d 1 1002 l 2*r
Cardamons, (HI Lenum. ountry Kill'Mol.
lihd. Shook*.. 135a 160
Anise and Orange,
dine 60c, Tolu and Crude ; >la**b.125a 1 50
do.
Re
lined
30c,
Camphor
ft 30
40c, Tartaric Acid 20c, lacfcmetack TimCream Tartar, Citric
ber, f> tun.10ftl6
Acid, Shellac, Copal, lto-,
mar and Gums used for 'hity
6c V gal.
like purposes 10c, Aloes, 'ion hi go*.862 36
Verdigris, Chii/rate of' rinidad.35 a 36
< uba claved.
Potash, Carb.
do. tart
6c, Ilorticic Acid, Yellow do.
27«28
and
Prussiate Potash
do. Mu*covado 32 ft 33
few Orlean*.
Red do. 10c,
Oralis Acid ana Sugar ] ‘ortland Syrup, hhd*..26
do.
bbl*. 29
of Lead 4c. Asphalt um
and Bi-Chro. Potash 3c,
Nail*.
.SVj^ollc, Epsom Salts. hity: (Vic, Wrought2c,
Liquorice Boot, Hi-( arb. Assorted 3c f> lb.
Soila, Caustic Sofia lc; <
4 5U&475
Castor Oil 60c 1> gal..
Naval Store*.
Morphine 82 os.. Al- hity Turpentine, Rosin,
um GOc 4» cwt., Copperas
Pitch, 7Vir20 f>c adral.,
60c
ctrt.. Muriatic AcS. Turpentine 15c f*gal.
ad val., Spong- ] ar(foreign>f> bbl.813a 14
id lu
Jsin- | ’itch (Coal far). 8+ft 4i
es. As safest ida,
glass, Flor Sulphur.Sen- | toxin.18ft2o
na, Arrowroot. trinseng 1 n rpentinc ft gal. 285ft2 90
30 4>c. Bleaching PowOakum.
flers 80c 4* cwt.. Sago >uty
Free.
60c V ctrl S’a/ Soda and 4 kinericau.81ft 91
Soda Ash
Oil.
V !b, CrufR
Brimstone 83 and Roll hity Sperm, Whale and
do 86 4? foil, Alcohol40c
other Fish Oils of for4> gal.
eign .fisheries 20 tyc ad
Alum UR).4 a. 5c
ral., Linseed, Nttmpseed
87
Aloe*.80
and Raiicseed23c ft gal.,
Arrow Root.17 <*40
Olire 23c,
Salad 60c,
.30 a 33
Borax.
Palm. Seat and CocoaBrimstone (roll).. 4i « 5
nut 10c ft gal.
Bi-< arb. Soda.6} a 7 | ’ortland kero*ene
Sulphur...-6 ® 64 liluminat’g Oil 55 dMOe
Sal Soda.3] & 4 3 lachiue.80 (ft 82
Camphor.130a 136 ( larine.
Cream Tartar-85 '<*66
pern Winter. .2 08(2210
Logwood ex.12] <* 14 v liaie, ret. Wint 98 (a 100
ia.86
do.
Crude.90 g 32
Magnesia.2S
Indigo. M ia, fine 811a 2 ( irand Hank and
Madder.17ca 18
Chaleur.
826 a 29
Hay
Opium.89ka91 bore.24 a 26
Rhubarb.200a 226 I .in*eed.fl 36a 139
Alcohol.1 00® 1 10 1 lolled.1 4dal 42
Fluid.1 15 8)126 1 ^rd Oil.1 (Hal 05
Camphene.2W>a2 951 Hive Oil.175a 1*0
Saltpetre.11 a28 t 'axtor til. 2 2(ta2 25
Vitriol.14 ®16 3 .eatxfoot Oil-11'tftl 16
Onioat
Dyrwaad*.
> bbl.H3 3728 60
Jhity Free.
Harwood .14®
I y bu*h.1 anal 40
Brazil Wood.18 &
Camwood.4kg- 4] hit y On White Lead dry
2* a
or ground in oil and Led
Fustic, Cnba
Sav an villa 2 a 21
l.dad *2 40 p 100 lbs.
nvperruc.o
Litharge 24c. Oxide nj
Zinc
Logwood.
p lb. Pru»*ian
< ampeachy..... 2j a2l
Blue, Vermilum, Chrome
St. Domingo.
2«
Yelhar, Yenrtian Led 25,
Extract Log wood. 13 i.ql4
S/taniek Brotm dry 20,
a
Nic
Wowi.
in oil 3n pc ad vat.. Yell'each
3;q 4j: low and other Ochre* 50c
Red
.3pq 81 p 100 lbs, /'aria White
"
2 a
Sapan
dry 60c, in oil *1 6o,
Oucrcitrou Bark. .21*5 2J
Whiting 6<»c p 100 lb*
Bad Sander*.3 M 6 I ”tl d Lead, in oil.*]li a
I «ewii Lead.
Dark.
11 l a 12
I kmton Lead, "
11 g 111
Jtuty 30 pc ad rat.
I rench Ziuc,
Havens.60eA
"
inter. Zinc,
Portland, No 3 96 (eg
8 g8i
No. 10. .67 cy
I Sochelle lellow.
8 (ey 34
I .nsr. Veu. Ked-3 <% 3J
Navy, S’r, No. 3 94
No. 10. 60
1 J bar ^e.11 g
1 led Lead.11 ay
Tent Duck,
U. 8. 10 oi.66 @
Plaster.
12 oa.06 igy
i hit y
Free.
I er ton Sort.22^52 50
Emitter*.
I lard.2 0<*q 2 25
Duty 30 pc ad ral.
Live <»ee*e 4» lb 60 %bb
round.6(XKgt»25
Kuwm .26 v*y
Pro* inioua.
I hity Be-f and Pork lc,
Ki>b.
Lard, Bacon and Ham*
Duty For 100 tbs/oreij/n
caught
Herring 8 1. 2c, Butter and t hec»e 4c
Mackerel 82. Salmon 83; ( li’g° Mess licet * 12 q 14
and all >>ther trickled in I 'ortlaud do.
124 n 13
bbls. 81 60 p 66/., other- 1 ’tl'dext. do.
14 a 14$
trier 60c P cwt. From I 'ork, extra clear 19 d‘20
i 'ork, clear
Protdncee free.
1H u*
Cod large 4* •jut..84i q41 I 'ork. mess. Id a 104
small.
1 'ork. extra do
14 am
Pollock.2j;q 21 I 'ork. Trinie. 13 g
Haddock, .1J a 1 I '.x Prime.14
7o I Sound Hogs. 6j a «
Hake,.1
Herring.Shore4*bl.4 3? 4J I lams.8 fT{*c
< it\ Smok’d
none.
do. Labrador
liams.9] g In
do. Scaled4*bx 30a35c
Produrr.
do. No. 1
.*4 Kg. 25 I k*et p iju’r p lb 5 g 7$
I •pg*. p do/
Mackerel 4’ bbl.,
17 m 19
orator*. pl-bl fld2« 1 75
Bay No. 1....
Bav No. 2.
hickens.l<Kg 12
amb .8 a 10
Bay No. 3.
Shore No. 1
urkie*.12 (a 14
44
2....
eese.9 ^ck 10
do. (medium),
cal.none.
do. (small)....
ickles. pbbl... *7j«, 84
Fruit.
Rice.
Duty. Lemons, Oranges, i >uty: Cleaned 14c, PadBanana* and Plantaine
dy
p lb.
2*1 Pc ad ral., Almonds I Sice p ib.7J
4c. and Shelled do. 0c 4*
Rum.
lb. Xuts and Dates 2c I ortlaud distilled 56 a 58c
ft lb, f'urrants. Figs. Snlrralus.
Plume, Prunes ami I ini- > m'eratus p lb.6$<§ 7c
sins 6c P lb. C'itron 3<»
Salt.
i hity
In hulk 18c. ami in
pc ml va/.
Almonds—.Iordan p lb.
hag* 24c p It JO lbs.
Soft Shell.20 a/2ic I urk’s Is., p hlui
ShelTed.26 aflO • (8 bus.).*2 80®3 25
Currants.16 a 16 [ jverpool. 2 Tag 3 00
Citron.42 (aAb ( adiz.none
Pea Nuts
82
acks Salt. none.
Figs, common.... none. < ir'd Butter Salt. 22
New Eleme .18c d 22
Sinrcb.
Lemons, p box- .82 a 3 hity 20 pc ail ral.
3 00 | 'earl.df^
Oranges—Messina
7$
I 'otato.3i a 4
Baisius,
Blue p cask.151510
Shot- p 100 lbs
u 10
Black .88(ql0 I >ron. i»10± a
Bunch p box 87V'q3 87j I Bick.
Laver.3 87q4 0n
Soap.
Dates.:. 7 % 9c h<ty 35 pc ad ral.
1 .eatne k Lore’s. TrowFiuur—Portland insp.
bridge k Smith’s Ex-

hopes

fully.

coast.

dtf

RAILROADS.

Leather.
fsuty 30 4>c ad val.
New York, light. 29 @31c
do. md. wta...31 @32

CaflTee.
Pc ad val.
liocklaud, cask... 76 @80c
I>uty 6c P tb.
Java p tb.35 'a36c Lumber— From yard.
St. Domingo.30 a>31 Jlear l’iue, No. 1.838 @
do.
No.2 34 @
Rio .32 ft 33
do.
Mocha.None, j
No.3 24 (@
do.
No.4. 14 @
ManilTarred
2\c,
Shipping Lumber.17 @18
Duly:
la 2k. all other Z\ *Mh. Spruce.
.11 @12
!
K <#» 10
American 4> lb
14f®15 lemlook
Russia Hemp.16* a 17 Sox Sh'k*,(ca*h> 45 a 58c
Manilla .16^*16! lapb'd*, Sext..#14 a.16
do.
I*
30 a32
Bo I trope, Russia .ldig.17
Manilla, log. 16] Shingle*, Ced. ext 2j-ft 3
do.
do.
O incut.
No.l 2 (ft 2i
do. ext. Pine 3i(ft 4
4> bbl.8140@146
12da 1 25
Lath*, Spruce
l)rac* aad l)ye».
('in
naOil
do.
k*
lb—
l‘iue.1 25ft 2 00
Duty:
ve m 92. Oil Almonds and led Oak Stave*
80 (235
Otto gf Hose 81 60, OH ilol. lihd. Shook*
Bergamot, Cassia and & Head*,city. 2 75(12 87
Cloves 81, Hydriodate Sugar do. city. 2 75«.2 87

FARMER.
EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

;

“Hello!” replied the shirt, with vigor, removing his pipe from his mouth.
“What place is this ?” demanded the traveler, whose name was Thompson.
The answer of the shirt was unexpected:
“Yuba Dam!”
There were about Ulty yards between them,
and tlie wind was blowing. Mr. Thompson
thought he had been mistaken.
“What did you say?" he asked.
“Yuba Dam,” replied the stranger cheer-

of the

Lehigh.10«

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PA88ADUMKEAO, MAINE.

Eabl.

“Hello!”

lor the shore.

Whib&nh.ldft

SAMIliri

SPEEIf'S

'7|12
Country.lOiftlli do. heavy.31 a 32
do. slaughter. 33 @37
Caai—(Retail.)
Duty From Hr. Provinc- \mer. lallskins .80 @ 90
es free, other foreign Bi- Sl’ter Wax Leatli.19 @ 20

F ran Klin. 10ft

HOTELS.

A California Story.
In the Northern part of this State (California) is a stream called kuba River. Across
it tome enterprising individual built a bridge;
and on the banks sometiody e'se built three or
lour bouses. The inhabitants call tile place
Yuba Dam. Three bars were instantly erected, and the “town” Increased rapidly. About
noon one cool day a traveller ami a sojourner
In the land passed this flourishing locality, and
seeing a loug-legged specimen of humanity in
a red shirt smoking before one of the bars, thus
addressed him:

out

Cheese.
Duty 4c p tb.
Vermont p tb .11

tumenous £1 10, all oth
er kinds 60c p ton.
Cumberl’d p ton flOft)

not!

MISCELLANY.

they

Ship.4]
4ft$

MEDICAL.

—

..

After the night, however dark.
Out ehinea at last the morrow.

roared:

!

J. L.

No. 10
June 28, 1862.

nal duty o)
llop».
10 pc ts lev td on alt tnerDuty 5c \» ft.
cmuutne"inf imported di- First Sort, 1802. .14 @16
rect tror t the
place of pro- I rou.
duction or growth'
Duly: Dig and Stamp SO,
As (ick«
Bar not exceeding §6041
10 pc ad cal.
ton value 817 P ton, exy
arl p tb.8fa) 8j
ceeding 860 V Dm §18,
.7 jft 8j
less than $ inch thick >>r
metre than 7 inches wide,
Apples.
Green pbbl.150al "5 rounds less than 4 inch
or more than 4 inches in
Sliced p tb.6ift64c
Cored p lb.bj ftoj
dioinefer, and squares
Unco red p lb.3’ less than j inch etr more
than 4 inches square 820,
Bread.
liailroad 812 60, Boiler
Duty: 30 pc.
l'ilot p 100 lbs. f5J @ 6;
auel Plate §26 1> ton.
Sheet 2 «2$c p ft <ind
ft 4j
Cracker# j>er bbl.
3j
§3a,6 p ton.
Cracker#, p 100 .36 ft40c I'omiuou.4@ 4$
itetined
Butter.
4$@4j
Swede.7 @ 7$
Duty 4c p tb.
Family p tb.22 ftt24< Norway.7$@ 8$
Store.16 ft 16 I ast Steel.26 a27
ljerniau Steel.... 10
Beaus.
Marrow p bu#h$2 37ft2 62 feinglit.Ii|lllia.Steel. 19
87
l»ea.2 62ft2
12
Blue Pod.2 37ft2 62 sheet Iron, Engl 6 @ 0$
Sheet Iron,Russia. 18
Candles.
Duty Sperm and Wax Sc. do Kua iui't.
Lard.
St trine 6c, Tallow 2^c
Barrel, |> ft.10$@11
p tb.
Mould p tb.\3jc®U Kegs, 4* ft.lOJiftllc

Sperm.32 ft36

tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out aud
back. £186.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co., Montreal,or to

gloom,

doubting heart, fear not, fear
Droop not in grief and sorrow;

Putting

Mail Line.

Railway.
Prepaid and return

Then

■

l

Trunk

athwart the

;

••
Stork 10 Vc ad val
Soft.
.4j<®6
American retiued Sjj® 9c
Twine.
lCough.5vi 6 Duty: 35 pc ad ml.
Trim.
Cotton Sail.95c® 100
.!60 ;® 55
F lax
Duty: 20c V> lb.
Ita Icing.50 o65
Hyson.7,r,c> *1
76 n, i IHemp
Young Hyson
....46 a, 60
Oolong .7o it SO India. 25® 33
Souchong.50 (g.55
Var niah.
T ollHI'I'O.
Furniture.?2 (® 3
Duty: Leave* unmanu ar- Coach.3J <£ 6
lured 25. all otIter ktndt Da mar.3£® 4
85 |>c ad val.
Wool.
5’sft. 10’s best br’ds.70 2:75c Duty
l^c $> lh
do.
medium. .66 (oOR | and under 5 pc, over 18c
do.
common 60 tt«2
lb 3c, over 24c
to 24c
half lb? best br’ds 78 (a80
9c •*» lb.
do. med. good 66 ®70 Fleece.45 (®66c
do. common.. .60 a62 La m ha.46 ®63
Natural Leaf, lbs *1 a 1]
Zinc.
Fancy, in Foil.lia 2 Duty: In hlorkn or pi a a
Tin.
1 Jc, in aheeta 2c V lb,
Duty Pig 15c, Plate* 21 mnnufocturta qf 3o pc
ad ral.
$>c ad rat.
Banca, cash.430'S 44 Pips and alaba.6F® 64
Straits, cash. 40 <S42 Sheet fr.owdmann. llf<®12
l'lates-C bar. I .C. f 13 2134 Sheathing.90 f®
14
do.
l .X. 16 a 1* i
Excha nve.
Coke.12 a 12 j London—00 d ]«2i^ 103
W ood.
Pari*.J 3 46®3 50

@17
@2"
Spring.10@
@21
13$@15

Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class. £85. First Class. £77 to £92—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand

That dazzling constellation
Shall rise again in (inrer light
tlpon a blood washed nation.

Portland,

!

morning.

salvation.

morning stars

Like

;

Loudouderry.

Be spoke the word that breaks the bonds
Of a benighted nation,
And patriot millions hail with joy
These

1

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH
A M ERK A N. NOR W EG IA N. J l K A.
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON, NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturi dav morning, for Liverpool, via
iTUwengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
I with Unit<Mi States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M..
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

The blood of martyrs and tbe cries
Of anguish proved availing;
God’s justice nerved our Leader's soul,

January 23.

}'

OIT IV STEAmsHIP CO’S

whole people then
As
Rose in august devotion!
one man a

for tlie ruxps to

P,if

freight

us!

That glorious galaxy of light
Went down in wild commotion:

God's justice

notice,

Leave Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY, aud SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., ami leave Pier
9 North River, New York, everv WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock. PM.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safi? and
comfertabTe mute for travellers between New Yor1^
and Maine. Passage £5,00, including Fare and St'^te
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to aud from
QueJiec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Kastport and
John.
Shippers are requested to send thetr
to the
on the
•teamert asearly as 3 P. M
day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
KMt-JtY k FOX, Brown’s Wharf. Portland
li. B. CROMWELL k VO., Kg. 86 West Street,
New York.
Dec 6. 18 3.
dtf

homage render—

never

further

Montreal,
St!

|

j

The four and thirty shining stars,
To whose oelestial splendor
The kings of earth, all lands and climes.
reverent

until

run as follows:

:

Too long the crumbling dungeon chains
Of time worn wrong have bound us,
And doubting souls have only seen

will.

Prices Current.

**

spleudid and fast Steamships
mCUE8ATKAKE," Capt. Willett.
IT^and “PARKERSBURG,” C aptain

aJBjamHfc iIoefmah.

I

Wholesale

Expressly corre

The

Already over distant hills
Auroral tints are dawning—
The harbingers of peace and joy.

Did

Portland

LINE.

SEMI Wr:KKIY

o fainting heart, fear not, fear not!
Droop not in gloom and sorrow;
After the night, however dark.
Out shines at last the morrow.

Eternal nightaround

THE m arkets.

j

;

attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the above, I cau rtirnish them cheaper than any
else.
Aug 6.1862.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.

one

At a Court or Pkobatb held at Portland, within
aud for the County of Camberland, on the first
Tuesday of January, in the year of onr Lord
eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
BADGER, named Executor in a
certain Instrument purporting to be the last
Will and Tcwtaaseat of Joseph era Aim. late of
Brunswick insaid County, deceased,having presented
the same for
It teas Ordered, That the said Executor give notice
to all person* interested, by causing notice to be
lished three weeks successively in the Maine State
press, printed at Portland, that they mav appear at
a Probate Court to be held at said Torllanri. on the
first Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and show cause if any they have,
why the said Instrument should not he proved, approved. aud allowed, as the last Will and Testament
of said deceased.

NATHANIEL

probate:

pub-

WILLIAM O. BARROWS, Judge.

A true copy, attest,
30 w3w
EUGENE

HUMPHREY, Register.

•

